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ABSTRACT
The mechanical response of high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding subjected to a
postulated reactivity initiated accident (referred to as a rod ejection accident (REA) in a
pressurized water reactor) can be affected by hydrogen embrittlement. This study addresses the
hydrogen embrittlement of non-irradiated, stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding under conditions
(state of stress and temperature) relevant to those of a reactivity initiated accident. Specifically,
the study has investigated the effects of a concentrated density of hydride particles (in the form
of a rim at the outer surface of the cladding tube introduced by gas-charging) on the cladding
ductility when tested under a near-plane-strain tension at 25, 300, and 375°C. The influence of
the hydride-rim thickness and local hydrogen contents on cladding ductility is studied as a
function of temperature and correlated with the hydride microstructure.
Using synchrotron x-ray diffraction, this study has found that the δ-hydride phase (i.e.,
ZrHx, where x ≈ 1.66) is the predominant hydride phase to precipitate in stress-relieved Zircaloy4 cladding for hydrogen contents up to 1250 wt ppm. At hydrogen contents above 2700 wt ppm,
although δ-hydride is still the majority phase, both γ- and ε-hydride phases are also observed.
The volume fraction of hydrides was estimated as a function of hydrogen content, using the
diffracted x-ray intensities. These estimated values agree well with calculated values assuming
hydride precipitates are δ-hydride.
Under near-plane-strain hoop tension, the ductility and fracture of the cladding is highly
dependent on both the hydride-rim thickness and the testing temperature. At room temperature,
due to a high density of hydride particles within the rim, a Mode I crack is injected shortly after
yielding. This limits cladding ductility, such that it decreases with increasing thickness of the
hydride rim. Cladding containing hydride rims with a thickness of ≥100 μm was thus
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macroscopically brittle (the macroscopic failure strain was small) as the result of the initiation
and propagation of a Mode I (i.e., tensile) crack through the thickness of the cladding. Crack
growth occurred due to void initiation at fractured hydride particles and subsequent straininduced coalescence.
Mode I cracks were also observed at 300°C within the hydride rim, but the substrate
failed by a mixed Mode I/II crack with no signs of void nucleation, as the hydride particles in the
substrate resisted fracture. Macroscopically brittle behavior occurred for cladding with hydride
rims thicker than ≈170-μm. In contrast, at 375°C, materials with rim thicknesses up to 260 μm
were ductile and failed due to localized necking. As a result, the effect of hydrogen on ductility
at this temperature is small. Also, at this highest temperature, small Mode I cracks were
occasionally observed within the hydride rim; these cracks were associated with high local
hydrogen contents (>4000 wt ppm) and the presence of the tetragonal ε-hydride phase near the
outer surface, suggesting that this hydride phase is highly brittle at all temperatures of this study.
This study also tested specimens with a uniform distribution of hydrides (containing
≤2200-wt-ppm hydrogen) in order to compare their behavior to that of hydride-rim specimens.
Uniformly-hydrided specimens containing ≈2200-wt-ppm hydrogen tested at 300°C showed the
initiation of Mode I cracks and macroscopically brittle behavior, similar to that of the hydriderim cladding. However, when tested at 375°C, cladding with ≈2200-wt-ppm hydrogen showed
comparable macroscopic ductility (>4% uniform hoop strain) and fracture (i.e., plastic
instability) to that of non-hydrided cladding, suggesting that this cladding is macroscopically
ductile. The difference between material behavior at 300 and 375°C indicates that the
survivability of cladding during a reactivity initiated accident may depend critically on the exact
cladding temperature at maximum load.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

During operation of a light water reactor (LWR), the mechanical behavior of the
zirconium-based fuel cladding (e.g., Zircaloy-2, Zircaloy-4, Zirlo, M5, E110, etc.) degrades due
to a combination of oxidation, hydriding, and radiation damage. In an effort to increase
operating efficiency through the use of longer fuel cycles, and to reduce the volume of waste
associated with core reloads, utilities have a strong economic incentive to increase the average
discharge burnup of the fuel assemblies to >45 GWd/MTU (i.e., threshold for high burnup) [1].
However, longer exposure to the reactor environment exacerbates cladding degradation, which
may increase the likelihood of cladding failure during postulated design-basis accidents or
significant reactor-power maneuvering (i.e., step-wise power ramps during reactor startup). As
defined by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), a design-basis accident is “a
postulated accident that a nuclear facility must be designed and built to withstand without the
loss of systems, structures, and components necessary to assure public health and safety.”
This chapter will review cladding degradation mechanisms, with particular emphasis on
hydrogen- or hydride-induced embrittlement, and their implications to postulated accident
conditions. Also, a literature review of the precipitation of hydrides in fuel cladding materials
will be presented.

1.1.

Reactivity-initiated Accident
One design-basis-accident scenario is the reactivity-initiated or reactivity-insertion

accident (RIA) or, more specific to a pressurized water reactor (PWR), a rod-ejection accident
1

(REA) [2]. A REA is an inadvertent ejection of a control-rod assembly from the core such that
an over-power transient or rapid increase of reactivity (i.e., fission rate) in the fuel surrounding
the control-rod position ensues. A spike in thermal energy within the uranium-dioxide fuel
occurs which induces rapid expansion of fuel and release of fission gases. These two factors
cause mechanical loading of the cladding, which may fail in a brittle manner depending on the
amount of energy imposed, the temperature of the cladding at the moment of loading, and the
degree of cladding degradation accumulated prior to loading. The combined effect must be
avoided to ensure the integrity of the cladding, containment of fuel, and thus retention of a
coolable core geometry.
This section briefly reviews the REA and the consequences of such a reactor transient, in
terms of mechanical and thermal loading of the cladding. Additionally, a review of RIAsimulation tests will be presented in order to describe the observed loading and deformation
paths of the cladding.

1.1.1. Reactor Over-power Transient
The ejection of a PWR control-rod assembly causes an increase in the linear power
density (i.e., power generated per unit length of fuel rod or coolant channel) in a fraction of a
second, as shown in the two examples of Fig. 1.1, causing the reactor to go prompt-critical (i.e., a
condition in which fission neutrons alone can sustain the chain reaction) and in which the rate of
fission increases exponentially [3]. Immediately afterwards, feedback due to Doppler
Broadening for neutron fission capture in a PWR causes the reactivity to decrease, resulting in a
decrease in reactor power [4, 5].
As the REA begins, fuel temperatures rapidly increase, resulting in fuel pellet swelling
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Figure 1.1 – Examples of typical peak-power PWR pulses resulting from a postulated rodejection accident, showing pulse full-width-at-half maximum (FWHM; units of ms) and
available fuel enthalpy (units of cal/g) [3].

and release of fission gases from bubbles within the grains and at the grain boundaries of the
fuel. Heating rates in the fuel are estimated to be as high as 105 K/s [6]. Based on reactor
transient calculations of high burnup fuel, the fuel temperature increases to above 1500°C at the
pellet center and may be in excess of 2000°C at the edges of the pellet (due to plutonium fission
near edges), causing rapid fuel expansion [6, 7]. Fission gases, especially those in the rim region
near the outer surface of the fuel, are released during the rapid thermal expansion of the pellet
[8]. Therefore, a combination of fuel-pellet and gas expansion during an REA impacts the
cladding causing mechanical loading of the cladding, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 [9]. The direct
contact loading due to the fuel pellet expansion is known as a pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction (PCMI), which is the subject of the following section, and is thought to be the
dominant loading source of high-burnup fuel cladding during an RIA [7].

3

Figure 1.2 – Illustration of the development of fuel pellet (PCMI) and fission-product-gas
loading of cladding during REA transient; fuel grain size not drawn to scale [9].

The thermal energy deposited into the fuel during an REA is dependent on the height and
width of the power pulse and is usually given in terms of peak fuel-rod enthalpy with units of
calories per gram (cal/g), and is roughly the area under the curve in Fig. 1.1. The NRC originally
licensed PWRs to a limit of 280 cal/g peak fuel enthalpy [10, 11] based on experiments of nonirradiated and low-burnup fuel prior to 1974, which showed gross cladding failure and fuel
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dispersal above 275 cal/g, as shown in Fig. 1.3 [12]. But, recent experiments in France and
Japan showed that fuel rods that have been exposed to the reactor environment for longer times
can fail after enthalpy deposition as low as 30 cal/g [13]. This prompted the NRC and other
international regulatory agencies to re-evaluate this licensing criterion and initiate research
programs to further define the enthalpy failure threshold and determine the susceptibility of high
burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding to embrittlement under PCMI-type loading.

1.1.2. Pellet Cladding Mechanical Interaction (PCMI)
The PCMI forces the cladding into multiaxial tension such that the maximum principal
stress is in the hoop (i.e., transverse) direction of the cladding tube, and due to friction and fuelcladding bonding at high fuel burnup, a minor principal stress also occurs in the axial (i.e.,
longitudinal) direction such that 1 ≤ σθ/σz ≤ 2, where σθ and σz are the transverse (hoop) and
longitudinal (axial) stress components, respectively. More specifically, considerations of the
thermal expansion mismatch and bonding between the fuel and cladding imply a stress state of
equal biaxial tension (σθ/σz = 1) [14]; however, the axial path of cladding cracks in the form of
long splits in simulated RIA tests (discussed in Section 1.1.3) suggests σθ >σz or σθ/σz > 1 or
closer to plane strain (i.e., maximum principal strain is along the hoop direction, or εz/εθ << 1) [8,
15, 16]. Based on these observations, it is believed that such a stress state is similarly imposed
by notched, plane-strain specimen designs, for which several procedures have been developed
[17-19], including some for cladding materials [20, 21]. Owing to the plastic anisotropy of the
Zircaloy-4 cladding, a near-plane-strain deformation path imposes multi-axial tension such that

σθ/σz ≈ 1.4 [22], which is consistent with some finite-element calculations [14].
The rate of PCMI loading and the consequent buildup of multi-axial stresses in the
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Figure 1.3 – Macrographs of fuel-rod segments tested to various fuel enthalpies, showing degree
of cladding fracture and fuel dispersal [12].

cladding are quite rapid. Figure 1.4 shows a calculated increase in hoop stress as a function of
time [13] for two power pulses; note, the y-axis is temperature only so the hoop-stress curves are
arbitrary and only show the relative response to temperature and time of the pulse. This increase
in stress is estimated to correspond to an increase in cladding strain at a rate on the order of
100%/s or 1/s [8, 13, 23].
Friction and bonding between the fuel pellet and cladding also affect cladding mechanical
response. Figure 1.5 shows the interaction of fuel and cladding for intermediate (no bonding)
and high burnup (bonded) materials. In a study without fuel-cladding bonding, the friction
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Figure 1.4 – Calculated increase (from room temperature) in cladding temperature and hoop
stress (relative) as a result of an over-power transient with 4.5 and 30 ms pulse widths [13].

coefficient was measured to be 0.55 ± 0.05 at 300°C with a contact pressure of 98 MPa [24].
With bonding, friction is expected to be even higher, as modeled in some studies [14, 25-28]. In
some of these studies using models of highly cracked fuel pellets (simulating that of high burnup
fuel pellets) [25, 27, 28], the local hoop stress (i.e., stress concentration) doubled at the fuelpellet crack-to-cladding interface as the coefficient of friction increased from ≈0 to ≥0.8. This
suggests that PCMI of high-burnup fuel could promote localized (instead of uniform) loading
under RIA conditions, especially at locations of fuel-pellet cracks and pellet-to-cladding
bonding.
At the hot-zero-power condition (prior to the REA transient), the fuel and cladding are
essentially at thermal equilibrium, which corresponds to 270-300°C. As the fuel expands and
impacts the cladding during the REA, the temperature of the cladding also increases; although at
7
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Figure 1.5 – Transverse micrographs at room temperature of fuel pellet-to-cladding contact in (a)
intermediate burnup (≈36 GWd/MTU; no bonding) and (b) high burnup (≈67 GWd/MTU;
bonding) fuel with Zircaloy-4 cladding (courtesy of Argonne National Laboratory).

a slower rate compared to the increase in hoop stress, as seen in Fig. 1.4 [13]. Due to the rapid
rise in cladding temperature and lag in thermal conduction, a temperature gradient also occurs in
the cladding such that the inner surface is approximately 100-200°C hotter than the outer surface
[23]. This relative increase in cladding temperature and hoop stress is not well understood but
most probably depends on pulse shape (e.g., height and width), fuel-pellet structure (e.g., rim
effect, cracking and fission-gas-bubble population), and fuel-cladding bonding (e.g., physical
contact and interaction layer).
Based on the above understanding of the postulated REA transient and the resulting
thermo-mechanical responses of high-burnup fuel and Zircaloy-4 cladding, the failure
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susceptibility of the cladding is a response to a combination of the mechanics of loading,
dynamic thermal conditions, and the material degradation during reactor exposure prior to the
RIA. As stated earlier, an ongoing series of international experiments is being conducted to
address this cladding susceptibility and the next section addresses these experiments and their
implications.

1.1.3. RIA Simulation Tests (Integral Tests)
Experiments to simulate an RIA have been conducted in various research reactors around
the world since the 1970’s. Specifically, these experiments are designed to position a sample
fuel rod (or bundle of rods) of varying fuel burnup in a research reactor core and pulse that core
in a safe manner to simulate an RIA. The experiment is instrumented to monitor and record the
reactor power, fuel and cladding temperatures, and cladding hoop and axial strains and internal
pressure. Additionally, pre- and post-simulation examinations of the fuel and cladding
microstructures are conducted to understand failure mechanisms and the macroscopic
deformation and fracture path.
Table 1.1 lists these simulation experiments [3]. The test conditions of these experiments
were dependent on the type of reactor used and, in most cases, these conditions did not exactly
match those conditions expected of an RIA in a LWR. At this point, it is important to recall that,
in a postulated REA occurring at HZP, the initial reactor temperature is ≈270°C and the expected
pulse width (FWHM) is between 10 ms (sharp prompt-critical pulse; see Fig. 1.1) and 80 ms
(broad pulse) [3, 8]. Most of the experiments listed in Table 1.1 were within this envelope of
pulse width, but only a minority were conducted in the relevant temperature range and only the
latest simulations (1990’s to present) tested high-burnup fuel. The following paragraphs briefly
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Table 1.1 – List of RIA simulation experiments [3].
Test
Country
Reactor
SPERT
PBF
NSRR
IGR
Cabri
BIGR

USA
USA
Japan
Russia
France
Russia

Test Dates

Fuel Burnup Range
(GWd/MTU)

Pulse Width
Range (ms)

Initial Test
Temp. (°C)

1969 – 1970
1978 – 1980
1989 – present
1990 – 1992
1993 – present
1997 – 2000

1 – 32
0–6
13 – 61
0 – 49
28 – 77
47 – 60

13 – 31
11 – 22
4.4 – 9.4
630 – 950
8.8 – 76
2.6

20
265
20
20
280
20

address each series of tests and their implications to understanding a postulated RIA.
The United States conducted several experiments in the Special Power Excursion Reactor
Test (SPERT) facilities at the formerly known Idaho National Engineering and Environmental
Laboratory (INEEL) near Idaho Falls, Idaho in the late 1960’s. One such SPERT facility housed
the Capsule Driver Core (CDC), which contained a single Zircaloy-2 fuel-rod sample within a
stagnant-water container initially at room temperature. Surrounding the CDC was the reactor
core which had a natural pulse width of 20 ms, comparable to that expected of a REA. One test
of a 32-GWd/MTU rod (65-μm oxide layer) showed failure at 85 cal/g, but early on this test was
discounted due to the reduced cladding diameter and thickness relative to actual LWR fuel
cladding; reduced dimensions were used in order to reach higher fuel enthalpy [3, 12].
In the late 1970’s, another set of experiments was conducted in the United States at the
Power Burst Facility (PBF) at INEEL for the NRC. Like the SPERT-CDC tests, the PBF reactor
had a pulse width comparable to LWR but also was capable of conducting the test in highpressure, high-temperature water (i.e., HZP conditions) and with multiple Zircaloy-4 PWR rods.
Although these experiments were intended to cause fresh and low-burnup UO2-fuel melting by
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inputting higher-than-expected energies [3], several tests did show that dispersal of fuel particles
from ruptured cladding could block coolant channels and result in melting of fuel and cladding,
causing a more severe accident. The SPERT and PBF tests were the basis of the existing REA
criteria.
Starting in the mid-90’s, simulations of PWR fuel were conducted by Institut de
Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN; formerly IPSN) in France at the Cabri test
reactor, which had a pulse width around 10 ms with the capability to artificially broaden the
pulse. Single fuel rods were placed in test chamber with sodium, rather than water, coolant (the
chamber was originally designed to conduct research for liquid-metal-cooled-reactor
development). The tests were conducted at hot-zero-power coolant temperature (i.e., ≈280°C)
[8]. The first of these simulations, known as REP-Na1, tested a high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel rod
(64 GWd/MTU and 80-μm-thick oxide) at 9.5 ms pulse width and found brittle cladding failure
and significant fuel dispersal at ≈30 cal/g. After years of analyses and interpretation, REP-Na1
was found by many to be invalid [3] due to an over-temperature excursion during preconditioning of the sample but this is still a source of debate. Regardless, the results of REP-Na1
prompted a cascade of subsequent simulations, including tests REP-Na8 and REP-Na10. REPNa8 showed that, for high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel (60 GWd/MTU and 110-μm-thick oxide)
tested at a broad pulse width of 75 ms, brittle failure does occur at 98 cal/g but without any fuel
dispersal at peak enthalpy. Also at 98 cal/g, REP-Na10 (63 GWd/MTU and 80-μm-thick oxide)
showed brittle failure when tested at 31 ms; again, without fuel dispersal [3]. These failures
were all attributed to a combination of PCMI-type loading and cladding degradation; namely, the
effect of hydride precipitation. Up to 2002, other simulations were conducted in Cabri on
mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel and other PWR cladding alloys (e.g., Zirlo and M5), but future
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simulations are planned for a water-coolant loop rather than sodium to be more comparable to
PWR conditions.
Japan conducted RIA simulations in the Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR) at the
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) in Tokai starting in the late 80’s. NSRR has a
large central experimental space at ambient conditions surrounded by a core with pulsing
capability of ≈5 ms. The first tests were of intermediate burnups (and low oxide layer thickness)
with low peak enthalpies (<110 cal/g), which did not result in failure [3]. After the results of
REP-Na1 were known, JAERI then conducted a high-burnup Zircaloy-4 test, known as HBO-1
(50 GWd/MTU and 43-μm-thick oxide layer), which failed at 60 cal/g with significant fuel loss
at 73 cal/g peak enthalpy [29], confirming the earlier REP-Na1 result of high-burnup fuel
cladding embrittlement. Like other testing in Cabri, subsequent Zircaloy-4 testing with ≈50
GWd/MTU-burnup (<60-μm-thick oxide) in NSRR showed other low-enthalpy (between 60 and
86 cal/g) failures attributed to low-temperature PCMI-type loading [3] and hydride-induced
embrittlement [29]; although, some other NSRR simulations of comparable material and under
similar pulse conditions did not result in failures, indicating the sensitivities and uncertainties of
such tests.
The Russian Federation conducted similar RIA-type simulations in the IGR test reactor of
the Russian Research Centre “Kurchatov Institute” in Moscow and the BIGR test reactor at the
All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics in Sarov. Both the IGR and
BIGR simulations tested cladding alloy E110 with annular fuel pellets, which is the standard fuel
design used in VVER-type reactors (a Russian PWR); E110 differs in composition, thermomechanical treatments, and properties from those of Zircaloy-4. The first tests (in the early 90’s)
were conducted at room temperature in the IGR test reactor and using a much broader pulse
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width (≈700 ms) compared to the other test reactors. Given the experiences of other RIA
simulations that pulse width may impact fuel and cladding behavior, additional simulations were
conducted in the late 90’s in the BIGR test reactor, which has ≈3-ms pulse width. E110 cladding
ruptures in both the IGR and BIGR occurred at peak enthalpies of >160 cal/g [30] but were
proceeded by significant swelling, which was not seen in Zircaloy-4. E110 swelling and the
VVER annular fuel design, which limited PCMI and promoted gas-pressure loading, are two
reasons for the different behaviors of the two alloys.
Although these rods were not tested under prototypical PWR conditions, all of these RIA
simulations have shown a potential susceptibility to brittle-type failure of high-burnup rods,
which could lead to fuel dispersal. A number of studies [3, 7, 8] have been conducted to model
these failures and extrapolate them to actual PWR conditions. The NRC developed a scaling
methodology for such extrapolation based on the differences between the test reactors and
PWRs, particularly with regard to reactor pulse shape (i.e., width) and the initial and transient
cladding temperatures [3]. Figure 1.6 shows this extrapolation and suggests a lower bound for
cladding failure based on a readily available measure of cladding degradation (i.e., corrosion
oxide layer thickness), which is often non-destructively measured and has a well documented
relationship with fuel burnup and absorbed hydrogen content in Zircaloy-4. As burnup
increases, oxide-layer thickness and hydrogen content increase, which reduces the fuel enthalpy
required to fail the cladding.
Figure 1.6 can be used to predict or bound the failure enthalpy for low- to high-burnup
fuel cladding but does not explicitly take into account the underlying mechanism(s) that lead to
cladding embrittlement. Thus, it remains questionable as to whether such an empirical approach
can be used for extrapolating and interpolating cladding degradation or transient pulse
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conditions. Much more investigation is required to develop a comprehensive understanding of
cladding embrittlement and the impact of environmental (e.g., state of stress, temperature, etc.)
and microstructural (e.g., hydrogen content, hydride distribution, irradiation damage, etc.)
conditions that promote such behavior. Such understanding will aid in developing a damagebased failure criteria for high-burnup fuel, leading to more accurate predictive models of the
postulated REA transient.

Figure 1.6 – Fuel enthalpy at cladding failure (adjusted to relevant PWR hot-zero-power
conditions) versus oxide-layer thickness (units of μm) [3].

1.2.

Zircaloy-4 Fuel Cladding
The primary fuel cladding alloy used in western PWRs throughout the years has been

Zircaloy-4 (UNS R60804), which has the composition of zirconium (balance), tin (1.2-1.7 wt%),
iron (0.18-0.24 wt%), chromium (0.07-0.13 wt%), and oxygen (0.09-0.16 wt%) [31]. The
purpose of the cladding is to serve as the physical barrier between the UO2 fuel and the water
moderator/coolant. Zirconium alloys, like Zircaloy-4, are used because zirconium is relatively
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transparent to thermal neutrons (i.e., low cross section for capturing thermal neutrons), a critical
factor in achieving and maintaining a fission chain reaction in a PWR. Zircaloy-4 cladding has
sufficient strength to contain (and confine) the fuel, good corrosion resistance to the oxidizing
environment of PWRs, and good resistance to radiation-induced degradation [32]. However,
these and other properties of Zircaloy-4 cladding have been shown to degrade at high fuel
burnup, making the cladding more susceptible to low-ductility failure during postulated
accidents, such as the REA.
Zircaloy-4 alloy was the result of years of research and development aimed at
producing a structural alloy to be used in nuclear systems for naval propulsion and power
generation [32]. The following sections describe these R&D efforts leading up to Zircaloy-4 and
the properties of as-manufactured and irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding.

1.2.1. Zirconium and Zircaloy-4 Alloy Production
As mentioned previously, zirconium (Zr) is well suited for structural applications in
fission reactors because of its low cross section for thermal neutron absorption, and thus, not
affecting the population of neutrons available for fission. Therefore, developing methods for
extracting zirconium from naturally occurring zircon ore ([Zr,Hf,Si]Ox) was critical since
hafnium (Hf) has a large thermal neutron cross section. Kallstrom in 1975 [16], Stephens in
1984 [33], and Lemaignan and Motta in 1994 [32] summarized this process, which is
paraphrased in the following paragraphs.
A carbo-chlorination treatment is used to produce crude (Zr,Hf)Cl4 separated from SiCl4.
A distillation process follows to separate ZrCl4 and HfCl4. The hafnium-free ZrCl4 is then
melted with magnesium to convert ZrCl4 to Zr + MgCl2. Another distillation process extracts the
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zirconium metal, known as zirconium sponge. The sponge is then thermo-mechanically treated
through a series of melt processes to yield a zirconium metal ingot or melted with other elements
to produce alloyed ingots, which are then hot- and/or cold-formed into wire, plate, sheet, bar, and
tubing; the latter being the precursor to cladding.
Alloy development was needed because zirconium was found to be susceptible to
significant corrosion (i.e., oxidation and hydrogen uptake) in nuclear environments. During this
development, a Zr-2.5%Sn alloy, later called Zircaloy-1, was mistakenly contaminated with
stainless steel but this contaminated batch alloy was found to have better corrosion resistance
than pure zirconium. The composition was later optimized for PWR applications, resulting in
what is known as Zircaloy-4.
The major alloying elements of Zircaloy-4 each play a significant role in alloy stability,
corrosion resistance, and mechanical properties [32]. Of the major alloying elements, tin (Sn)
was originally introduced to minimize effects of nitrogen but it also has an impact on creep
strength. Iron (Fe) and chromium (Cr) are present as intermetallic precipitates to enhance
corrosion resistance. Oxygen (O) increases strength by solution-strengthening and also promotes

α-Zr phase stability.

1.2.2. Zircaloy-4 Cladding Manufacturing and Properties
After melting to the composition of Zircaloy-4, the ingot is forged into a billet and hotextruded to produce thick-walled tube shells, or TREX (tube-reduced extrusion) [34]. To
increase corrosion resistance by controlling the size and distribution of second-phase precipitates
(i.e., Zrx(Cr,Fe)y intermetallics), a β-Zr phase (to be discussed later) thermal treatment is
conducted above 1000°C [32]. Afterwards, a series of thermo-mechanical treatments are
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conducted, iterating between tube-reduction and annealing treatments (<750°C) to reduce wall
thickness and tube diameter while restoring ductility through the recrystallization of hexagonal
close packed (hcp) α-Zr grains, respectively [32]. A final cold-rolling (cold-working) or pilgerrolling treatment reduces the size of the tubes to near the final cladding dimensions, by way of a
large reduction in wall thickness and a smaller reduction in diameter, as shown in Fig. 1.7 [35].
Such a reduction process results in a textured surface, consisting of the preferential orientation of
(0002) basal plane with its normal parallel to the radial direction of the cladding. This is shown
schematically in the pole figure of the axial-tangential (AD-TD) plane of Fig. 1.7.

The

dimensions of Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding vary depending on the design of the intended PWR fuel
assembly [36, 37]. For a typical 15x15 fuel-rod array per assembly, the nominal outer diameter
and thickness range between 10.7-11.0 mm and 0.61-0.67 mm, respectively. Similarly, for a
typical 17x17 fuel assembly, these ranges are between 9.5-9.7 mm and 0.57-0.61 mm,
respectively.

Figure 1.7 – Typical reduction process from TREX to cladding dimensions showing wall (RW)
and diameter (RD) reductions and resulting texturing of basal plane; note, εR and εT are plastic
strain components in the radial and tangential directions, and AD and TD are the axial and
transverse directions of the cladding, respectively [35].
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For Zircaloy cladding, a thermal treatment (usually, <600°C) is the final processing step
and usually results in full recrystallization (i.e., manifested as equiaxed grains) or partial
retention of the cold work (i.e., manifested as elongated grains along the rolling direction) from
the final size-reducing treatment [32, 34, 38]. For stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding, partial
retention of cold work is desirable to enhance strength while still retaining ductility. Therefore,
the final stress-relieving treatment for Zircaloy-4 cladding is closer to 500°C for shorter times
(<5 hours); this treatment is vendor specific and proprietary. In so doing, the texture is slightly
modified from the final reducing step and usually consists of the basal normals being tilted ±3040° toward the tangential direction from the surface normal [22, 32, 35, 39], as shown in Fig. 1.8
[40]. To quantify this final texture, Kearns factors [41] are used and given as fr, fz, and fθ, with
typical values for stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 of 0.62 ± 0.04, 0.10 ± 0.04, and 0.30 ± 0.02,
respectively [42, 43]. Lastly, mechanical polishing removes a few microns of material,
improving the surface finish of the cladding and further enhancing corrosion resistance.
Moreover, the microstructure of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding consists of elongated
grains along the rolling (i.e., longitudinal or axial) direction of the tube, with little change in
grain size from that of the final reducing treatment, and a high density of dislocations [32, 34,
39]. At room temperature, these α-Zr grains exhibit a hcp lattice with dimensions of ao = 0.3232
nm and co = 0.5147 nm [44] or (co/ao) ≈ 1.593; it is worth noting that the hcp phase is stable up
to ≈865 and ≈810°C for unalloyed zirconium and Zircaloy-4, respectively. At these
temperatures, it begins to undergo an allotropic (or polymorphic) transformation to the β-Zr
phase with a body centered cubic (bcc) unit cell [32, 42, 45]. Full transformation to β-Zr phase
occurs at higher temperature (≈970°C). Figure 1.9 shows the hcp unit cell and principal
directions and planes, consistent with the α-Zr phase.
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The texture resulting from the stress-relieving treatment also results in significant
mechanical strength and anisotropy. At room temperature, the minimum uniaxial yield strength
for nuclear-grade, seamless Zircaloy cladding tubes is 240 MPa [31], but to accommodate
normal (i.e., pressure differential of reactor coolant to rod interior) and transient stresses
expected in a PWR, stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding usually has an as-fabricated yield
strength along the longitudinal (or axial) direction in excess of 450 MPa [32]. Furthermore, due
to anisotropy, the yield strength along the transverse (or hoop) direction is even higher.

Figure 1.8 – Schematic diagram and basal pole figure illustrating the orientation of most grains
in stress-relieved Zircaloy-4; L, R, and T are the longitudinal (or, axial), radial, and transverse
(or, tangential) directions, respectively [40].

Figure 1.9 – Hexagonal close packed unit cell, showing basal {000l}, prismatic {hki0}, and
pyramidal {hkil} planes [46].
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Isotropic behavior is usually quantified according to the general von Mises yield
criterion. Assuming plane stress conditions (σr ≈ 0; radial stress) because of thin-walled tubing,
this criterion is given as:

σ 2 = σ θ2 + σ z2 − σ θ σ z

(1.1)

where σ is the reference or generalized stress (e.g., yield or rupture strength); σθ (hoop stress)
and σz (axial stress) are the stresses along the two major principal axes [35, 47, 48]. In contrast,
but again under plane stress conditions and assuming shear stresses are negligible (σθz ≈ σzr ≈ σrθ
≈ 0) because we are considering pure tension along the major axes of the tube (i.e., principal axes
of anisotropy)), anisotropic behavior may be described by the Hill’s equation, given as:

σ 2 = Fσ θ2 + Gσ z2 + H (σ z − σ θ ) 2

(1.2),

where F, G, and H are the Hill anisotropy coefficients that define the anisotropy of the material
by the ratio of uniaxial yield stresses along the three orthogonal directions (e.g., hoop, axial and
radial) [49, 50]. It is worth noting that Equation 1.2 is reduced to Eqn. 1.1 (isotropic conditions)
when F = G = H = 0.5. In the deviatoric plane, Equation 1.1 takes a circular form, whereas,
Equation 1.2 takes an elliptical form (when F, G, and H ≠ 0.5), with the shape of the ellipse
depending on the relative values of the anisotropy coefficients (F, G, and H).
Equation 1.2 is consistent with that used in the MATPRO database [42], which is
currently used by industry and regulatory agencies to model reactor performance under an REA.
For undeformed, stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding, the MATPRO database gives typical values
of F, G, and H as 0.42, 0.09, and 0.99, respectively. Another study found these values (±
standard deviation) to be 0.57 ± 0.04, 0.43 ± 0.04, and 0.61 ± 0.26, respectively [51]. Yet,
another study found them to be 0.60 ± 0.06, 0.42 ± 0.02, and 0.48 ± 0.07, respectively [50].
These studies suggest that stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding tends to be more isotropic than the
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MATPRO database, which is based on empirical fits to datasets from mostly uniaxial tests of
poorly characterized materials, indicating a possible explanation for the disparity of the
MATPRO database to the other studies.
The MATPRO database also provides a correction factor to F, G, and H due to plastic
deformation, but for the temperature range of interest in a REA (T ≤ 400°C), this factor is
essentially negligible [42, 52]. Furthermore, the anisotropy coefficients have been found to be
essentially independent of temperature and hydrogen [43, 53, 54].
The plasticity along the axial and hoop directions may also be used to quantify the
anisotropy of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4. Based on measurements of true plastic strain during
uniaxial tensile tests along the axial (σz ≠ 0) and hoop (σθ ≠ 0) directions of the cladding tube,
the parameters R and P are used to quantify plastic-strain anisotropy, respectively, according to
[48]:
⎛ε
R = ⎜⎜ θ
⎝ εr

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠σ z ≠ 0

(1.3)

⎛ε
P = ⎜⎜ z
⎝ εr

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠σ θ ≠0

(1.4)

and

where εz, εθ, and εr are the plastic strains along the axial, hoop, and radial directions,
respectively. In general, if R, P = 1, the material is considered isotropic. If these values are less
than unity, the thickness strain contracts more than the width and through-thickness slip is
mostly observed. Conversely, if they are greater than unity, width contraction dominates and
slip across the width of the gauge section is observed [35, 55]. For stress-relieved Zircaloy-4
cladding, R and P values are usually greater than unity, suggesting that through-thickness slip is
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difficult under uniaxial tension [16, 22, 56].
Based upon a review of the literature [16, 22, 38, 39, 42, 50, 51, 55-57], including
uniaxial and long-time (i.e., creep) and short-time burst tests, values of R and P were found or
calculated based on data fit to Eqn. 1.2. The values of R and P (average ± standard deviation)
are 1.70 ± 0.57 and 0.88 ± 0.35, respectively, and are assumed to be constant for temperatures
≤400°C. One obvious explanation of the scatter in R and P values is the inherent difficulty in
measuring contractile strains in the thicknesses (i.e., radial direction) of axial and hoop
specimens.
Notwithstanding the experimental difficulties, the uncertainty in R could also be
explained by one study [55], which suggests that subtle variations in the cladding textures from
all of these references – as measured by the fr factor (i.e., orientation of the basal pole) ranging
from 15° to 45° tilt of the basal pole – would result in R-values ranging from 3.13 to 1.50; for
stress-relieved Zircaloy-4, the 45°-tilt angle and corresponding R-value of 1.5 is more consistent
with the database. That said, the database still suggests that significant anisotropy is observed
based on all R values greater than unity and that through-thickness slip is difficult. In contrast,
the average P value (along with its significant uncertainty) suggests more isotropic behavior and,
being less than unity, tends to favor thickness slip but such deformation is not necessarily
observed, except during biaxial tension where axial strain is inhibited.
Like most hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) structures (e.g., Mg, Zr, Ti, and Be) with c/a <
√3, microscopic deformation in zirconium and its alloys is limited by the number of operable slip

systems and, to a lesser extent, twinning [35, 51]. In a polycrystalline hcp alloy, deformation is
highly dependent on the texture of the grains and their orientation relative to the loading
direction. Specifically for temperatures relevant to the REA (T ≤ 400°C), deformation in
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_

_

textured zirconium and its alloys occurs by prismatic slip along {10 1 0} < 1 210 > system [16,
32, 35]; see Fig. 1.9. However, in highly textured zirconium and its alloys, such as stressrelieved Zircaloy-4, prism slip cannot fully explain the observed deformation because less than
_

_

five slip systems are available. Pyramidal <c+a>-type slip on {11 21} or {10 11} planes tends to
occur at high plastic strains and as temperature increases [32, 58, 59] and as stress biaxiality
increases [60]. In other words, the c axis tends to rotate toward the direction of the maximum
tensile stress, allowing more pyramidal slip systems to activate along with prism systems.
_

_

_

Moreover, twinning along the {101 2} , {11 21} , and {112 2} planes is another deformation
mechanism at high plastic strains (i.e., after rotation of c-axis along loading direction) observed
in zirconium and its alloys, but twinning is difficult due to the higher resolved shear stresses
needed to activate this twinning mechanism [32, 35, 59].

1.2.3. In-reactor Degradation of Zircaloy-4

Exposure of Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding to the reactor environment results in various
irradiation-induced microstructural changes, mostly deleterious to mechanical behavior. These
changes become more pronounced as the fuel burnup increases (i.e., >45 GWd/MTU), which is
usually achieved after 5-7 cycles (i.e., 5-7 fuel outages over 7-10 years). In particular, radiationand corrosion-induced processes may act to synergistically decrease the ductility of Zircaloy-4
cladding, especially during a REA transient. This section will introduce these in-reactor
degradation processes and their implications to cladding performance, with a focus on, hydrogen
uptake and hydride precipitation.
As discussed in literature [32], irradiation alters the microstructure of the alloy by
creating atomic displacements, which result in a higher concentration of point defects. The
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interaction of these defects with the existing microstructure, their annihilation, agglomeration,
and clustering causes changes to the material properties, including embrittlement, hardening, loss
of corrosion resistance, and irradiation-induced creep and growth. The mechanical property
changes due to neutron-irradiation effects normally saturate early in the fuel cycle and do not
evolve much further. Thus, for the purpose of considering the suitability of cladding for high
burnup, corrosion and hydriding are much more serious problems.
At reactor temperature, zirconium reacts with water to form zirconia (ZrO2) and liberate
hydrogen, according to the following reaction:
Zr + 2 H 2 O → ZrO2 + 4 H

(1.5).

Hydrogen is also created by radiolysis [61]:
H 2 O → H 2 O2 + H 2

(1.6),

and is transported to the oxide-metal interface and absorbed into the cladding. The absorbed
hydrogen diffuses through the material in response to thermodynamic driving forces such as
concentration and thermal gradients, which can cause local concentrations in blisters or rims.
For Zircaloy-4, 10-20% of the hydrogen liberated from corrosion is typically absorbed
into the cladding [62, 63]. Hydrogen precipitates as hydride platelets when it reaches the
solubility limit. The terminal solid solubility of hydrogen in Zircaloy is shown in Fig. 1.10 [64,
65]. The solubility limit is between 50-100 weight parts per million (wt ppm) at normal
operating temperatures of a PWR (≈320°C). At room temperature, essentially all of the
hydrogen is precipitated as hydrides (<10 wt ppm is soluble) and ≈200 wt ppm is soluble at
400°C. McMinn et al. [65] and Vizcaino et al. [66] found that irradiated Zircaloy-4 has a higher
solubility than non-irradiated Zircaloy-4, suggesting that hydrogen is trapped in solution by
irradiation-induced defects. Upon annealing of irradiation damage in these two studies, the
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solubility then approached that of non-irradiated samples.
The phase diagram for the zirconium-hydrogen binary system is shown in Fig. 1.11(a)
[67-69]. The hydride platelets in zirconium are found to be predominantly δ-hydride (facecentered cubic [fcc]; ZrHx, where 1.59 ≤ x ≤ 1.66, co/ao = 1) but, upon cooling quickly (i.e.,
water and oil quench), a metastable γ-hydride (face-centered tetragonal [fct]; ZrH with co/ao > 1)
may also form [70, 71]; it is worth noting that the volume increase (i.e., dilation strain) due to the
precipitation of δ-hydride and γ-hydride in α-Zr is 17.2% and 12.3%, respectively [72]. Other
studies also discussed the predominant precipitation of δ-hydride in zirconium and its alloys.
However, these studies suggested that δ-hydride formation is highly dependent on alloy
composition, especially oxygen content [71, 73].
Again considering cooling rates, one study found that γ-hydrides formed at cooling rates
greater than 10°C/min in high purity zirconium-hydrogen alloys [71]. In contrast, another study
showed that, regardless of cooling rate, the metastable γ-hydride was not observed in zirconium
containing hydrogen concentrations exceeding ≈640 wt ppm [74]. However, yet other studies
showed the presence of γ-hydride precipitates within a δ-hydride matrix (i.e., pure “massive”
hydride containing >10,000 wt ppm hydrogen) at the inner surface of irradiated Zircaloy-2
cladding, resulting from exposure of moisture in UO2 fuel [75, 76]. “Banded, twinned” γhydride precipitates were also observed by Barraclough and Beevers in a δ-hydride matrix for
stoichiometries of ZrHx, where 1.3 ≤ x ≤ 1.6, with the volume fraction of γ-hydride approaching
zero at x = 1.6 (i.e., pure δ-hydride or ZrH1.6) [76].
In contrast to these observations, Mishra et al. [69] proposed that the γ-hydride phase is
indeed an equilibrium phase resulting from a peritectoid reaction of α-Zr and δ-hydride below
≈255°C. Figure 1.11(b) is a modification to the phase diagram presented by Beck (see Fig.
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Figure 1.10 – Terminal solid solubility for dissolution of hydrogen in Zircaloy [64, 65].
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Figure 1.11 – Zirconium-hydrogen binary phase diagram, showing α- and β-Zr phases and δ-, γ-,
and ε-hydride phases by (a) Beck [67] (reprinted Northwood and Kosasih [68]) and (b) Mishra et
al. [69].
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1.11(a)) based on the observations and analyses by Mishra et al. This figure suggests that the γhydride and α-Zr are in equilibrium at low temperatures and at hydrogen contents less than 50
atom percent (at%) or about 10,000 wt ppm. Above this concentration, both γ-hydride and δhydride are in equilibrium.
As mentioned above, Mishra et al. [69] also suggests that γ-hydride can also precipitate in
a δ-hydride or α-Zr matrix upon fast quenching and aging at room temperature; it is worth noting
that all three phases cannot coexist outside of a triple point since this would violate the phase
rule for the Zr-H binary system. Root et al. [77] also found that the δ→γ transformation occurs
upon aging in Zr-2.5Nb material but observed such transformation to start closer to 180°C and
requiring days for γ-hydride, which is not all that surprising since dissolution kinetics at such
temperatures is quite slow.
Finally, at even higher hydrogen concentrations, ε-hydrides (face-centered tetragonal
[fct]; ZrH2 with co/ao < 1) were observed [67, 76, 78-81]. Beck [67] first confirmed the existence
of ε-hydride in zirconium by observing a significant decrease in microhardness upon exceeding
62.5 at% (1.81 wt %) hydrogen, which could only be explained by a phase transformation. This
was further evident by the apparent divergence of the measured lattice parameters, ao and co, as
δ-hydride (fcc, where ao = co) transformed to ε-hydride (fct; where ao > co) at 62.5 at%. Both of

these transitions in the measured properties are presented in Fig. 1.12. However, Barraclough
and Beevers [76] found such a divergence at hydrogen contents as low as 60.6 at% (≈1.67 wt%).
Moreover, Moore and Young [79] found that an equilibrium between δ- and ε-hydride in
zirconium occurred between ZrH1.64 (≈60 at%) and ZrH1.74 (≈61.5 at%) at room temperature but
the width of this two-phase region decreases with increasing temperature up to 455°C. Sacedon
et al. [82] found both δ- and ε-hydride in massive hydride layers (i.e., pure ZrHx, where x > 1.5;
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or >15,000 wt ppm) formed in Zircaloy. Regardless, all of these studies suggest that a
diffusionless martensitic-type transformation explains the δ→ε transformation at even higher
contents (ZrHx, where x > 1.74) and upon cooling from higher temperatures [68, 80].
Based on these many findings – some, confirmatory and others, contradictory – for
zirconium, more recent studies [83-85] using x-ray diffraction have investigated the hydridephase precipitation and stability in Zircaloy-4. Lanazani and Ruch [84] found that only δhydride occurred in recrystallized Zircaloy-4 containing 175 to 1520 wt ppm hydrogen, even
after solution and aging treatments. Conversely, Choi et al. [85] showed that both δ- and γhydride precipitated for hydrogen contents ranging from 420 to 1140 wt ppm in stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4. At even higher hydrogen contents, Veleva et al. [83] also showed entirely δ-hydride
at 2000 and 4000 wt ppm but also observed some γ- hydride at 4000 wt ppm. They all however
mentioned that the absence of γ-hydride at the lower content may be due to peak intensity
associated with this phase being masked by the background intensity or δ-hydride peaks. Based
on the results of one study, Lanzani and Ruch [84] concluded that γ-hydride is in fact not an
equilibrium phase in Zircaloy-4, suggesting, rather, that it may be a stable phase in higher-purity
zirconium, as proposed by Beck [67] and Mishra et al [69]. Finally, one of these x-ray
diffraction studies [83] has observed no appreciable increase in the α-Zr phase spectra in
Zircaloy-4 containing ≤4000 wt ppm hydrogen, suggesting that hydrides do not introduce a
significant strain field or residual stress, contrary to observations of another study [72].
These contradictory observations suggest that there is not a definitive understanding of
the hydride precipitation and actual phase identification in oxygen-rich Zircaloy-4 over a wide
range of hydrogen contents. Therefore, this thesis will attempt to accurately identify and
quantify the hydride phase or phases that precipitate in stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding so that
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.12 – (a) Microhardness and (b) lattice parameters (ao and co) for equilibrium between αZr and δ-hydride (with metastable γ-hydride) and ε-hydride phase (≥62.5 at% or ZrH1.81) [67].
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a better understanding may be developed for such precipitation in high-burnup Zircaloy-4.
For high-burnup Zircaloy-4, hydrogen contents (radial average) typically range between
600 to 1000 wt ppm. Since hydrogen exceeding the solubility limit precipitates as hydride
particles, the majority of hydrogen in high-burnup Zircaloy-4 is in the form of hydride particles.
As seen in the macroscopic transverse (i.e., radial-transverse or R-T plane) optical images of Fig.
1.13, these hydrides precipitate as long (<50 μm) particles along the hoop direction of the
cladding with relatively small thickness (<1 μm), giving the hydrides a high aspect ratio (i.e.,
length/thickness >> 1); it is worth noting that the hydrides tend to be localized toward the outer
surface of the cladding. Microscopically, Veleva et al. [83] found that hydride platelets had a
thickness less than 220 nm in stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 containing ≤2000 wt ppm – regardless,
of whether they were δ-, γ-, or ε-hydride phase.
The examination of both longitudinal (i.e., radial-longitudinal or R-L plane) and
transverse sections (in Fig. 1.14) shows that the hydrides exhibit essentially equivalent lengths
along the longitudinal and transverse direction, indicating that the overall shape of the hydrides
are thin platelets [86-88]. The shape of the platelets in stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding are
dictated by the elongated grain structure along the longitudinal and transverse directions;
however, it is evident that along the longitudinal direction (see Fig. 1.14(a)), the hydrides are
more planar than in the transverse direction (see Fig. 1.14(b)). This latter point is due to the
curvature and texture of grains along the transverse (i.e., hoop) direction of the cladding.
Furthermore, as seen in Fig. 1.13, hydride precipitation in high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel
cladding is usually found to consist of a high density of hydrides toward the outer surface in the
form of a rim or layer with a relatively hydride-free substrate. The presence of this hydride
structure at high burnup has been well documented [62, 86, 88, 89]. For Zircaloy-4 irradiated to
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Figure 1.13 – Transverse micrographs (etched) of Zircaloy-4 cladding irradiated to fuel burnup
(total hydrogen content) of (a) 49 GWd/t (≈300 wt ppm) and (b) 67 GWd/t (≈800 wt ppm); note
the oxide layers on the inner (left) and outer (right) surfaces of the cladding (courtesy of Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL)).
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Figure 1.14 – Optical metallography (etched) of Zircaloy-4 cladding irradiated to 67 GWd/t
(≈800 wt ppm) showing hydride microstructure in (a) radial-longitudinal (R-L) and (b) radialtransverse (R-T) planes; note, the outer-surface corrosion layer was removed to facilitate tensile
specimen fabrication (courtesy of ANL).
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49 GWd/t (i.e., high burnup) (Fig. 1.13(a)), the hydride rim is roughly 25-μm thick and there are
few discrete hydrides in the remainder of the material. As for Zircaloy-4 irradiated to 67 GWd/t
(i.e., very high burnup) (Fig. 1.13(b)), the hydride rim is again roughly 25-μm thick but this is
followed by a region of lower hydride density to a depth of roughly 200-300 μm. In the
remainder of the cladding thickness (near the inner surface of the cladding), there appears to be
little to no hydride precipitation. This localization of hydrides at the outer surface of the
cladding is thought to be caused by the thermal gradient across the cladding wall (i.e., hotter
inner surface in contact with fuel and cooler outer surface in contact with water coolant, resulting
in precipitation in the region of lower temperature and thus lower solubility) [62, 89, 90]. In
cases where oxide spallation occurs (more likely for oxide layers > 80-μm thick), a cold spot
forms that can cause the formation of a solid hydride blister (i.e., volume of pure hydride instead
of a rim of discrete hydride platelets) [86].
Many techniques have been employed to estimate the local hydrogen content by indirect
means – (1) thermodynamic calculations and (2) experimental measurements with some
correlated to HVE measurements. The following paragraphs will discuss some of these
experimental techniques as related to the techniques to be employed in this thesis.
Numerous studies [86-88, 91, 92] have employed imaging techniques and analyses in
order to quantify the observed hydride density and convert it to a local hydrogen content. Zhang
et al. [87] found a quadratic relationship between surface hydride density (i.e., length of line
intersecting hydride per total length of line) measured from etched optical metallography and
hydrogen content measured by HVE for Zircaloy-4 containing ≤1100 wt ppm hydrogen.
Similarly, Garde et al. [86] measured the hydride volume fraction from optical metallography
using a point count method (i.e., number of points in array intersecting hydrides per total number
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of points) for three regions of the wall thickness in Zircaloy-4 cladding. They were able to
clearly observe the increasing hydride volume fraction toward the outer surface of irradiated
cladding, consistent with the formation of hydride rims and blisters. Using more precise
techniques with greater dimensional resolution, Schrire and Pearce [88] and Racine [93]
digitized metallographic images from backscatter-electron metallography of various radial
positions in the cladding, including the hydride rim and relatively hydride-free substrate. They
then calculated hydrogen contents (assuming δ-hydride phase) and showed that the hydride rim
contained upwards of 5-10 times the hydrogen content of the substrate in irradiated Zircaloy-4
cladding. The technique using backscatter-electron imaging described in the two cited studies is
more accurate since it uses a metallographic sample in a polished condition, whereas, optical
metallography relies on imaging of an etched sample, which can lead to over-estimating the
hydride dimensions, resulting in large uncertainties in estimated hydrogen contents.
X-ray diffraction (XRD) may also be used to more quantitatively estimate hydrogen
contents in cladding materials. Beck [67], Barraclough and Beevers [76], and Lanzani and Ruch
[84] suggested that the relative amounts (i.e., volume fractions) of hydride phases may be
estimated by a ratio of the intensities of the strongest x-ray peaks associated with each phase
present in the alloy. But, such a method would only be valid if the textures of both the hydrides
and α-Zr matrix were similar. Beck [67] found that the strongest peaks for α-Zr and δ-, γ-, and
ε-hydrides were α (10 1 1) , δ(111), γ(101), and ε(101), respectively, whereas Barraclough and

Beevers [76] found the γ(111) to be strongest. Among other possible reasons, this difference
may explain the fact that the volume fraction of γ-hydride was measured to be a factor of 1-3
greater in Beck’s study. Figure 1.15 shows an example of an increase in intensity of the δ(111)
peak with increasing hydrogen content [84].
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All these methods have advantages and disadvantages with respect to calculating
hydrogen concentration within the hydride rim and substrate of Zircaloy-4 cladding, especially
due to texture effects in the stress-relieved alloy and changes from the original texture by
introduction of higher-volume hydride phases (i.e., micro-straining). It is possible but very
difficult to use Rietveld refinement [94] to predict the diffracted intensities obtained in the
examination of textured samples of Zircaloy and zirconium hydrides. As a result, this present
study will use a manual fitting of the diffracted peaks to achieve a quantitative description of the
volume fraction of each phase.

174 ± 17 wt ppm H

565 ± 56 wt ppm H

870 ± 87 wt ppm H

1516 ± 152 wt ppm H

Figure 1.15 – X-ray diffraction scans of hydrided Zircaloy-4 (recrystallized) showing an increase
in the relative intensity of the δ(111) peak (at 2θ ≈ 32.4°) with increasing hydrogen content; note,
peaks associated with γ-hydride were not observed in this study [84].
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Lastly, other non-destructive techniques are currently being investigated to quantify
hydrogen contents, including neutron radiography/scattering [77, 95, 96], ultrasonic attenuation
[97] and elastic recoil detection analysis [98]. However, these techniques need further
development to extract accurate estimates for local concentrations ranging from 200 to 3000 wt
ppm hydrogen, which are relevant to high burnup Zircaloy-4 cladding.

1.3.

Hydride-induced Embrittlement

For the multiaxial tensile conditions relevant to the REA, hydride-induced embrittlement
has been observed in many alloys, namely those with major constituents of the Group IV
transition metals (e.g., Ti, Zr, and Hf) [99, 100]. In these observations, such embrittlement is
typically manifested as a reduction in mechanical ductility under various states of stress, with
little to no change in tensile strength. Strain incompatibility between the matrix and hydride and
subsequent formation and linkage of damage (i.e., voids due to hydride fracture) are typically the
mechanism for the reduction in ductility. The following sections describe the observed
embittlement in zirconium, pure zirconium-hydrides, and Zircaloy.

1.3.1. Mechanical Properties of Bulk Zirconium-Hydride Phases

To understand the role of hydrides in the deformation (both microscopic and
macroscopic) of Zircaloy-4 cladding, it is important to review the literature for details
regarding the mechanical behavior of bulk zirconium hydride, including γ-, δ-, and ε-phases or as
mixtures of these phases. In particular, the effects of temperature and phase composition (i.e.,
volume fraction of each phase) on bulk hydride ductility are important, especially considering
the high hydrogen contents (approaching that of bulk hydride) expected in the hydride rim of
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Zircaloy-4 cladding.
At this point, it is important to note that the mechanical behavior of hydride platelets in
Zircaloy-4 behave differently than bulk hydrides. Such differences arise because of the
interactions of internal stresses due to the precipitation of discrete hydride platelets in the α-Zr
matrix and the incompatibility of plastic flow from the matrix to/from the hydride. This section
is intended to introduce an understanding of the behavior of bulk hydrides as a function of
temperature to assist in understanding the temperature-dependent behavior of discrete hydrides
in a plastically deforming matrix.
Similar to that presented in Fig. 1.12(a), other studies [67, 101-103] have investigated the
change of nano- and micro-hardness as a function of hydrogen content, particularly in the range
of 1<x<2 for ZrHx, and thus, the precipitated hydride phase. As mentioned earlier, Beck [67]
showed a subtle increase in microhardness at room temperature in pure zirconium as hydrogen
content increased from x≈1 to x≈1.8, which he attributed to the equilibrium between α-Zr + δhydride, along with metastable γ-hydride. For x>1.8, there is a significant drop in microhardness
due to the transformation to ε-hydride, suggesting that this phase and mixtures of δ+ε have
substantially less mechanical strength. Xu and Shi [103] confirmed this result by showing that a
mixture of δ- and ε-hydride in ZrH1.83 had a lower microhardness compared to α-Zr at room
temperature. Using these microhardness measurements, the room-temperature yield strengths of

α-Zr and ZrH1.83 were calculated to be 780 and 478 MPa, respectively.
Under compression and at temperatures <500°C, Barraclough and Beevers [104] found
that bulk δ-hydride showed no macroscopic deformation at <100°C, but below 250°C, slip along
the {111} <110> system was clearly visible. Macroscopically, such slip resulted in a clearly
defined yield point and strain-hardening behavior, but they stressed that a component of this non-
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linearity was due to cracking, which was mostly present at room temperature. At lower
hydrogen contents, the presence of α-Zr and metastable γ-hydride increased cracking resistance
(i.e., toughness) to cleavage-type fracture. Regardless of the apparent beneficial effect of γhydrides, they attributed the brittle behavior at temperatures <100°C to the effect of hydrogen
vacancies in the δ-hydride phase on the restriction of dislocation slip.
In a companion study, Beevers and Barraclough [105] showed that higher hydrogen
contents (ZrHx, where 1.71 < x < 1.92) represented by δ+ε precipitation were highly banded
during compression testing at temperatures <400°C, suggesting the propagation of shear planes
started by the δ→ε martensitic-type transformation. In some cases, shear was redirected to other
planes, again taking a banded structure. Macroscopically, the stress-strain response showed a
sudden load drop followed by work hardening, suggesting heterogeneous deformation like that
of mechanical twinning or dislocation-solute interaction. At temperatures >100°C and at the
lower end of this study’s hydrogen content, slip was the predominant deformation mode, both
macroscopically and microscopically.
All of these studies suggested that elevated temperatures promote slip behavior in bulk
hydrides, with hydride phase also affecting deformation. However, a clearer understanding of
the temperature at which plasticity (i.e., slip) is observed in individual hydride platelets or in a
cluster of hydride platelets (i.e., hydride rim) in a textured α-Zr matrix is needed to explain the
evolution of cladding ductility. The next section addresses this very point.

1.3.2. Embrittlement of Hydrided Zircaloy-4 Products

It is important to review the literature regarding the properties and behavior of stressrelieved Zircaloy-4 products containing hydrides (i.e., composite material consisting of a ductile
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matrix, α-Zr, and brittle second phase, hydrides), subjected to the thermo-mechanical conditions
relevant to an REA. The effect of hydrogen content and hydride density in the range expected
within the substrate and hydride rim on the observed mechanical properties will be the focus of
this review.
Under room-temperature uniaxial tension, Arsene [92] found that both uniform and peak
strains were significantly reduced as hydrogen content exceeded ≈1500 wt ppm in stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4. Fracture surfaces showed mixed ductile fracture associated with α-Zr but cleavagetype fracture of the individual hydrides. At ≈2000 wt ppm hydrogen, complete cleavage fracture
was observed at magnifications up to 4000X. Macroscopically, the fracture of both specimens
was represented by diffuse necking and a reduction in cross-sectional area (namely, across the
gauge width) at the fracture surface; although, the 2000-wt-ppm specimen showed very little
reduction. Examination of the radial-transverse (R-T) plane of failed specimens indicated voids
at hydrides and secondary cracking. However, upon increasing the test temperature to 300°C,
even specimens containing upwards of 4000 wt ppm remained ductile. Again, voids and
secondary cracks were observed and even higher reductions in specimen width were found,
suggesting that the plastic strain to nucleate damage under uniaxial tension is higher at 300°C
compared to room temperature, even at hydrogen contents comparable to those found in a
hydride rim.
In two other studies of the behavior of hydrided Zircaloy-4 under uniaxial
conditions, Bai et al. [91] and Uchikawa [106] found that the reduction in area and fracture
strain, respectively, decreased to near-zero strain at room temperature in the 600-800 wt-ppmhydrogen content range, which is a lower threshold content than that reported by Arsene [92]. At
300°C, Uchikawa [106] found such a transition moved to greater than 1200 wt ppm, but at even
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higher concentrations, the fracture strain was still >10%. Moreover, uniform strain greater than
1% was observed for contents upwards of 1500 wt ppm. At even higher temperatures (≈350°C),
no such transition was observed by Bai et al. [91] for hydrided Zircaloy-4, suggesting that ductile
behavior results at or above this temperature regardless of hydrogen content up to that tested in
this study (≈2000 wt ppm).
Racine [93] conducted an in-situ SEM examination of the role of hydrides in the uniaxial
deformation of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 at room temperature. Although these
hoop specimens only contained 200 to 500 wt ppm hydrogen, the observations are consistent
with Arsene’s results [92], confirming the occurrence of cracking (i.e., void nucleation and
growth) at hydrides and subsequent propagation of a main crack along shear planes.
Macroscopically, the 500 wt ppm specimen showed less ductility and reduction in area compared
to lower hydrogen contents. This study found that secondary cracking at hydrides is clearly
noticeable during the test and upon examination of the fracture surfaces.
In another in-situ study of recrystallized Zircaloy-4 containing upwards of 700 wt ppm,
Xiangdong et al. [107] also showed cracking of hydrides but found that inter-hydride spacing
controls hydride fracture. In other words, low hydride densities tend to promote slip from the αZr matrix through the hydride at low plastic strains. They found that the density of cracked

hydrides was measurable after 10% plastic strain and showed a dramatic increase after 25%
strain. Along those lines, Arsene et al. [108] and Grange et al. [54] also showed that cracked
hydride density increased significantly at >25% strain in stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 containing
1000 wt ppm hydrogen tested at room temperature. These cracked hydrides were limited to near
the fracture surface, indicating that necking strains (i.e., higher triaxiality) were required to cause
hydride fracture. They also confirmed the result of Xiangdong et al. [107] that as hydride
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density increases, such as in Zircaloy-4 with a hydride rim, the observed crack density rapidly
increases. Although elevated temperature results are limited due to experimental difficulties
associated with in-situ observations, Arsene et al. [108] concluded that hydrides plastically
deform at 300°C, thus decreasing hydride cracking at comparable plastic strains.
In stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding containing hydride rims ranging in thickness
between 80 and 160 μm, Bates [22] found that the true plastic strain (both uniform and fracture
strains) under uniaxial hoop tension at both room temperature and 300°C decreased with
increasing hydride rim thickness upon exceeding 100 μm, approaching zero measurable strain at
this threshold rim thickness. It was further observed that this dramatic decrease was due to the
fracture path transitioning from slip across the uniaxial gauge width (thin hydride rims and
macroscopically ductile behavior) to cracking through the gauge thickness (thick hydride rims
and macroscopically brittle behavior), as evident by the presence of surface cracks in the hydride
rim. This study suggested these observations are explained by a competition between plasticity
along the two fracture paths after the initial plastic strain to initiate a crack in the hydride rim:
(1) subsequent strain to propagate this crack through the cladding thickness; or (2) plastic strain
to cause plastic instability (i.e., necking), which can be localized by the presence of the crack or
flaw resulting in local wall thinning [56].
Garde [86] also observed that a hydride rim caused reductions in the ductility of
irradiated Zircaloy-4 tested at 300°C, showing that both uniform and peak strains decreased by
an order of magnitude to essentially zero strain upon increasing the hydride volume fraction from
10% to 90% (or, near solid hydride). Kitano [109, 110] showed similar behavior for hydride
rims up to 100 μm at room temperature, but showed appreciable ductility (>10% fracture strain)
at 300°C, suggesting that cladding containing thicker hydride rims may be more ductile at higher
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temperatures.
With this understanding of the effects of hydrides under uniaxial tension, it is now
important to review the literature for multiaxial states of stress (i.e., 1 < σθ/σz < 2), which is more
relevant to a postulated REA, as compared to uniaxial conditions. Yunchang and Koss [99]
found that when increasing both hydrogen content (≤615 wt ppm) and stress biaxiality at room
temperature, true fracture strains decrease in Zircaloy-2 sheet. They attributed this decrease due
to a link up of damage (i.e., voids) at much lower critical void densities under equal biaxial
tension as compared to uniaxial tension. Such link-up accelerates the propagation of cracks,
leading to a reduction in macroscopic ductility. Similarly, Leclercq et al. [111] showed that the
fracture strain decreases considerably for testing under plane strain (σθ/σz > 1; εz = 0) and equal
biaxial (σθ/σz = 1; εz ≠ 0) tension compared to uniaxial tension for contents ranging between 10600 wt ppm; it is worth noting that this study found the fracture strain under both plane strain
and equibiaxial tension to be essentially equal, which was also observed in stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 sheet containing hydride blisters (i.e., hydride rims of pure hydride) [112].
Under plane-strain tension, the macroscopic ductility of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4
products containing both uniformly-distributed hydrides and hydride rims and blisters has been
investigated in a number of studies [22, 54, 56, 86, 113-115]. Similarly to what was found in
their uniaxial testing of irradiated cladding, Garde et al. [86] also showed a transition in peak
fracture strain (3% to <1%) due to hydride rims with hydride volume fractions between 0.3 and
0.8 for plane-strain burst testing at 315°C. Also using burst testing, Nagase and Fuketa [113]
found that regardless of pressurization rate at both room temperature and 347°C, specimens
containing hydride rims and with total hydrogen contents >300 wt ppm were more susceptible to
failure than those specimens with comparable contents but with uniformly-distributed hydrides.
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They also showed that even at 347°C, cladding with hydride rims exceeding 100 μm in thickness
were brittle. Using a ring-type specimen with notches on a wide gauge section to induce a near
plane-strain condition, Bates [22] also observed brittle behavior for hydride rim thicknesses >100
μm but at a lower temperature of 300°C. As observed in the majority of these tests on Zircaloy-4
cladding containing either hydride rims or blisters, Bates suggested that surface cracking
initiated specimen fracture and that temperature played a dominant role in the propagation (low
temperatures) or blunting (high temperatures) of the main crack.
Because cracking appears to dominate the fracture of Zircaloy-4 containing high
concentrations of hydrogen/hydrides over a large range of temperatures relevant to the REA, it is
important to understand the effect of stress triaxiality on hydride damage and the resulting
macroscopic behavior of cladding. At room temperature, Gill et al. [116] found that failure
strain was reduced by a factor of four (20% → 5% at 300 wt ppm) for single-edge-notched
tensile specimens fabricated from reactor-grade zirconium containing less than 300 wt ppm
hydrogen (both δ-hydrides and δ+γ hydrides), as compared to un-notched specimens containing
the same hydrogen content. At 600 wt ppm, this reduction factor was essentially doubled (8% →
<1%), showing the damage sensitivity of precipitated hydrides ahead of a crack tip (i.e., stress
riser). Huang and Huang [117] also showed a decrease in ductility of hydrided Zircaloy-4 when
tested under conditions of higher stress triaxiality, especially at room temperature. They showed
a recovery of ductility upon increasing temperature (>100°C), but the hydrogen contents (<340
wt ppm) used in their study were near the solubility limit, suggesting that the recovery may be
due to (or partially due to) the dissolution of hydrides. Prat et al. [118] confirmed the results of
Gill et al. but also showed that such reductions for ≤400 wt ppm hydrogen can be interpreted
using a void-growth model, as originally reported by Rice and Tracey [119]. However, for >400
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wt ppm, Prat el at. [118] speculated that the observed behavior can only be explained by a
combined mechanism of void growth along with void/crack nucleation at additional sites, such as
would be created by increasing hydride density. They further studied this combined damage
mechanism by modeling the behavior using finite-element methodologies coupled with void
growth kinetics influencing fracture. In doing so, the model predicted that zero ductility occurs
at roughly 1200 wt ppm hydrogen but it was experimentally shown in this same study that 600
wt ppm led to brittle behavior. This difference between model and experiment confirms that the
behavior of hydrided Zircaloy-4 must take into account not only void growth but also the
creation of void nucleation sites, which increase with increasing hydride density, and void
linkage.
Since the combination of nucleation, growth, and linkage of damage (i.e., voids) ahead of
cracks appears to be a dominant fracture mechanism for hydrided Zircaloy-4 at low temperature,
fracture toughness is logically the most desirable mechanical property for assessing macroscopic
cladding behavior. The fracture toughness of hydrided Zircaloy-4 products has been measured
using a variety of test methodologies. For thin-walled tubing (such as PWR fuel cladding which
has a thickness <0.77 mm), traditional plane-strain fracture toughness testing, as prescribed in
ASTM standards based on both linear-elastic [120] and elastic-plastic [121] fracture mechanics,
does not apply nor is it experimentally easy to perform. This is especially the case for
understanding the conditions promoting unstable crack propagation of a surface crack (i.e., crack
with length in the radial direction less than the wall thickness) in a hydride rim or blister, such as
observed in RIA simulations and other types of mechanical tests.
That said, many studies have used hydrided Zircaloy-4 plate with thicknesses on the
order of several millimeters to fabricate compact tension or single-edge-notch tensile and bend
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specimens so that a valid plane-strain constraint is present. In one study, Bertolino et al. [122]
used compact-tension specimens to determine the elastic-plastic fracture toughness (e.g., stable
crack initiation toughness, JIC, for ductile materials and toughness at specimen fracture, JC, for
brittle materials) as a function of crack-tip hydrogen content at temperatures <200°C. They
found that at room temperature, a crack tip containing as low as 1000 wt ppm hydrogen was
completely brittle, resulting in no measurable toughness. At temperatures above 70°C, fracture
toughness increased, even for local hydrogen contents ahead of the crack tip ≤3000 wt ppm. For
1000 wt ppm hydrogen, toughness values on the order of those of non-hydrided Zircaloy-4 were
found. In another study, Bertolino et al. [123] showed similar results but found that regardless of
hydrogen content, crack-tip blunting inhibited stable crack growth at ≥250°C, preventing any
measurement of toughness. In yet another study using in-situ examinations at room temperature
[124], the same authors observed crack advance due to void initiation at hydrides, confirming
similar observations in aforementioned studies [122, 123]. For high toughness, the fracture
surfaces showed mostly ductile behavior with some cleavage associated with failed hydrides. In
contrast, the specimens showing near zero toughness exhibited mostly cleavage fracture.
At even lower hydrogen contents, Walker and Kass [125] showed ≈50% decrease in the
room-temperature toughness (crack oriented in the rolling-short transverse plane of the plate,
which is analogous to the longitudinal-radial plane of cladding) of Zircaloy-4 with the
introduction of 250 wt ppm hydrogen. They also found that regardless of hydrogen contents up
to 250 wt ppm, a relative increase in toughness of ≈40% can be expected by increasing the
temperature from room temperature to ≈250°C. Kreyns et al. [126] also found that irradiated
Zircaloy-4 (α-Zr treated) containing <50 wt ppm hydrogen showed a room temperature
toughness (KIC) of ≈40 MPa√m, but observed a subtle increase to ≈60 MPa√m at >200°C,
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matching similar increases observed by the other cited studies.
Other studies investigated the toughness associated with the unstable propagation of
cracks along the longitudinal direction of cladding (i.e., axial splits after a through-wall crack is
present). Bertsch and Hoffelner [127] used symmetric loading of a pre-cracked double-edgenotched-tension (DENT) specimen fabricated from cold-worked Zircaloy-4 cladding to calculate
an elastic-plastic toughness. They found a value of toughness at the onset of 0.2-mm crack
advance (J0.2) to be ≈75 kJ/m2. Using a similar DENT specimen design but with asymmetric
loading (i.e., tension at one notch and compression at the other), Grigoriev et al. [128] found that
the fracture toughness of cold-worked Zircaloy-4 cladding at maximum load (Jmax) slightly
increased from ≈86 to ≈96 kJ/m2 for room temperature to 300°C, respectively. At 250°C, they
also showed that higher hydride densities caused a reduction in stable crack propagation; albeit,
the contents they tested were limited to 150-200 wt ppm hydrogen.
Pierron [114] investigated the effect of hydride blisters on Zircaloy-4 sheet deformation
under plane-strain conditions at room temperature and 300°C. Using a method of measured
plastic strains to calculate plane-stress fracture toughness (Kc), this study inferred a roomtemperature fracture toughness of the sheet to be ≈70 MPa√m. Using acoustic emission
methodologies, this study showed that regardless of thickness, the hydride blister failed at little
or no plastic deformation, even to 400°C. As observed in other studies, damage accumulation at
hydrides was the predominant failure mechanism at room temperature, but at 300°C, shear
instability became the failure mechanism. Using a methodology similar to that employed by
Pierron, Desquines et al. [129] estimated a fracture toughness between 60-90 MPa√m for
irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding containing either a hydride rim or blister subjected to near uniaxial
tension at 350°C. Although this temperature is higher than that reported by others and under a
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uniaxial state of stress, the absolute value of toughness shows remarkable agreement with the
trends presented in literature. Results of both the Pierron [114] and Desquines et al. [129]
studies are shown in Fig. 1.16. Both studies show relatively good agreement between the
measured strain values (data points) and the calculations (dashed and solid lines) with an inferred
fracture toughness; it is important to note that the Pierron study could not infer a toughness at
300°C due to excessive plasticity, but Desquines et al. showed that toughness for irradiated
materials at even higher temperatures may be estimated.
To better understand the effect of discrete hydrides underlying a hydride rim or blister on
cracking and measured toughness within the dimensional constraints of cladding (i.e., thin walls
with cracks propagating along the radial or short-transverse direction of the cladding or plate,
respectively), Raynaud [130] tested 4-point bend specimens (single-edged cracked) fabricated
from hydrided Zircaloy-4 sheet at room temperature and 300°C. To initiate the edge crack, this
study used a hydrided sheet with a localized hydride blister on one surface. This blister
subsequently failed during the 4-point-bend test prior to yielding, resulting in the creation of a
sharp crack which propagates into the underlying substrate. The energy expended for further
propagation of this crack was used for determining elastic-plastic toughness. Testing at room
temperature confirmed the results shown by others – namely, void initiation at hydrides and their
linkage to form a main crack with little to no plasticity to cause crack propagation. However,
this study showed a clear transition to mixed mode (I+II) fracture at 300°C, and confirmed that
hydride cracking did not occur at this elevated temperature. Using a slow-stable crack growth
model, the toughness values (KQ) were estimated in this study to be ≈80 and ≈130 MPa√m at
room temperature and 300°C, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.16 – Estimation of fracture toughness from strain measurements in (a) non-irradiated
Zircaloy-4 sheet with blisters (diameter of 2-3 mm) at room temperature under plane-strain
tension [114] and (b) irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding with hydride rim/blister at 350°C under
uniaxial tension [129].
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1.3.3. Modeling Hydride-induced Embrittlement

Many studies have attempted to model the microscopic damage associated with
hydrides (either as individual particles or as layers and blisters) and the resulting macroscopic
behavior of the material. This is a review of these studies and how their models correlate to
experimental results.
One model relevant to hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding assumes that the hydride rim or
blister cracks upon yielding at low temperatures, introducing a flaw or imperfection. Petterson et
al. [131] found that on average, a flaw with a depth ≥10% of the wall thickness in irradiated
Zircaloy (recrystallized) cladding would reduce the cladding ductility to ≈1% plastic strain. Link
et al. [21, 132] also showed this reduction of ductility during plane-strain ring testing of hydrided
Zircaloy-4 cladding. They predicted that the limit strain (i.e., far-field strain) is significantly
reduced in the presence of a small flaw such that zero ductility is expected for a flaw with a
depth of 18 μm, assuming the dimensions of 17x17 Zircaloy-4 cladding (≈0.6-mm wall
thickness) [132].
Other models have estimated far-field strains based on the strain incompatibilities at
individual hydrides within a uniform array with varying hydride densities, such as would occur
in a hydride rim or the relatively hydride-free substrate found in irradiated Zircaloy-4. Bai et al.
[91] and Chan [133] found a mathematical representation between the dimensions of hydride
platelets in a ductile matrix and the resulting volume fraction of hydrides, resulting in a
continuous network of hydrides. The work by Chan defined a continuity factor (a parameter
which describes the connectivity of hydrides in a structure as a function of hydride platelet
volume, stacking spacing, and characteristic length of the platelet), which reaches unity when
hydrides are continuous in a defined plane or length. He then related this volume fraction to a
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reduction in macroscopic ductility of a structure like the fuel cladding, assuming that a
microcrack develops at the plastic limit of the hydride and then begins to propagate in an
unstable manner upon exceeding the plastic limit of the matrix. When compared to ductility data
of Zircaloy cladding from literature, this model showed excellent agreement, as shown in Fig.
1.17. In both recrystallized and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4, the room-temperature ductility shows
a marked decrease for hydride volume fraction between 4% (≈730 wt ppm hydrogen, assuming
δ-hydride or ZrH1.66 and calculation of Bai et al. [91]) and 6% (≈1100 wt ppm), assuming 6-μm

hydride spacing in the radial direction of the cladding and a large hydride spacing (not given) in
the circumferential direction. Bai et al. predicted that the critical hydrogen concentration to fully
embrittle stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 at room temperature is ≈1400 wt ppm but their experiments
showed it to be closer to 1050 wt ppm. At higher temperatures (≈350°C), the model could not

Figure 1.17 – Comparison of tensile ductility of Zircaloy-4 calculated using the hydrideembrittlement model developed by Chan compared to literature data [133].
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explain the experimental observations because embrittlement only occurs at such a high
hydrogen concentration that the hydride phase undoubtedly transforms from δ→ε. This
transformation introduces two factors that can compromise the accuracy of the model: (1)
introduction of residual stress resulting from the phase transformation, and (2) potential brittle
behavior of ε-hydride at 350°C versus the ductile behavior of δ-hydride at this temperature.
Grange et al. [134] presented a model based on Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) to
explain the embrittlement of hydrided Zircaloy-4 (i.e., a composite material consisting of a
ductile matrix with brittle second phase). The formation of strain controlled damage (i.e., voids)
at hydrides in a plastically anisotropic matrix is used as a fracture-initiation criterion in finiteelement calculations. As previously presented [54] (see Section 1.3.2), their experiments showed
cracking started upon exceeding ≈20-25% plastic strain for ≈300-950 wt ppm hydrogen. These
data and additional observations at even higher plastic strains were adopted as the basis for
damage nucleation kinetics used in the model. More difficult was the modeling of damage
coalescence and eventual rupture. To validate this model, they calculated forming limit curves
(i.e., plot of major versus minor strains) for the room-temperature fracture of zirconium at
various hydrogen contents and under varying states of stress as was done by Yunchang and Koss
[99]. The model agreed with the experiments and showed the effect of increased void growth
contributing to the overall damage upon increasing stress biaxiality.
Another CDM model by Perales et al. [135] used cohesive forces interacting between
finite elements representing matrix-matrix, matrix-hydride, and hydride-hydride relationships
resulting from incremental loadings with discontinuities (i.e., transient forces) to induce damage.
They obtained estimations of macroscopic plasticity and cracking of the cladding. A hydride
volume fraction of 30% (or ≈5473 wt ppm hydrogen, again based on calculations by Bai et al.
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[91] of δ-hydride or ZrH1.66) consisting of circumferentially oriented hydrides was inputted into
the model; this hydride volume fraction and hydrogen content is of the order of what would be
expected in a hydride rim of high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding. Macroscopic behavior is
then coupled to an energy release, which is essentially represented by plastic flow (associated
with necking or at a crack tip) and/or cracking (i.e., creation and propagation of free surfaces).
The model predicts the energy release is reduced by 20, 40, and 80% with the introduction of
hydride volume fractions representative of ≈180, 920, and 7300 wt ppm hydrogen, respectively.
This reduction in energy release can be represented macroscopically by an associated reduction
in total elongation. The introduction of 30% hydride volume fraction in Zircaloy-4 causes a
decrease in total elongation by a factor of five (≈24% for non-hydrided Zircaloy-4; ≈5% for
hydrided Zircaloy-4), which is consistent with the experimental results presented in this literature
review.
These models accurately predict the room-temperature behavior of hydrided cladding
materials, but they do not explicitly address elevated-temperature behavior. In particular, it has
been shown above that experiments observe a ductile-to-brittle transition or, more precisely, a
fracture path transition in hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding above a certain temperature (i.e., lowtemperature fracture via mostly Mode I cracking versus high-temperature fracture via mixed
mode cracking). However, these models are based on the constitutive properties of the alloy +
hydride composite so knowing the properties of these individual constituents as a function of
temperature would permit the models to be extrapolated to higher temperatures.
To model such temperature dependence, Kuroda et al. [136] and Yamanaka et al. [137]
presented a model based on fracture mechanics to predict the failure stress of hydrided Zircaloy4 cladding at room temperature and 347°C, respectively. As seen in Fig. 1.18, these studies used
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failure assessment diagrams to show this transition in cladding with a rim of hydrides at the outer
surface (defined as Type II in Fig. 1.18), such as would be found in high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel
cladding, and with uniformly distributed hydrides (defined as Type III in Fig. 1.18) with
simulated surface and/or internal cracks. The axes of the plots are defined as follows:
Kr =

KI
K IC

for

Lr ≈ 0

(1.7)

for

0 < Lr ≤ Lmax
r

(1.8)

or
Kr =

J el
J

Lr =

P
σ
=
Py σ y

and
(1.9),

where KI is the stress intensity factor for Mode I deformation, KIC is the fracture toughness
(under small-scale yielding governed by linear elastic fracture mechanics; Eqn. 1.7), J is the Jintegral (under large-scale yielding governed by elastic plastic fracture mechanics; Eqn. 1.8), and
Jel is the elastic component of the elastic plastic J-integral. KI and J are calculated as a function

of far-field stress (σ) using a finite-element model with a specific crack configuration. P (or σ) is
the applied far-field load (stress) and Py (or σy) is the plastic yield load (stress), as determined
again from a finite-element model; the latter is defined as the load at which the net section stress
equal to the flow stress of the material under general yielding, given a linear-elastic, perfectlyplastic stress-strain response. Lrmax is defined as the corresponding value of Lr at plastic
collapse and is represented by the cut-off lines in Fig. 1.18. Furthermore, the load increasing
lines in this figure represent load-control conditions (analogous to gas-pressure loading during a
RIA; see Section 1.1.1) and are directly coupled to the KI, J versus stress calculations. Failure is
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.18 – Failure Assessment Diagrams (FADs) for modeling the failure of hydrided
Zircaloy-4 cladding at (a) room temperature [136] and (b) 347°C [137].
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represented by data pairs (Lr,Kr) which lie above the curve whereas non-failure is below the
curve. At room temperature, plastic collapse is not expected for hydride-rim material but rather
crack growth because of the intersection of the load-increasing line with the curve. In contrast,
the model predicts that the uniform-hydride distribution fails by plastic collapse at room
temperature. Similarly, plastic collapse is expected for any hydride distribution and incipient
crack combination at 347°C. This model was also compared to burst testing and the RIA
simulation tests at NSRR (see Section 1.1.3) and showed that it is an excellent way to describe
the predicted behavior of hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding under various REA-relevant
thermomechanical conditions.
Lastly, the mechanical property databases developed internationally (e.g., MATPRO [42]
and PROMETRA [129]) are utilized in computer codes (e.g., FRAPTRAN [138], FRAP-T6 [13],
FALCON [23], SCANAIR [8], FEMAXI-6 [14]) by industry and regulatory agencies that then
estimate cladding ductility under various reactor transient conditions (i.e., reactivity insertion,
temperature, internal gas pressure, coolant pressure, hydrogen content, fast fluence, etc.). Such
codes are used as a basis for developing fuel licensing and regulation.

1.4.

Motivation of Study

Current licensing of high-burnup fuel is strongly dependent on mechanical property
databases (e.g., MATPRO [42] and PROMETRA [129]) based on cladding performance at low
to intermediate fuel burnups. However, such mechanical properties databases do not include the
deleterious effect of higher hydrogen contents, especially in the form of thick hydride rims, like
that observed in metallographic examinations of high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding. Under
the severe loading conditions (i.e., multiaxial state of stress) of a postulated REA [8, 15, 16], the
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localization of hydride platelets as a rim has been shown to degrade cladding ductility and
toughness at temperatures ≤350°C [22, 86, 113], but little is known of cladding ductility (or lack
of ductility) at even higher temperatures, which may be encountered during a REA.
Additionally, these studies suggested that the temperature-dependent deformation of individual
hydride platelets may control the macroscopic ductility of the Zircaloy-4 cladding. However,
little is known about the actual hydride phase and local hydrogen concentration in the hydride
rim; both may strongly impact the plastic capacity and crack resistance of the rim. Based on
these deficiencies and the needs of regulators and industry to develop comprehensive and REArelevant criteria for high-burnup fuel licensing, this thesis has the ultimate objective of furthering
the understanding of the effects of hydrides on the mechanical behavior of stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding (non-irradiated condition). The approach is to conduct a detailed
characterization of the hydride-rimmed microstructure coupled with near plane-strain-hooptension tests at room temperature and 300 and 375°C. The results should delineate the thermal
and microstructural conditions (both at a microscopic and macroscopic level) that promote a
ductile-to-brittle transition.
Because hydride-induced embrittlement has been shown to be one of the mechanisms of
fracture in high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding under postulated REA loading, this thesis will
further the understanding of the hydride microstructure in non-irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding
with comparable hydride densities and distribution (i.e., hydride rim) to the irradiated cladding.
Variations in local hydrogen content and hydride density have been estimated in previous studies
[86, 88-90]. However, for stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 with a hydride rim, such measurements
assumed only δ-hydride precipitation, even though some regions of the rim may also consist of
δ+γ and/or δ+ε hydride precipitation, which may affect the mechanical behavior of the rim.
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Therefore, this thesis will attempt to quantify the local hydrogen content by identifying the
precipitated hydride phases and their content. This investigation will focus on conditions of
hydride rims (i.e., rim thickness and hydride density) such as found in low- to high-burnup
Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding, with limited work on hydride rims containing such a high density of
hydrides that they may be considered as hydride blisters. These characterizations will then be
correlated to the observed microscopic and macroscopic embrittlement or plasticity of
Zircaloy-4.
Along those lines, elevated temperatures have been shown to inhibit the Mode I fracture,
seen at room temperature, and to force hydrided Zircaloy-4 to fracture by plastic instability under
various states of stress [22, 110, 112, 113, 129]. However, there are some conflicting accounts
as to what temperature causes this transition in fracture path, especially for stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 cladding containing hydride rims under thermo-mechanical conditions relevant to the
REA. Besides the lack of understanding on the macroscopic level, microscopic transitions
associated with the hydride fracture are also not well understood. Specifically, damage
nucleation and linkage within the hydride rim and the relatively hydride-free substrate in
Zircaloy-4 cladding at low temperatures appears to transition to entirely plasticity-induced shear
as temperature increases [114, 118]. An understanding of such a transition on the microscopic
level is critical to predicting cladding ductility and gross failure. Because of these deficiencies,
this work will conduct near-plane-strain hoop-tension testing at room temperature, 300 and
375°C and examine the effect of temperature on the observed fracture path. Both the
macroscopic and microscopic fracture behavior will be directly correlated to the measured local
hydrogen content and identified hydride phase mixtures.
Lastly, this thesis will use existing hydride-induced embrittlement models by Prat et al.
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[118] and Pierron [114] to calculate the equivalent plastic strain associated with hydride fracture
(i.e., void nucleation). Such models will be based on the measured constitutive properties of
stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding used specifically in this thesis and under the relevant
temperatures.
In summary, in addition to developing scientific understanding, it is the hope that this
thesis may assist regulatory agencies, fuel vendors, and utilities in developing and evaluating
more fundamentally based licensing criteria for high-burnup fuel performance.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

2.1.

Materials

2.1.1. As-received Cladding

Cold-worked and stress-relieved (CWSR) Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes (17x17 fuel
assembly design) were obtained from Sandvik Specialty Metals and Westinghouse with nominal
outer diameter of approximately 9.5 mm and nominal wall thickness of about 0.57 mm. Earlier
measurements [21] showed that the grain structure consists of elongated grains with ≈10:1 aspect
ratio, extended with and oriented parallel to the tube axis. The elongated grains are ≈10-15 μm
long and ≈1-2 μm thick.
As reported elsewhere [56] and shown in Fig. 2.1, the as-fabricated Sandvik Zircaloy-4
exhibits a crystallographic texture in which the hexagonal-close-packed (α-Zr phase) basal
planes tend to align with their basal poles inclined 25° to 60° to the normal of the tube surface
and oriented toward the tangential direction; peak intensity is at approximately 30-40°. The
prism poles show a strong tendency to align along the tube axis, which is also consistent with
previous observations for such cladding. The measured pole figures for this cladding show
basal and prism pole intensities above four and up to ten times their random value. Based on
near-identical mechanical properties, the Westinghouse Zircaloy-4 is believed to have similar
texture as the Sandvik cladding, although the textures of both these cladding were not
characterized in this study.
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The chemical composition of Zircaloy-4 cladding materials used in this study are shown
in Table 2.1 and compared to ASTM Standards for nuclear fuel cladding [31]. Both cladding
materials used in this study were considered low-Sn containing Zircaloy-4 (<1.4 weight percent).

2.1.2. Hydrogen Charging

Zircaloy-4 cladding was hydrogen-charged to produce two distributions of discrete
circumferentially-oriented hydride platelets: (i) localized near the outer surface of the cladding
in the form of a platelet-dense rim with only a few platelets in the underlying substrate and (ii)
uniformly distributed throughout the cladding. For both distributions, charging was conducted
under stress-free conditions to avoid the formation of radially-oriented hydrides (i.e., hydrides

AD
Sample Orientation
Radial (3)
[RD]

TD

Axial (1)
[AD]
Tangential (2)
[TD]

100 → 1010
001 → 0002
101 → 1011
102 → 1012

Figure 2.1 – Basal pole figure for Zircaloy-4; orientation of cladding also shown; AD = Axial
Direction and TD = Tangential or Transverse Direction [21].
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Table 2.1 – Standard chemical composition (weight percent) of as-fabricated Zircaloy-4 (UNS
R60804) used in this study.

a
b

Element

ASTM Standard [31]

Sandvika

Westinghouseb

Zirconium

Balance

Balance

Balance

Tin

1.20 – 1.70

1.30

1.34

Iron

0.18 – 0.24

0.23

0.21

Chromium

0.07 – 0.13

0.12

0.11

Oxygen

0.09 – 0.16

0.127

0.118

Aluminum

<0.0075

-

0.001

Boron

<0.00005

-

<0.00001

Cadmium

<0.00005

-

<0.00001

Calcium

<0.003

-

<0.0004

Carbon

<0.027

0.014

0.0125

Cobalt

<0.002

-

<0.0006

Copper

<0.005

-

<0.0004

Hafnium

<0.01

-

0.01

Hydrogen

<0.0025

<0.00001

<0.00001

Magnesium

<0.002

-

<0.00027

Manganese

<0.005

-

<0.0015

Molybdenum

<0.005

-

<0.0011

Nickel

<0.007

-

0.0014

Niobium

<0.01

-

<0.001

Nitrogen

<0.008

0.0004

0.00043

Silicon

<0.012

0.01

0.009

Tungsten

<0.01

-

<0.01

Titanium

<0.005

-

<0.0013

Uranium

<0.00035

0.00023

Specimens from cladding segments AR (non-hydrided), A1, A2, B1, B2, N24, and N26 were fabricated from Sandvik Zircaloy-4.
Specimens from cladding segments NR (non-hydrided), N6, N7, NN5, and NN19 were fabricated from Westinghouse Zircaloy-4.
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platelets with long axis within ±40° of the radial direction of the cladding, as defined by ASTM
standard) [31]. Furthermore, the charging processes were designed to minimize the variations of
these hydride distributions along the longitudinal, circumferential and radial directions.
Hydrogen charging to produce 160-mm-long cladding tubes with a hydride rim (similar
to that of high-burnup Zircaloy-4, as shown in Figs. 1.13 and 1.14) was conducted by Nuclear
Development Corporation (NDC) of Japan using a proprietary process. This type of charging
resulted in hydride rims with thicknesses ranging from 20 to 300 μm, and total hydrogen
contents ranging from 300 to 2200 wt ppm.
Hydrogen charging of cladding with a uniform distribution of circumferential hydrides
was performed at Argonne National Laboratory using a three-zone furnace at 400°C with
flowing 30% hydrogen-70% helium gas mixture at approximately 0.1-MPa positive pressure.
Open-ended cladding lengths were pickled in an acid solution, washed with alcohol, and
wrapped in aluminum foil which served as an oxygen getter. The cladding length was then
placed within the central heating zone of the furnace and held at 400°C for various times to
facilitate the absorption of the desired amount of hydrogen. The hydrogen-helium gas mixture
was mostly applied during heat-up and cool-down back to room temperature, but in some cases,
pure argon gas was applied during additional heating to ensure homogenization of the hydrides.
Details of the hydrogen-charging process at Argonne are provided in Appendix A.
Total hydrogen content (radial average) was measured from approximately 2-mm-wide
by 4-mm-long slices (≈0.05-g weight) of cladding rings (approximately 1/4 of circumference)
using a hot-vacuum-extraction process in a LECO® Model RH-404 Hydrogen Determinator. In
some cases, slices were polished to partially or fully remove the hydride rim or portions of the
underlying substrate in order to estimate the hydrogen contents in the rim and/or substrate.
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2.1.3. Hydride Microstructure Characterization

In order to resolve the hydride microstructure, accumulated damage, and fracture
surfaces, cladding and specimens were characterized using optical metallography and imaging in
a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Additionally, using a Vickers pyramidal indenter (136°
angle) with 50-gm load and 10-s press time, microhardness was measured in radial-transverse
(R-T) plane of the cladding and correlated to the calculated hydrogen contents and observed
hydride phases in the hydride rim and substrates based on other characterization techniques.
In the former, cladding samples from pre- and post-tested specimens were mounted
transversely in metallographic mounts. These mounts were then polished using 240 to 1200 grit
paper followed by 0.5-μm alumina solution. To characterize voids resulting from damage
accumulation in the fracture process, specimens were imaged in the as-polished condition at 100,
200, and 500X under normal lighting conditions. Samples were then etched for 2 minutes by
submersion in an acid solution comprised of 10% hydrofluoric acid, 45% nitric acid, and 45%
hydrogen peroxide in order to resolve the hydride microstructure at the same magnifications.
Cladding samples were also characterized in the SEM using both secondary-electron and
backscatter-electron imaging at magnifications from 100 to upwards of 5000X. The secondaryelectron imaging was used to further characterize voids and hydrides in etched condition, as well
as, fracture surfaces. The backscatter-electron imaging was used to image hydrides by atomicnumber contrast in polished condition so as to avoid the complications of over-etching the
hydrides.
Images from optical metallography and backscatter-electron imaging were processed
through imaging software to determine hydride area fraction (FZrHx) as a function of radial
distance from the inner surface of the cladding. These images were cropped to yield an area 50-
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μm wide by the thickness of the cladding. The cropped images were then separated into 20-μm
slices; in most instances, the final slice was less than 20-μm thick. Each slice was then processed
using filters in Image Pro Plus® (v4.0) to increase contrast such that the pixels associated with
hydrides appeared black and pixels associated with the cladding appeared relatively white, as
defined by a contrast filter threshold. Figure 2.2 shows an example of such a contrast filter with
variable threshold line and the resultant conversion of the image (backscatter electron example).
The pixels above the threshold line were converted to black and those below the line were white.
Another feature in Image Pro Plus® was then applied to count (by number of pixels) the black
areas representing hydride within the slice, as well as, the total area of the slice. This was
repeated for all the 20- by 50-μm slices until the entire thickness of the cladding was processed.
FZrHx was then calculated by dividing the number of black pixels within the slice by the total

number of pixels in the slice. Because the etching process for optical metallography tends to
erroneously increase the size of the hydrides, a procedure was employed to quantify this error
(discussed later in this section). This error was assumed to be much smaller for images taken
from backscatter-electron imaging since those images were taken in the as-polished condition,
but like the error associated with optical imaging, the error for backscatter imaging was also
quantified using the same process (again, discussed later in this Section).
To determine the local hydrogen content ([H]i) as a function of radial distance from the
inner surface of the cladding samples, the rule of mixtures was applied by knowing the total
hydrogen content ([H]total) of a given hydride microstructure and the dimensions of the cladding,
according to the following weighted average:

[ H ]total =

∑ ([ H ] ⋅ t )
i

i

(2.1)

i

ttotal
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Intensity (arbitrary counts)

2000
Filter Threshold
Line (variable)

1500

1000

500

0
0
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100

150

200

250

300

Gray Scale (0-256)
(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2 – Examples of (a) gray-scale filter used to define hydrides (pixels above threshold
line) and cladding (pixels below threshold line) in optical and backscatter-electron images for
quantification of hydride area fraction and (b) resultant conversion of images from gray scale
(backscatter electron) to pure black and white.
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where [H]total = total H content for entire cladding thickness (wt ppm), ti = thickness of location i
(μm), and ttotal = thickness of entire cladding (μm).
The relationship between [H]total and FZrHx is approximated by the following equation
[88]:
⎡
ρ ZrH x
[ H ]total = [ H ] ZrH x ⋅ FZrH x ⋅ ⎢
⎢⎣ ρα − Zr ⋅ (1 − FZrH x ) + ρ ZrH x ⋅ FZrH x

⎤
⎥
⎥⎦

(2.2)

where [H]ZrHx = hydrogen content of the hydride phase of ZrHx (1 < x < 2), ρZrHx = density of
hydride phase of ZrHx at room temperature, and ρα-Zr = density of α-Zr phase at room
temperature. By employing both Eqns. 2.1 and 2.2, an estimate of the local hydrogen content
may be obtained based on the metallographic observations. The error associated with imaging
techniques was quantified by contrasting the measured values of FZrHx from optical and
backscatter-electron imaging of sibling cladding samples with and without an intact hydride rim
– removal of the hydride rim was conducted using an abrasion tool – to the measured [H]total
from hot-vacuum-extraction measurement using Eqn. 2.2. Separate error factors were calculated
for the hydride rim and the substrate. Both of these error factors were then applied to the values
of FZrHx associated with the hydride rim and the substrate in Eqn. 2.2.
Another method for quantifying hydrogen contents, as well as, identifying hydride phases
in the hydrided samples, used synchrotron x-ray diffraction measurements performed at the 2BM (Sector 2 -Bending Magnet) Beamline of the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL), as shown in Fig. 2.3. Diffraction samples were taken from halfrings of hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes – aforementioned 17x17 tubes of this study, but due
to limited cladding materials, 15x15 tubes (also, stress-relieved condition) as well – and polished
(using 800-grit metallographic paper) to reduce the cladding wall to various thicknesses between
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diffraction runs in order to probe variations in hydrogen content within the hydride rim and
underlying substrate of each sample.
Samples were either oriented such that the incident beam diffracted in the longitudinaltransverse (L-T) or radial-transverse (R-T) planes. Figure 2.4 schematically shows the
orientation of samples, diffracted surfaces (e.g., L-T and R-T planes) with respect to the incident
and diffracted x-ray beam. Figure 2.4(a) also indicates the wall-thickness reduction of the L-T
samples in order to obtain diffracted intensity of cladding volumes with various hydride
densities, as represented by the white boxes. As shown by the white boxes (not representative of
the scale of the diffracted volume; to be discussed in Appendix B) in Fig. 2.4(b), diffracted
intensity from various hydride densities was also possible for the R-T samples but wall-thickness
reduction is not necessary.
Samples were placed on a diffraction stage in the 2-BM beamline, which is indicated by
the red square in Fig. 2.3. The diffraction stage (i.e., goniometer) consisted of six degrees of
movement, including three lineal (x, y, and z) and three rotational (θ, φ, and χ). The diffracted
intensity was acquired as a function of 2θ by a point detector on a separate goniometer stage.
The synchrotron beam used for this study had an energy (E) of 15 keV (0.827-Å wavelength)
with an energy band width (dE/E) of approximately 0.02% and a flux of 1.0x1010 photons/s. The
beam was collimated using a series of slits to either an approximate spot size of 2 mm x 1 mm
for diffraction of the L-T plane or 0.015 mm x 0.007 mm for diffraction of both the L-T and R-T
planes; the latter being considered a micro-beam diffraction condition. At the beam energy and
2θ angles of this study, it is expected that the diffracted intensity is from a volume of cladding to

a depth of approximately 20 μm below the incident surface [46], which is consistent with that
predicted in a previous diffraction study [139]; see Appendix B for details. Furthermore, the
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effective macro- and micro-beam spot sizes for the range of 2θ (15° ≤ 2θ ≤ 35° or 7.5° ≤ θ ≤
17.5°) due to this angle to the incident surface ranged from 3.32-7.63 mm and 0.023-0.053 mm,
respectively. The sample was aligned with respect to the detector and stage motion using both
optical and x-ray imaging cameras.

Figure 2.3 – Schematic of the Advanced Photon Source, showing 2-BM-XOR Beamline
location, as indicated by the red square (courtesy of Argonne National Laboratory).
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Figure 2.4 – Schematics showing orientation of diffraction samples with respect to the
synchrotron beam (black arrows) incident on (a) longitudinal-transverse (L-T) and (b) radialtransverse (R-T) planes and corresponding hydride microstructure (with and without wallthickness reduction); note, hydride-rim example and white boxes do not represent the actual size
or depth of the beam.
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Table 2.2 lists the phases of interest in this study and some properties. Analyzing the
Powder Diffraction Files (PDF) of these phases for 15 keV, the potential diffraction spectrum
(given as relative intensities specific to each phase) is shown in Fig. 2.5. It is worth noting that
many of the peaks associated with γ-, δ-, and ε-hydrides and listed in the PDF were found to
overlap. Moreover, data in the PDF most likely included indexing diffraction spectra consisting
of mixtures of hydride phases (e.g., γ+δ and δ+ε); note, ε-hydride phase should not be confused
with the usage of ‘ε’ to denote plastic strain.
The UNIX-based computer control system was programmed using macros to vary the
diffraction angle (2θ) at fixed positions within the L-T and R-T planes of the cladding in order to
observe the diffraction peaks for the alpha phase of zirconium and for the hydrides.
Additionally, some macros scanned along the radial direction of the cladding in the R-T plane at
fixed 2θ angles corresponding to selected peaks of the alpha phase and hydrides using the microbeam condition. The linear step size of these radial scans was 1 μm with an acquisition time of 1
second per step.
In the case of the diffraction scans, the first macro consisted of a low-resolution
scan of 2θ angles from 15 to 35° with 400 intervals (or 0.05° per interval) at 1 second per
interval. The intention of this low-resolution scan was to confirm the presence of peaks
associated with α-Zr phase and hydride phases. The follow-on macro consisted of highresolution scans of three ranges of 2θ angles – 16.5 to 21°, 27 to 29°, and 32 to 36° – with 0.009°
per interval and 1 second per interval.
The acquired diffraction spectra were analyzed using PeakFit® Version 4.12 software
[140] to separate the individual diffraction peaks associated with each phase, including
overlapping peaks. Also, the software subtracted the background and then calculated the area
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Table 2.2 – Properties of various phases present in hydrided Zircaloy-4 [141].

Phase

α-Zr (matrix)
γ-hydride

δ-hydride

PDF Nos.

ZrHx, where x ≈

Structure

ao (Å)

co (Å)

0

Hexagonal

3.232

5.147

1.09

50.0

Tetragonal

4.596

4.969

03-065-6223

1.09

50.0

Tetragonal

4.586

4.948

00-034-0649

1.80

62.4

Cubic

4.781

-

01-071-4972

2.16

66.7

Cubic

4.777

-

03-065-6972

1.77

62.0

Cubic

4.777

-

1.80

62.4

Tetragonal

4.938

4.506

1.85

63.2

Tetragonal

4.962

4.467

1.90

63.6

Tetragonal

4.973

4.454

1.85

63.2

Tetragonal

4.962

4.467

1.90

63.6

Tetragonal

4.973

4.454

1.95

64.3

Tetragonal

4.979

4.451

2.16

66.7

Tetragonal

5.000

4.445

(wt%)

(at%)

00-005-0665

0

00-034-0690

00-036-1339

ε-hydride

00-036-1340

03-065-4542
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Figure 2.5 – X-ray diffraction peaks based on data from Powder Diffraction Files [141] for α-Zr,
γ-ZrHx (x ≈ 1), δ-ZrHx (x ≈ 1.66), and ε-ZrHx (x ≈ 2) for beam energy of 15 keV; note, for α-Zr,
(hkil) is reduced to (hkl) by assuming h+k=-i.

(i.e., integration of diffracted intensity counts) under each separated diffraction peak, based on
the Pearson VII function. These peak areas were then used to develop a correlation to the
measured hydrogen contents (200-3000 wt ppm) in hot vacuum extraction samples cut from
cladding samples with uniformly distributed hydrides. To compensate for variations in
diffracted intensity due to residual cold work at varying depths into the cladding wall, the
integrated peak intensities associated with hydrided cladding were normalized to the integrated
peak intensities of the non-hydrided α-Zr phase.
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2.2.

Constitutive Mechanical Properties

The constitutive stress-strain properties along transverse (hoop) and longitudinal (axial)
directions were determined for as-received (non-hydrided) cladding at room temperature, 300°C,
and 375°C and at a quasi-static strain rate of ≈0.1%/s under a uniaxial state of stress. Figures 2.6
and 2.7 show the specimen designs used in these tests. Specimens with a reduced gauge section
(without a taper) were fabricated from the as-received cladding using a traveling-wire, electrodischarge machine (EDM).
For the transverse specimen (see Fig. 2.6), two D-shaped inserts were loaded onto the
inner surface of the specimen (discussed in more detail later in this section) with gauge-section
midplanes along the loading axis. The inserts were lubricated with Teflon® tape (0.001-inch
thickness) and Corning® vacuum grease to reduce friction. The inserts were then coupled to
pullrods using tool-steel loading pins. For the longitudinal specimen (see Fig. 2.7), the specimen
was coupled to pullrods using tool-steel pins.
In both specimen cases, the load train was installed in an Instron® Model 8511 servohydraulic testing machine. A load cell and a linear-variable-differential transducer (LVDT) were
used to measure load and actuator displacement, respectively. A National Instruments
LabVIEW™-based data acquisition system [142] recorded the load-displacement (i.e., load-cell
and LVDT signals) response at a rate of 5 Hz. A quad-elliptical, infrared furnace with Type-K
control thermocouple feedback was used for elevated temperature testing in a nitrogen
atmosphere (<0.5% oxygen). Two additional Type K thermocouples were positioned in contact
with the gauge section(s) to monitor gauge section temperatures.
Prior to testing, the gauge width and thickness were measured using calibrated
micrometers and calipers. In some cases, these dimensions were measured using a calibrated
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Figure 2.6 – Uniaxial tensile specimen for determination of stress-strain properties along
transverse (hoop) direction of the cladding (not-to-scale, dimensions in mm).
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Figure 2.7 – Uniaxial tensile specimen for determination of stress-strain properties along
longitudinal (axial) direction of the cladding (not-to-scale, dimensions in mm).
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stereoscope (10X and 30X) and/or microscope (10X) with digital camera capability. These
dimensions were then used to calculate engineering stress and strain and true plastic strains.
The engineering stress-strain curve of the longitudinal tensile test was directly calculated
from the measured load-displacement response. Engineering stress, S, was calculated by
normalizing the measured load, P, to the original cross-sectional area, Ao (nominally, 0.72 mm2).
The engineering strain, e, was calculated by normalizing the actuator displacement, d, to the
original gaugelength, lo (nominally, 12.7 mm). Plastic deformation was assumed to be confined
to the gauge section; regardless of test temperature, the pin-loading holes (see Fig. 2.7) were did
not deform, based on pre- and post-test measurements of the hole diameters using a calibrated
stereoscope. True stress (σ) and true strain (ε) were calculated using:

σ = S (1 + e)

(2.3)

ε = ln(1 + e)

(2.4);

and

it is worth noting that Eqns. 2.3 and 2.4 are valid up to plastic instability but not beyond. The
true stress-strain curve was further modeled using a power law, given by:

σ = σ o + Kε n

(2.5)

where σo is the uniaxial yield strength, K is the strength coefficient, and n is the strain-hardening
exponent; note, strain-rate sensitivity (m) for this material was assumed to be 0.02 [42, 56]. The
Considère criterion [143] was employed to confirm that the power law fit (see Eqn. 2.5)
consistently predicted that uniform strain (εu) was approximately equal to n (i.e., εu ≈ n).
Due to the effects of friction and bending during the transverse tensile test, finite element
analysis (FEA) was utilized to determine the constitutive stress-strain behavior. ABAQUS™
Complete ABAQUS Environment (CAE) v6.5-1 [144] was used to analyze the tensile test using
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a 1/4-symmetry physical model of the specimen and loading inserts. The analyses were
compared to the experimental results, namely the load-displacement response. Figure 2.8 shows
a process flow diagram describing the procedure used in such an analysis, coupled to the
development of the specimen and grips.
Model parts (again, 1/4 symmetry) were created in CAE to represent the uniaxial ringstretch specimen and the two loading grips, one fixed (bottom) and movable (top). The
dimensions of the parts were inputted based on the nominal dimensions of 17x17-sized Zircaloy4 cladding. An assembly of these parts was created with zero spatial constraint (i.e., ideal
surface contact between specimen and grips, as well as, top grip and bottom grip). This was an
accurate representation of the actual experimental assembly given lubrication between specimen
and grips filled the gaps. Figure 2.9 shows this assembly at the onset of the tensile test (i.e., zero
displacement of the loading grips).
The loading grips were defined as solid rigid bodies. Their relative motions were defined
by reference points located along the loading axis, where the bottom grip was held fixed and the
top grip was displaced upwards along the loading axis in order to induce loading of the
specimen, as in the actual experiment. The specimen was defined as a solid deformable body.
Interactions between the grips and specimen were uniformly distributed with a set friction
coefficient, which was approximated to be 0.04; variation of the friction coefficient from 0.0 to
0.15 resulted in measurable changes to calculated stress and strain but represented an error
within specimen-to-specimen uncertainty.
Symmetry and boundary conditions were defined to describe the specimen motion and
deformation of 1/4-symmetry planes of the model. Specifically, these conditions described zsymmetry (axial) on the specimen midplane (i.e., half of the specimen length along the axial
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Figure 2.8 – Flow diagram describing procedures to determine constitutive and engineering
properties from uniaxial ring-stretch specimens using load-displacement responses and finiteelemental modeling and analysis.
76

Figure 2.9 – ABAQUS CAE screen showing loading grip-to-specimen assembly (1/4-symmetry
model), showing finite-element mesh, symmetry planes, and reference points.

direction) and θ-symmetry (hoop) on the gauge midplane (i.e., half of the gauge length along the
hoop direction). In doing so, computing time and required resources were significantly reduced.
Material properties were inputted into the model, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8. In particular,
elastic (i.e., temperature-dependent modulus and temperature-independent Poisson ratio based on
MATPRO database [42]) and plastic (i.e., true stress-plastic strain data) properties were inputted.
Additionally, isotropic elastoplastic behavior with power-law strain hardening was assumed.
The finite-element mesh of the instances is also shown in Fig. 2.9. The mesh consists of
element type C3D8R, which has attributes described in Table 2.3. For the loading grips, the
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numbers of nodes and elements are 1,917 and 1,496, respectively. For the specimen, the
numbers of nodes and elements are 7,164 and 5,584, respectively, with about eight elements
across the thickness of the cladding specimen. As seen in Fig. 2.9, the number and size of
elements differed from those in the gauge section, fillet, and remainder of the specimen. These
differences in element number and size were to provide sufficient elements in the gauge section
to better understand the distribution of stress and strain in the gauge section due to bending and
friction, based on the results of a previous study [145]. Because the stress and strain in regions
outside of the gauge section were of less interest, less elements were needed to describe it.

Table 2.3 – CAE Attributes of Finite Element Type.

CAE Element Attribute

Description

Type
Library
Geometric Order
Family
Shape
Number of Nodes

C3D8R
Standard
Linear
3D Stress
Hexagonal, Linear Brick
8

Points and surfaces (including planes) and all elements and nodes in the model were
designated for monitoring the evolution of various parameters of interest, which included the
following:
•

Stress and strain along the axial, hoop, and radial directions, which are the major axes
used in the cylindrical coordinate system of CAE;
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•

Displacement of the reference point for the movable loading grip; and

•

Reaction forces and contact stresses and displacements between interacting surfaces.

All of these parameters were written to an output file as a function of incremental time and
displacement.
For stress, all major components and Von Mises equivalent stress were calculated by
CAE according to the following:
_

σ =

[

3 2
σ 1 + σ 22 + σ 32
2

]

(1 / 2 )

=

[

3 2
2
2
σ hoop + σ axial
+ σ radial
2

]

(1 / 2 )

(2.6).

Similarly, major components of elastic and plastic strain, as well as the equivalent plastic strain
increment, were calculated according to the following:
_

dε =

[

2 2
dε1 + dε 22 + dε 32
3

]

(1 / 2 )

=

[

2 2
2
2
dε hoop + dε axial
+ dε radial
3

]

(1 / 2 )

(2.7).

The reaction force in the fixed loading grip calculated by FEA was compared to the loadcell measurements during the actual experiment. Furthermore, displacement of the movable
loading grip was also compared to the actuator displacement measured by LVDT during the
actual experiment. In doing so, a direct comparison of the measured load-plastic displacement
response to the calculated load-plastic displacement response is possible.
A true stress-plastic strain curve was initially assumed, usually based on the power law fit
(see Eqn. 2.5) of the axial data or literature databases, and inputted into CAE (as illustrated in
Fig. 2.8). CAE then ran the model and calculated a load-displacement response. As mentioned
above, the experimental and the FEA-calculated load-displacement responses were compared.
With all other model parameters and material properties fixed, the true stress-plastic strain curve
was varied until the two load-plastic displacement responses converged. When the convergence
was satisfactory (based on operator’s subjectivity), the final inputted true stress-plastic strain
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curve was assumed to be the end result. This true curve was modeled using the power law (see
Eqn. 2.5) to approximate the Strength Coefficient (K) and Strain-hardening Exponent (n). The
curve was then converted to an engineering stress-strain curve and the engineering properties
(e.g., 0.2%YS, UTS, and UE) were extracted. As mentioned for the analysis of longitudinal
tensile data, the Considère criterion [143] was again used to confirm UE ≈ n. A lower bound of
total elongation (TE) was approximated if the calculated and experimental load-displacement
curves converged beyond maximum load. In some cases, the total number of iterations exceeded
20, especially when attempts were made to converge to the load-displacement response beyond
maximum load.
True plastic strains were measured from the uniaxial testing at room temperature, 300°C,
and 375°C. As in previous studies [22, 56], anisotropy can be quantified using parameters R and
P, which are given in Eqns. 1.3 and 1.4. However, due to the uncertainty of such strain
measurements in this study (particularly thickness measurements), values from literature were
used.
Lastly, arrays of Vickers microhardness indentations were placed on the test gauge
sections of the uniaxial hoop specimen in order to measure true plastic strains along the axial and
hoop directions or εaxial and εhoop, respectively. In the case of the transverse specimen, two
columns of indentations were spaced approximately 300 μm apart for the entire length of the
gauge length and extending slightly beyond the fillets. The spacing between adjacent
indentations in each row in the longitudinal direction and in each column in the transverse
direction was measured before and after the tensile test. Likewise, the gauge thickness in the
radial direction was measured by imaging the side of the gauge section using a stereoscope (3X)
before and after the test. True plastic strain, εtrue, was calculated according to the following:
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⎛l ⎞

ε true = ln⎜⎜ f ⎟⎟
⎝ lo ⎠

(2.8)

where lo and lf are the indentation spacings or thicknesses before and after testing,
respectively. Specimen testing was interrupted at various plastic strains to determine the
evolution of εaxial and εhoop up to maximum load (i.e., prior to localized necking), and to failure.
Although permanent bending strains outside of the gauge sections can’t be accounted for, the
three components of principal strain (εhoop, εaxial, and εradial) were then used to confirm the
conservation of volume rule associated with plastic deformation:

ε hoop + ε axial + ε radial = 0

2.3.

or

ε1 + ε 2 + ε 3 = 0

(2.9).

Plane-strain Testing

Because the strain and fracture path of cladding subjected to a simulated RIA appears to
be plane strain (εaxial = ε2 ≈ 0), a different specimen was previously designed to induce axial
stress that inhibits contraction of the gauge section [56]. Figure 2.10 shows this specimen design
such that the wide gauge section and notches provide this axial constraint. Like the other
specimen types, plane-strain specimens were fabricated from cladding using an EDM.
This plane-strain condition was previously modeled [21] using finite-element software,
similar to that presented for the transverse uniaxial tensile test. The plane-strain specimen was
also prepared with an array of Vickers microhardness indentations at the gauge midplane and
along the axial direction of the cladding, as shown in Fig. 2.11. As shown in Fig. 2.12, a Struers
Model Duramin 20 automated microhardness system with an additional rotation fixture was used
to apply indentations and measure their pre- and post-test spacing. Figure 2.13 shows the
computer software for measuring indentation spacing. As before, the spacing between adjacent
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Figure 2.10 – Plane-strain tensile specimen for determination of tensile ductility and fracture
path due to hydrogen embrittlement (not-to-scale, dimensions in mm).

Figure 2.11 – Array of microhardness indentations in the gauge section of the plane-strain
specimen.

indentations was measured before and after the test and true plastic strain was calculated using
Eqn. 2.8. The specimen was interrupted twice prior to testing to fracture at room temperature to
determine the development and evolution of εhoop (=ε1) and εaxial (=ε2).
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Figure 2.12 – Images of microhardness tester with plane-strain specimen on rotation shaft
showing (a) positioning of 10X objective lens and (b) indenter above specimen.
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Figure 2.13 – Image of MSWindows-based software used to precisely move the specimen in x, y,
and z (focus) directions and to measure indent-to-indent spacing (a separate control moves the
specimen in the φ or shaft-rotation (clockwise or counter-clockwise) direction); arrows mark
Vickers microhardness indentations on a specimen.

Similar to the hoop tensile specimen (uniaxial), the plane-strain specimen was loaded
onto two D-shaped inserts with the gauge-section midplanes along the loading axis. Tests were
also conducted at room temperature, 300°C, and 375°C, all at a nominal strain rate of 0.001/s.
Ductility of the hydride cladding is quantified using two parameters: (1) far-field strain,
εfar-field, and (2) peak-fracture strain, εfracture. As described above and in previous studies [22, 56],

the hoop strain distribution can then be plotted as a function of gauge length position (i.e.,
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distance from gauge midplane). At maximum load, the strain distribution was assumed to
correspond to uniform plasticity, referred to as εfar-field. Conversely, testing to fracture yielded a
strain distribution representing uniform and localized plasticity (i.e., diffuse and localized
necking), referred to as εfracture. Figure 2.14 shows these values of strain.
Given the cracking potential of hydrided Zircaloy-4 described in literature, these
parameters are experimentally determined at a local level using true-plastic-strain measurements
from arrays of microhardness indentations. More specifically, εfar-field is then calculated from the
following equation:

ε far − field

∑ (ε ⋅ Δy )
=
∑ Δy
i

i

i

(2.10)

i

i

where εi is the true hoop plastic strain calculated from the spacing between adjacent indentations
before and after testing and away from the plastic instability, and Δyi is the typical interval
between indentations. This numerical summation does include the extension associated with
crack-opening displacements of micro-cracks which have arrested and are not the fatal or macrocrack, which results in through-thickness failure. Additionally, εfracture is measured from the
indentations adjacent to the fatal crack but does not include the crack-opening displacement of
the fatal crack.

2.4.

Determination of Void Nucleation Strain
After testing, transverse metallography was conducted at 200 and 500X in both the

polished and etched conditions to identify voids associated with hydride fracture (note, polished
conditions were used to better observe voids in the absence of possible pitting during etching).
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Figure 2.14 – Examples of strain distributions in the gauge section of plane-strain specimens,
showing far-field and peak-fracture strains for cladding (a) without hydrides (uniform and
localized plastic behavior) and (b) with hydrides (uniform plastic and cracking behavior).
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As illustrated in Fig. 2.15, the void farthest from the fracture surface was located and radial
strain was calculated using measurements of the local thickness at the void location (tvoid) and the
original thickness of the cladding (to) and Eqn. 2.8. To eliminate any effects of high radial strain
due to triaxial strain field ahead of the cracktip, the farthest void on the midwall was considered.
This radial strain is a function of the hoop (εhoop = ε1) and axial (εaxial = ε2) strains according to
Eqn. 2.9; note ε1 is an expansion strain (positive value), whereas, ε2 and ε3 are contraction strains
(negative values). Therefore, the transverse strain or maximum principal strain is [114]:

ε hoop =

− ε radial
⎛ ε axial
⎜1 +
⎜ ε
hoop
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

or

ε1 =

− ε3
⎛ ε2 ⎞
⎜⎜1 + ⎟⎟
⎝ ε1 ⎠

(2.11).

For a true plane-strain condition, ε2 = 0 so that ε1 = -ε3. However, the deformation of the
specimen used in this study is not completely plane-strain (i.e., ε2 ≠ 0) [21]. The longitudinal
strain along the gauge midplane of the specimen (i.e., minimum distance between notches) was
determined using an array of microhardness indentations, as previously mentioned. Therefore, a
relationship between ε1 and ε2 can be obtained. Assuming a true plane-strain condition (as a first
approximation) and using the measured value of ε3 at the farthest void, an approximate value of
(ε2/ε1) can be calculated from the measured relationship between ε1 and ε2. From that a range of

ε1-values may be estimated using Eqn. 2.9. Hence, the three values of principal strain at the
location of the farthest void may be measured or otherwise estimated.
Using the calculated strain values and anisotropic parameter R, defined in Eqn. 1.3, from
open literature, an equivalent plastic strain ( ε ), similar to that in Eqn. 2.7, may be calculated.
Assuming planar anisotropy, zero shear strain (γ1 = γ2 = γ3 = 0), and Hill’s original yield function
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Figure 2.15 – Illustration of radial strain measurement at location of last void corresponding to
hydride fracture.

under plane-strain conditions [49], ε is given by:

ε=

2 (2 + R)(1 + R)
2R
⋅
⋅ ε12 +
ε1ε 2 + ε 22
3
1 + 2R
1+ R

(2.12).

This ε -value will be used to determine the susceptibility of hydrides to void nucleation resulting
from plastic straining at the test temperatures of this study.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1

Mechanical Properties of Non-hydrided Zircaloy-4 Cladding
Prior to hydriding, the as-received cold-worked, stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding was

tested under uniaxial tension along the transverse (or hoop) and longitudinal (or axial) directions.
Tensile properties – including constitutive stress-strain behavior – and the development of plastic
deformation in the gauge sections were determined from these tests as a function of temperature
in order to compare to the literature database and to use in subsequent analyses within this study.

3.1.1. Finite Element Analysis of Uniaxial Ring-stretch Specimen
As mentioned in detail in Section 2.2, in order to determine the constitutive properties
along the transverse direction of the cladding, the uniaxial ring-stretch specimen was modeled
and analyzed using finite element analysis (FEA) within ABAQUS v6.5-1 Complete ABAQUS
Environment (CAE). Based on an assumed stress-strain response, that is independent of strain
rate (i.e., m = 0) as modeled by the power law (see Eqn. 2.5), and assuming isotropic plasticity,
the analyses were compared to the experimental results, namely the load-displacement response,
and an iterative approach was used to interpolate the actual stress-strain behavior of the material
(see Section 2.2 in Chapter 2 for further details).
The true stress-true plastic strain curve is usually based on axial data. In order to relate
these experimental tensile data to the power law relationship, it is important to note that this
constitutive law is applicable to a range of plastic strain between 0.005-0.01 and uniform strain
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(i.e., true strain at the end of uniform elongation, εu). Additionally, this study assumes that the
true plastic strain at maximum load in the tensile test is approximately equal to the uniform (true)
strain (or εu), which is also an estimate of the strain-hardening exponent (n) in the power law fit.
These equalities are known as the Considère criterion [143].
In order to analyze the ring-stretch test response, the assumed power law fit was then
inputted into CAE in tabular form (i.e., data pairs of true stress and true plastic strain). CAE then
ran the model and outputted the calculated load-displacement response. With all other model
parameters and material properties fixed, the inputted true stress-true plastic strain curve was
varied until the computed load-plastic displacement response converged with the experimental
data. As this convergence occurred at low values of true plastic strain, the corresponding truestress value was held fixed and values of true stress at higher true plastic strain were varied in
later iterations until convergence for the entire range of true plastic strain was subjectively
matched. Convergence of the curves beyond maximum load tended to be difficult because of the
FEA’s inability to accurately model plastic strain concentrations (i.e., specimen necking and load
shedding) due to geometrical effects of the fillets (i.e., gauge section shoulders).
As a first approximation, a frictionless condition (μ = 0) was assumed; the influence of
friction will be discussed later in this section. Figures 3.1 through 3.3 are examples of the
convergence for room temperature, 300, and 375°C, showing iterations of true stress-true plastic
strain curves (best fit to inputted stress-strain data pairs) and the resultant iterations in calculated
load-plastic displacement responses with respect to the experimentally measured response. In
some cases, the total number of iterations exceeded 10, especially when attempts were made to
converge to the load-displacement response beyond maximum load. True strain at maximum
load was estimated and shown in Figs. 3.1 – 3.3, but because of the low strain hardening, the
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Figure 3.1 – Iterations of (a) assumed true stress-plastic strain curves and (b) calculated loaddisplacement responses as compared to experimental response for room temperature test;
sufficient convergence at 6th iteration given n = 0.032 for 0.005 ≤ ε ≤ εu.
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Figure 3.2 – Iterations of (a) assumed true stress-plastic strain curves and (b) calculated loaddisplacement responses as compared to experimental response for 300°C test; sufficient
convergence at 12th iteration given n = 0.020 for 0.005 ≤ ε ≤ εu.
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Figure 3.3 – Iterations of (a) assumed true stress-plastic strain curves and (b) calculated loaddisplacement responses as compared to experimental response for 375°C test; sufficient
convergence at 3rd iteration given n = 0.020 for 0.005 ≤ ε ≤ εu.
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uncertainty in this strain value is ±0.5%.
When the convergence was reasonably satisfactory (discussed later in this section), the
final inputted true stress-true plastic strain data pairs were assumed to be the end result. These
true data pairs were then modeled at plastic strain (ε > 0.005) using the power law as a best fit
and the Strength Coefficient (K) and Strain-hardening Exponent (n) were approximated. The fit
was then converted to an engineering stress-strain curve using Eqns. 2.3 and 2.4 and the
engineering properties (e.g., 0.2%YS, UTS, and UE) were calculated. Figure 3.4 shows the
predicted true stress-plastic strain data and power law fits for hoop specimens tested at room
temperature, 300, and 375°C.
As seen in Figs. 3.1(a), 3.2(a), and 3.3(a), the strain at maximum load was estimated to be
0.035±0.005, 0.030±0.010, and 0.025±0.005 for room temperature, 300, and 375°C, respectively.
Given the uncertainties in these estimations, the n-values calculated by the power law fits in Fig.
3.4 (e.g., 0.032, 0.020, and 0.020 for room temperature, 300, and 375°C, respectively) show
some agreement, with the 300°C case having the least agreement since an effort was made to fit
the experimental data after the onset of necking occurred. The differences in these two are
clearly due to the low-strain hardening properties of this material at all temperatures and is also
subject to friction in the experiment and the CAE analysis (to be discussed in later in this
section).
For room temperature, experiment-to-FEA convergence occurred at the 6th iteration, as
shown in Fig. 3.1, which shows reasonable agreement up to maximum load. The calculation for
the 375°C test shows a similar level of agreement at the 3rd iteration, as seen in Fig. 3.3. The
300°C case shows rather poor agreement to the experimental load-displacement response
between yield and maximum load, which may explain the differences in the calculated strain at
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Figure 3.4 – True stress-strain curves for uniaxial tension along the transverse (hoop) direction as
a function of temperature and showing the power law fits (σ = Kεn).

maximum load and the calculated n-value from the power law fit of Fig. 3.4. It is worth noting
that the uncertainty in a precise convergence of the calculated and experimental responses up to
and including maximum load only affects the resultant stress-strain properties by less than 1%.
Therefore, this uncertainty is consistent with the ±errors in the tabulated and plotted mechanical
properties of the following section based on specimen-to-specimen variations.
Because the 300°C test is the focus of further analyses later in this section, extra effort
was given to model the load-displacement response after maximum load. As seen in Fig. 3.2,
convergence beyond maximum load at the 12th iteration is quite good. Again, it is worth noting
that such convergence at large plastic displacements (i.e., > 0.06 mm) only affects the resultant
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true stress-strain curve by about 1%, as seen by comparing the 10th iteration to the 12th iteration
in Fig. 3.2.
Regardless of temperature, the true stress-strain curve of the final iteration is consistent
with the low strain-hardening behavior, as modeled by the power law in this study (see Fig. 3.4
and Eqn. 2.5) and stated in literature [42]. The uncertainties between the final iterations are most
likely due to fact that cladding behavior is represented by low strain-hardening exponents at
maximum stress (i.e., near constant stress over a wide range of plastic displacement).
As stated earlier, the friction coefficient (μ) was varied in CAE to determine its
sensitivity (i.e., parametric study) on the calculated plastic hoop strain distributions, as well as,
the calculated load-displacement curve and associated stress-strain properties for the 300°C test
case. Using literature as a basis [110, 145-147], various values of friction coefficient (e.g., μ = 0,
0.04, 0.1, and 0.15) were inputted into CAE for the contact surfaces between the loading grips
(both top and bottom) and the inner surface of the specimen (see Fig. 2.9). Then, the true stressstrain data pairs were varied from the 12th iteration (see Fig. 3.2) until convergence of the loaddisplacement responses occurred again. Figure 3.5 shows the final iteration of true stress-true
plastic strain (see Fig. 3.5(a)) that causes reasonable convergence in the experimental loaddisplacement data (see Fig. 3.5(b)) up to maximum load for inputted values of friction
coefficient; note that, CAE aborts upon divergence of calculations brought about by the effect of
friction and the software’s limitations to account for interaction stresses (forces) between the
specimen and grips, therefore, only data up to maximum load is considered in this parametric
study.
By adjusting the data pairs of true stress and plastic strain in the inputted true stress-strain
curve (see Fig. 3.5(a)), the calculated load-displacement responses for all values of friction
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Figure 3.5 – (a) Variation of inputted friction coefficient on the final true stress-strain curve to
cause convergence and (b) the resultant convergence of FEA-calculated load-displacement
response to experimental data as a function of inputted friction coefficient (300°C example).
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coefficient agree well with each other and with the experimental response, as seen in Fig. 3.5(b).
The calculated strength coefficient (again, based on the power law) and, upon conversion of Fig.
3.6(a), the predicted engineering strength both show a monotonic decrease with increasing
friction coefficient. Importantly, as shown in Fig. 3.6(b), friction has little or no effect on the
calculated uniform elongation and strain-hardening exponent. Thus, the frictionless analysis (μ =
0) used previously should provide an accurate estimate of n.
To estimate the value of friction coefficient in the experiment, the distribution of hoop
plastic strain in the gauge section was experimentally measured using arrays of microhardness
indentations (as described in Section 2.2) and correlated to the calculated distribution from FEA
as a function of friction coefficient. Specifically, the hoop plastic strain (ε1 or εhoop) at maximum
load was measured and compared to results from FEA for a specimen tested at 300°C (identical
to those calculations and measurements of the previous pages) with varying friction coefficient.
Based on the analyses presented in Fig. 3.5, Figure 3.7 is a visual representation of the
distribution of hoop plastic strain (PE22 in CAE) in the gauge section (1/2 symmetry) near
maximum load for four cases of friction coefficient. As expected, these images indicate that
friction has a strong effect on the location of specimen necking, and eventually, fracture. The
location of localized necking moves away from the center of the gauge toward the fillet with
increasing friction, and due to bending and friction, the highest hoop strain is located at the inner
surface of the specimen. For the frictionless condition (see Fig. 3.7(a)), plastic strain appears to
be concentrated near the gauge midplane along a 45° through-thickness shear plane for this
plastically isotropic case.
To compare the FEA-calculated development of strain to the actual experiment, the FEA
values of hoop plastic strain in each element on the outer surface along the midline of the gauge
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plastic properties (UE and n) at convergence due to inputted friction coefficient (300°C
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.7 – Images of hoop plastic strain distribution in gauge sections (1/4 symmetry) near
maximum load (300°C example) from FEA for friction coefficients of (a) 0.0, (b) 0.04, (c) 0.1,
and (d) 0.15.

section (assuming 1/2 symmetry) were measured in Fig. 3.6 and compared to the experimentally
measured values of hoop plastic strain (see Section 2.2 for details). Figure 3.8 shows this
comparison. The experimental data (slightly beyond maximum load) shows the best agreement
with the frictionless case (μ = 0) and μ = 0.04 case, both at or near maximum load, which is
consistent with that suggested by other studies using lubricated grips [110, 145]. In both these
cases, the variation along the gauge length and magnitude of hoop plastic strain are markedly
comparable to the measured values, especially considering measurement uncertainty of strain (as
high as ±0.01). Furthermore, these two cases (μ = 0 and μ = 0.04) and the experimental data also
100
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Figure 3.8 – Comparison of measured and FEA-calculated plastic hoop-strain distributions (outer
surface; mid-line) within the gauge section (1/2 symmetry) at maximum load as a function of
friction coefficient (300°C example).

show the location of localized necking on the outer surface of the specimen is away from the
gauge midplane by approximately the thickness of the cladding, which is consistent with the
image of Fig. 3.7(a) and supports the development of near-45° shear plane. Based on the above
results and for computational ease, this study assumes μ = 0.
Upon convergence of the model and experimental data, the evolution of equivalent
plastic strain or ε p (see Eqn. 2.7) was calculated in CAE as a function of movable-grip (top)
displacement, assuming μ = 0. As an example, the 300°C case is shown in Fig. 3.9. After
yielding in this case (see Fig. 3.9(c)), the equivalent plastic strain appears to be uniform along
the gauge length, width and thickness, but near maximum load (see Fig. 3.9(d)), a throughthickness shear plane (i.e., region of highly localized strain near a 45° angle to that of the hoop
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Figure 3.9 – Evolution of FEA-calculated equivalent plastic strain in uniaxial ring-stretch
specimen at 300°C and at approximate load-line displacements of (a) 0, (b) 0.018, (c) 0.047, (d)
0.066 [approximately at max. load], (e) 0.094, (f) 0.12, (g) 0.15, and (h) 0.19 mm (units of strain
are dimensionless).
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direction) appears to develop near the gauge midplane in this plastically isotropic case (see
friction study earlier in this section). Beyond maximum load, plastic strain and diffuse necking
contractions along the gauge width and thickness are concentrated at the midplane, which is
more easily seen in the close-up images of Fig. 3.10.
After maximum load, the evolution of plastic strain appears to be highly dependent on
temperature. Based on grip displacement near fracture, the predicted fracture strains show an
increasing trend of approximately 0.45, 0.60, and 0.70 at the gauge midplane (i.e., fracture) for
room temperature, 300, and 375°C, respectively. This is also evident by closely examining the
shape of width and thickness contractions, as shown in the example of Fig. 3.10(b). This
prediction suggests that the experimental values of total elongation and reduction-in-area should
increase with increasing temperature.
Based on the above interpretations of the overall evolutions of equivalent plastic strain,
Table 3.1 shows a comparison between the FEA-calculated values of plastic strain and measured
ones at both maximum load and at fracture. Figure 3.11 shows the measured hoop strain
distribution along the gauge length used to determine measured values in Table 3.1. The
calculated and measured values of plastic strain in Tables 3.1 show reasonable agreement.
In some cases, Figure 3.11 shows that fracture occurs away from the gauge midplane
(i.e., zero distance), which is unlike the FEA predictions (see Fig. 3.10(b)). This discrepancy is
likely a result of the influence of a finite friction coefficient which would cause fracture to be
located away from the midplane (see Fig. 3.8). Nevertheless, the agreement depicted in Table
3.1 is good.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.10 – Images of equivalent plastic strain distribution in gauge sections at (a) maximum
load and (b) fracture for 300°C test; note the plastic deformation across gauge width and
thickness at fracture.
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Table 3.1 – Comparison of FEA-calculated and measured values of peak hoop plastic strain (i.e.,
maximum principle) at maximum load and fracture at room temperature, 300 and 375°C.

Temperature (°C)

FEA-calculated (predicted)
Peak Hoop Plastic Strain (%)

Measured (observed)
Peak Hoop Plastic Strain (%)

Max. Load

Fracture

Max. Load

Fracture

Room Temperature

3.6 ± 0.2

44.5 ± 4.0

3.5 ± 1.2

41.5 ± 10.4

300

3.7 ± 0.2

58.3 ± 4.3

3.6 ± 1.1

69.0 ± 17.3

375

1.7 ± 0.1

70.1 ± 4.7

2.4 ± 1.1

66.9 ± 21.7

3.1.2. Engineering and Constitutive Properties
Based on the FEA in the previous section for the hoop properties and experimental
analysis of tensile testing of longitudinal specimens, Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show the engineering
and constitutive properties for hoop and axial directions of the cladding, respectively. The
average values of anisotropy parameters R and P based on literature values are also presented.
The temperature dependencies of these engineering and constitutive properties (with linear trend
lines used as best fits) are also plotted in Fig. 3.12 and compared to the MATPRO database [42].
Uniaxial yield strengths along the hoop (transverse) and axial (longitudinal) directions at
room temperature were found to be 720 and 590 MPa, respectively, indicating significant yieldstress anisotropy. For both directions, yield strength decreases with increasing temperature. At
higher temperatures, the hoop and axial yield strengths tend to converge. When compared to the
MATPRO database for non-irradiated Zircaloy with a range of stress-relieving treatments (i.e.,
fully recrystallized annealed or 0% residual cold work to 75% residual cold work), the
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Figure 3.11 – Measured hoop strain distributions of failed gauge sections of uniaxial hoop
specimens at (a) room temperature, (b) 300°C and (c) 375°C.
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Table 3.2 – Uniaxial tensile properties along the transverse or hoop direction of the cladding at
quasi-static strain rate (errors are standard deviations based on results from multiple specimens).

Transverse (Hoop)

Property
25°C

300°C

375°C

718 ± 16
(104 ± 2)

462 ± 31
(67 ± 4)

363 ± 6
(53 ± 1)

MPa (ksi)

765 ± 26
(111 ± 4)

491 ± 29
(71 ± 4)

394 ± 4
(57 ± 1)

Uniform Elongation, UE

0.035 ± 0.005

0.036 ± 0.010

0.024 ± 0.005

Total Elongation, TE(1)

≥0.10

≥0.10

≥0.10

Strength Coefficient, K(2)
MPa (ksi)

907 ± 68
(132 ± 10)

542 ± 24
(79 ± 3)

470 ± 4
(68 ± 1)

Strain Hardening Exponent, n(2)

0.032 ± 0.006

0.020 ± 0.010

0.020 ± 0.006

Anisotropy Parameter, R(3)

–

–

–

Anisotropy Parameter, P(3)

0.9 ± 0.4

0.9 ± 0.4

0.9 ± 0.4

0.2% Yield Strength, 0.2%YS
MPa (ksi)

Ultimate Tensile Strength, UTS

(1)

Transverse TE values based on lower-bound extrapolation of finite-element model.
Values based on power law strain-hardening (Eqn. 2.5).
(3)
Values based on averages in literature (see Section 1.2.2).
(2)
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Table 3.3 – Uniaxial tensile properties along the longitudinal or axial direction of the cladding at
quasi-static strain rate (errors are standard deviations based on results from multiple specimens).

Longitudinal (Axial)

Property
25°C

300°C

375°C

592 ± 6
(86 ± 1)

412 ± 13
(60 ± 2)

354 ± 1
(51 ± 1)

MPa (ksi)

805 ± 9
(117 ± 1)

505 ± 21
(73 ± 3)

407 ± 9
(59 ± 1)

Uniform Elongation, UE

0.058 ± 0.010

0.045 ± 0.012

0.035 ± 0.010

Total Elongation, TE(1)

0.123 ± 0.013

0.104 ± 0.003

0.139 ± 0.001

Strength Coefficient, K(2)
MPa (ksi)

1030 ± 3
(149 ± 0.5)

655± 35
(95 ± 5)

497 ± 47
(72 ± 7)

Strain Hardening Exponent, n(2)

0.063 ± 0.010

0.055 ± 0.010

0.046 ± 0.012

Anisotropy Parameter, R(3)

1.7 ± 0.6

1.7 ± 0.6

1.7 ± 0.6

Anisotropy Parameter, P(3)

–

–

–

0.2% Yield Strength, 0.2%YS
MPa (ksi)

Ultimate Tensile Strength, UTS

(1)

Transverse TE values based on lower-bound extrapolation of finite-element model.
Values based on power law strain-hardening (Eqn. 2.5).
(3)
Values based on averages in literature (see Section 1.2.2).
(2)
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calculated yield strength along the hoop direction is slightly higher than 75% cold work (Upper
Bound line) at room temperature but converges at higher temperatures, as shown in Fig. 3.12(a).
Moreover, the axial yield strength agrees quite well with the 75%-cold-work database at all
temperatures.
Like yield strength, ultimate strength decreases monotonically with increasing
temperature, but the axial direction has greater strain-hardening capacity when compared to the
hoop direction, as evident by the relative increase in flow strength as seen in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14.
Compared to the MATPRO database, the ultimate strength along both directions of the cladding
agrees well with the fully recrystallized model (Lower Bound line in Fig. 3.12(b)), which falls
well below the model for 75%-cold-work cladding (Upper Bound line) and is contradictory to
that of the yield-strength observations.
Furthermore, the strength coefficient for both axial and hoop directions are well below
the 75%-cold-work MATPRO model (Upper Bound), as shown in Fig. 3.12(c), but the axial
strength coefficient is consistent with the strength coefficient for fully recrystallized Zircaloy,
suggesting that the calculated K-values for the stress-relieved cladding of this study do not
accurately reflect the strain-hardening properties of the material, the MATPRO database, and/or
the power law is an exceedingly poor fit to the data. It is important to mention that the power
law must fit poorly (see Fig. 3.14) the data at low plastic strains (i.e., <1%) since it predicts σ →
0 as ε → 0, and ignores the yield stress.
Another possibility for the divergence of ultimate strength and strength coefficient of this
study to that of the 75%-cold-work MATPRO model may be explained by the following two
reasons: (1) MATPRO may overly predict the strain-hardening properties of the cladding since
it is mostly based on empirical fits of axial-tensile data from a range of cladding materials and
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Figure 3.12 – Mechanical properties of as-received Zircaloy-4 cladding, showing the temperature
dependence of (a) 0.2% YS, (b) UTS, (c) K, (d) UE, (e) TE, and (f) n as compared to the
MATPRO database [42] for non-irradiated, non-hydrided Zircaloy-4; note that MATPRO upper
and lower bounds are based on fully recrystallized (0% residual cold work) and stress-relieved
with 75% residual cold work, respectively.
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Figure 3.12 (cont’d) – Mechanical properties of as-received Zircaloy-4 cladding, showing the
temperature dependence of (a) 0.2% YS, (b) UTS, (c) K, (d) UE, (e) TE, and (f) n as compared to
the MATPRO database [42] for non-irradiated, non-hydrided Zircaloy-4; note MATPRO upper
and lower bounds are based on fully recrystallized (0% residual cold work) and stress-relieved
with 75% residual cold work, respectively.
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testing methods; and (2) empirical fits in MATPRO to compensate for residual cold work are
dependent on manufacturers’ estimations based on the conditions of the final stress-relief
treatment.
Elongation and strain-hardening properties show little dependence on temperature below
375°C, which is consistent with the temperature dependence given by MATPRO. The calculated
uniform and total (FEA-calculated lower bound) elongations along the hoop direction are mostly
independent of temperature but this is more indicative of the limitations of the FEA calculations
resulting from the low-strain-hardening stress-strain input. Regardless of this conclusion, the
calculated hoop uniform elongation at 300 and 375°C agrees well with that of the 75% coldwork MATPRO model (Lower Bound line in Fig. 3.12(d)), especially considering the
uncertainty in the FEA calculations.
Additionally, the decrease in uniform elongation with increasing temperature also agrees
with the trend for the measured uniform strain (i.e., true hoop strain) presented in Fig. 3.11, and
indicates the decrease in strain hardening with increasing temperature. The effect is more
pronounced in the axial direction where the uniform elongation decreases by roughly 50% for at
room temperature to 375°C. At 375°C, the axial data tends to converge with the values for the
hoop elongation and the 75%-cold-work database in MATPRO. Moreover, when taking into
account the Considère criterion [143], which states UE ≈ n, the absolute values of strainhardening exponent and their calculated uncertainties for both the hoop and axial directions
match well to the respective values of uniform elongation within their experimental
uncertainties.
When compared to the MATPRO database, it is readily apparent that the stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 cladding of this study is consistent with Zircaloy cladding stress relieved to a residual
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Figure 3.13 – Engineering stress-strain curves for uniaxial (a) transverse (hoop) and (b)
longitudinal (axial) directions as a function of temperature; note that the transverse data in (a) are
predicted from FEA of ring-stretch tests and black arrows in (b) denote maximum load.
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cold-work of 75%. This is also supported by the pole figures of Fig. 2.1, suggesting that the
cladding of this study had a comparable stress-relieving treatment due to the ±30-40° rotation of
the basal (0002) planes. Therefore, the properties presented in Table 3.3 will be used in the
analyses presented later in this chapter.

3.1.3. Plastic Deformation Properties of Non-hydrided Zircaloy-4 Cladding
Under a uniaxial state of stress (with maximum principal strain along both hoop
and axial directions), the elongation and contraction strains within the gauge sections up to
uniform strain were also measured. Figure 3.15 shows the evolution of true plastic hoop (εhoop)
and axial (εaxial) strains at room temperature, 300, and 375°C. Using Eqns. 1.3 and Eqn. 1.4,
estimates of the anisotropic parameters, R and P, can be determined from Fig. 3.15 by assuming
conservation of volume to calculate true plastic radial strain (εradial) from εhoop and εaxial (see Eqn.
2.9). The data in Fig. 3.15 yield values of R and P to be both ≈3.0 and indicates that these values
are independent of temperature. Taking into account the uncertainties in the values of R and P in
the literature (see Section 1.2.2), it appears that the calculated values are higher than the
literature values (R = 1.70 ± 0.57 and P = 0.88 ± 0.35), suggesting that the cladding of this study
has a higher anisotropy than that of cladding of other studies [16, 22, 38, 39, 42, 50, 51, 55-57].
Therefore, this study will use values of R and P from both literature and this present
study in subsequent analyses and indicate the sensitivity of these values in those analyses.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the values of R and P are independent of temperature for the
range of interest to this study; such an assumption was also suggested in other studies [42, 52,
54, 57].
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Figure 3.15 – Elongation and contraction strains with maximum principal stress along the hoop
and axial directions under uniaxial state of stress at room temperature, 300 and 375°C; note,
solid lines are linear best fits to uniform-strain data for all temperatures.

3.2.

Microstructural Characterization of Hydrided Zircaloy-4 Cladding
After the hydriding treatment, optical metallography was performed to confirm the

resulting hydride distribution. Figure 3.16 shows micrographs of cladding containing hydride
rims (such as found in the high-burnup Zircaloy-4 samples shown in Fig. 1.13) of various rim
thickness (trim) and total hydrogen content. Hydride-rim thickness ranged from 20 to nearly 300
μm and hydrogen content from 300 to 2200 wt ppm. As seen in Fig. 3.16, comparatively few
hydrides exist within the substrate of the cladding tube below the rim of hydrides, which is again
consistent with high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding. In some cases, the hydride density (i.e.,
hydride area per unit area of cladding) in the rim and substrate varied slightly, likely due to
variations in hydriding procedure (i.e., hydriding temperature and time, hydrogen partial
pressure, cladding surface condition, etc.).
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Figure 3.16 – Optical micrographs of etched cross-section of 580-μm-thick stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes with approximate hydride-rim thicknesses, trim, of (a) 30, (b) 40, (c)
60, (d), 110, (e) 150, and (f) 290 μm; and approximate total hydrogen contents (radial average
based on HVE measurements) of (a) 300, (b) 400, (c) 600, (d) 800, (e) 1000, and (f) 2000 wt
ppm.
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Cladding with uniform hydride distribution was also characterized by optical
metallography. Figure 3.17 shows micrographs of cladding with uniform hydride distribution
and a range of total hydrogen content. As mentioned in Chapter 2 (see Section 2.1.2), total
hydrogen content (radial average), or [Htotal], of both types of hydrided cladding was measured
by hot-vacuum extraction and found to range from ≈200 to ≈3000 wt ppm. In both hydride
distributions (uniform and rim), the hydride precipitates appear to be oriented along the
circumferential direction as platelets with comparable dimensions to those discussed in Chapter 1
for high-burnup Zircaloy-4 cladding.
In addition to optical metallography (OM), backscatter electron (BSE) imaging of the
same cladding cross-sections (i.e., transverse to the axial direction or the radial-transverse plane)
in a polished condition (i.e., not etched) was also conducted in order to quantify the average
dimensions of hydride platelets and hydride area fraction (FZrHx) without the artifact of overestimating platelet dimensions due to the etching process. In the case of the latter, the hydride
volume fraction was assumed to be equal to FZrHx, as discussed in Section 1.2.3 (also, see Fig.
1.14). Figure 3.18 shows a comparison of OM and BSE imaging. As found in other studies [88,
93], the dimensions (e.g., length and thickness) of hydrides tend to be over-estimated from
images of etched samples as compared to BSE imaging of polished specimens. Although OM
images and BSE images were not taken at exactly the same positions in the transverse section,
this over-estimation is easily discerned by comparing images from optical metallography
(etched) to those from backscatter electron microscopy (polished) in Fig. 3.18.
To better estimate the dimensions of hydride platelets in the hydride rim and substrate,
backscatter electron images at higher magnifications were used, as shown in Fig. 3.19. Hydrides
contained within both the rim and substrate were found to have comparable length and thickness.
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Figure 3.17 – Optical micrographs of etched cross-sections of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding
exhibiting uniform hydride distribution with approximate total hydrogen content of (a) 500, (b)
600, (c) 750, (d) 1050, (e) 1250, (f) 2950 wt ppm; note (a)-(d) are full-thickness 580-μm-thick
cladding and (e) and (f) are 760-μm-thick cladding after polishing to reduce wall thickness.
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(etched)
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Figure 3.18 – Cross-sections of hydrided cladding with hydride-rim thickness (hydrogen content)
of (a) ≈40 μm (≈400 wt ppm) and (b) ≈140 μm (≈800 wt ppm) using optical metallography and
backscatter-electron (BSE) microscopy; note, flaws in BSE images were used to focus.
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Figure 3.19 – Electron backscatter images of hydride platelets in (a) hydride rim (thickness ≈ 140
μm) and (b), (c) underlying substrate of same specimen as that shown in Fig. 3.18(b); note,
cracks in (a) and (c) were used to focus in backscatter mode.
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Figure 3.20 shows the size distribution for hydride length within the hydride rim and substrate.
The minimum and maximum hydride platelet lengths (i.e., dimension of the platelet along the
hoop direction) were found to be ≈5 and ≈25 μm, respectively, with the peak number between 10
and 16 μm; it is important to note that the connectivity of adjacent hydrides combine to form
longer macroscopic hydride platelets. Thicknesses of hydrides in both the rim and substrate
were found to range between 0.1 and 0.8 μm. These lengths and thicknesses are consistent with
what was observed in other studies of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 sheet [91] and cladding [108],
and of irradiated cladding materials [88].
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Figure 3.20 – Size distribution of measured hydride platelet length in the hydride rim and
substrate from backscatter electron images of a planar surface.
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As suggested in these other studies, it will be assumed that the hydride platelet width
(i.e., dimension of the platelet along the axial direction) is equal to its length. Other
assumptions of this study include: (1) the dimensions of platelets in the cladding charged to
form a hydride-rim distribution are identical to that of the uniform hydride distribution; (2) the
radial hydride fraction (as defined in [31]) is negligible; (3) the hydride platelet dimensions are
the same for all hydride phases; and (4) the density of hydrides in the hydride rim and substrate,
and thus hydrogen content, of the hydrogen-charged materials of this study are variable.
Using a combination of the aforementioned characterization techniques and hot vacuum
extraction, it was found that the hydride-rim thickness and hydrogen content varied along the
axial and circumferential directions of the cladding segments charged by NDC; as discussed in
Section 2.1.2. Likewise, variations in hydrogen content along the axial direction were also found
in cladding segments charged by ANL. Therefore, this study characterized the hydride
microstructure and measured hydrogen content at multiple positions along the axial and hoop
directions of these cladding segments, especially for individual plane strain specimens.

3.3.

Phase Identification in Hydrided Zircaloy-4 Cladding
Synchrotron x-ray diffraction was used to identify and locate peaks of the α-Zr and

hydride phases in non-hydrided and hydrided cladding with localized hydride rims and uniformly
distributed hydrides; see Section 2.1.3 for details. A small (15 μm x 7 μm) beam was used to
limit the volume of material diffracting the incident beam in order to locally characterize the
hydride microstructure and orientation relationship. Experiments were conducted in both the LT and R-T planes. Also, microhardness measurements were used to further confirm hydridephase mixtures based on observations from literature [67]; see Section 1.2.3 and Fig. 1.12.
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3.3.1. Identification of α-Zr Diffraction Peaks in Non-hydrided Condition
To properly characterize the evolution of the hydride phases, it is necessary to
characterize the diffraction patterns from the α-Zr phase. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, both
15x15- and 17x17-size stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding were used for this characterization in
order to understand the α-Zr peak positions and shapes without the effect of hydrogen. Figure
3.21 shows diffraction spectra from the L-T planes (see Fig. 2.4(a)) of the two cladding materials
in a non-hydrided condition, based on the indexing pattern presented in Fig. 2.5. These patterns
were normalized such that the intensities of the α(002) (or α(0002)) diffraction peaks were the
same. It is found that the 2θ positions of the α-Zr peaks in the 15x15- and 17x17-size cladding
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Figure 3.21 – Diffraction spectra of non-hydrided 15x15-size (760-μm-thick) and 17x17-size
(580-μm-thick) stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding in the longitudinal-transverse (L-T) plane
(diffraction vector parallel to the radial direction), showing α-Zr phase peaks in the 2θ range of
interest; schematic shows beam incident on L-T plane.
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materials vary no more than 0.027° and 0.053°, respectively, from the 2θ positions given by the
Powder Diffraction File (PDF) No. 00-005-0665 [141]. Furthermore, upon fitting the spectra in
PeakFit® software, the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for each α-Zr peak in the 15x15
and 17x17 materials was found to be 0.198±0.053° and 0.167±0.028°, respectively. Peak
position and FWHM will be used to determine if hydrogen causes shifting and/or broadening of
these peaks due to residual strain resulting from the dilation strains of the higher-volume
hydrides compared to the α-Zr matrix; see Section 1.2.3. A three-index nomenclature (i.e.,

α(hkl)) is used to represent the four-index nomenclature of the hexagonal structure (i.e., α(hkil),
where i = -(h+k)) in the remainder of this thesis, such as done in Figs. 2.1, 2.5, and 3.21.
Also, Figure 3.21 shows the as-fabricated texture (based on relative intensities of
the α-Zr peaks) of these two cladding materials without the effect of hydrogen (refer to the pole
figures presented in Fig. 2.1). This texture is clearly evident upon comparing Fig. 3.21 to the αZr peaks of Fig. 2.5, which represents the diffraction spectra from pure zirconium (hexagonal
close-packed alpha phase) in a powder form (i.e., randomly oriented grains without any texture).
In particular, the α(101) (or α (10 1 1) ) is three times more intense than both the α(100) (or

α (10 1 0) ) and α(002) peaks in the random sample. In the textured tube, the highest intensity in
the L-T measurement is that of the α(002) basal pole, reflecting the fact that more poles tend to
align with the radial or normal direction of the cladding during processing (see Section 1.2.2).
The α(100) intensity is very low as a consequence, and the α(101) intensity is significantly
diminished relative to the random value.
As seen in Fig. 3.21, it appears that both materials have similar textures with the normals
to the basal planes having the highest diffracted intensity in the L-T plane (or radial normal).
This confirms that these samples exhibit the typical basal texture of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4,
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exemplified in Fig. 2.1. Furthermore, it is also apparent in Fig. 3.21 that the primary prismatic
plane α(100) and pyramidal plane α(101) in both materials show much lower intensities relative
to the basal planes, as expected. Appendix C shows the angles between α-Zr planes [46]. The
low relative intensities of the α(100) and α(101) planes resulting from this predominantly basalpole (or c-axis) texture are consistent with the fact that the angles between these planes and the

α(002) are 90° and 61.5°, respectively. Furthermore, the low intensity of the α(100) planes is
also consistent with the aligning of the [100] direction in the rolling or longitudinal direction [32,
35]. Also, considering the ±30-40° rotation of the basal plane along the transverse direction
from the radial normal, the non-zero intensities of these primary prismatic and pyramidal planes
are expected. From the perspective of fully cold-worked cladding (i.e., TREX), it would be
expected that the observed intensities of the α(100) plane would be much lower compared to
those observed for the stress-relieved cladding of this study. The α(110) plane shows moderate
intensity, consistent with alignment along the transverse direction. The α(200) plane, yet
another prismatic plane which is parallel to α(100) and again 90° to the basal plane, shows very
low intensity.
To further investigate the texture, micro-beam diffraction scans of the 15x15-size
cladding were conducted on the L-T plane (Fig. 2.4(a)) and radial-transverse (or R-T) planes
(Fig. 2.4(b)). Figure 3.22 shows the results of these scans in the 2θ range of interest. The
highest peak intensities are seen for the α(002) plane in the L-T orientation and the α(100) in the
R-T orientation, with comparable reductions in these peaks between the two orientations. The
other peaks show a similar reversal of intensity for the two orientations, with a marked increase
in the α(200) intensity in the R-T orientation since these planes are parallel to α(100).
Based on diffraction spectra from these orthogonal orientations, Figure 3.23
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Figure 3.22 – Diffraction spectra of non-hydrided 15x15-size (760-μm-thick) stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 cladding in the longitudinal-transverse (L-T) and radial-transverse (R-T) planes,
showing α-Zr phase peaks in the 2θ range of interest; schematics shows beam incident on L-T
and R-T planes.

schematically depicts the orientation of the α-Zr grains in the cladding. As seen in Fig. 2.1, the
intensity of the basal pole does indeed have a component in the longitudinal direction of
approximately ±5°. Other than the α(101), the other pyramidal planes (e.g., α(102) and α(103),
both tilted by roughly 47° and 58° from the α(100) in the longitudinal direction of the cladding)
show very low intensity in the R-T orientation. The texture observed is very similar to the
standard texture seen previously in stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 sheet [35].

3.3.2. Hydride Phase Identification in Cladding with Uniform Hydrides
The hydride phases were determined from the L-T and R-T orientations (see Fig. 2.4) of
the cladding containing uniformly distributed hydrides using the 2θ positions for γ-, δ-, and ε127
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Figure 3.23 – Schematic showing the orientation of hexagonal unit cells of the α-Zr grains with
respect to the longitudinal (L), transverse (T), and radial (R) directions of the stress-relieved
Zircaloy-4 cladding of this study.

hydride peaks from Powder Diffraction Files (PDF) listed in Table 2.2 and plotted in Fig. 2.5.
Cladding with hydrogen contents of non-hydrided control (≈10 wt ppm), 250, 670, 1250, and
2950 wt ppm were scanned to determine the effect of hydrogen content on the change in the
integrated intensities, 2θ positions, and FWHM of the α-Zr and hydride peaks. The 2θ positions
of these peaks are also compared to those in the PDF.
In addition to α-Zr (PDF No. 00-005-0665), the peaks observed were consistent with δhydride (PDF Nos. 00-034-0649, 01-071-4972, and 03-065-6972) and γ-hydride (PDF Nos. 00034-0690 and 03-065-6223) phases [141]. The γ-hydride phase was only seen at higher
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hydrogen contents, and the ε-hydride phase (PDF Nos. 00-036-1339, 00-036-1340, and 03-0654542) was not observed [141]. Figure 3.24 shows the L-T diffraction spectra for the uniformlyhydrided cladding containing varying hydrogen contents. The spectrum for each hydrogen
content was normalized to the highest intensity; in this case, the α(002) peak. As hydrogen
content increases, the intensities of the peaks associated with the δ-hydride phase increase, and at
contents >1250 wt ppm, peaks associated with the γ-hydride phase are seen. This effect is more
easily seen in Fig. 3.24(b), which clearly shows the increasing integrated intensity of the δ(111)
peak, located at a 2θ position of ≈17.23°, with increasing hydrogen content. It is important to
note that the peak located at 17.23° is assumed to be entirely associated with the δ(111) plane.
This assignment is based on the assumption that ε-hydride phase is not observed up to 3000-wtppm hydrogen which in turn is based on the absence of the ε(200) peak, which should be located
at a 2θ position of ≈27.17° according the PDF.
Diffraction scans in the R-T plane were also conducted on the 1250-wt-ppm-hydrogen
sample. Figure 3.25 shows the diffraction spectra for this sample in both the R-T and L-T
orientations, normalized to the peak intensities of the α(100) and α(002) peaks, respectively, as
done in Fig. 3.22. The integrated intensity of the α(101)R-T peak is markedly reduced by
increasing the hydrogen content from ≈10 to ≈1250 wt ppm.
Tables 3.4-3.7 show the results of the fits of the diffraction patterns obtained from the
uniformly hydrided samples, in both the L-T and R-T orientations. Listed are the relative
intensities, 2θ positions, and FWHM of the peaks found, and which are attributed to the α-Zr
phase and the δ-, γ-, and ε-hydride phases. The 2θ positions of the peaks observed correspond to
the positions listed in the PDFs, to within ≈0.02° 2θ, for all the samples studied, as shown in
Table 3.4-3.7. Figure 3.26 shows examples of these fits for the 2θ region of 16.5° ≤ 2θ ≤ 18°
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Figure 3.24 – (a) Low- and (b) high-resolution diffraction spectra of cladding with uniform
distribution of hydrides and containing various hydrogen contents, showing peaks associated
with α-Zr and γ- and δ-hydride phases; solid vertical lines in (b) show 2θ positions of the labeled
phases with (hkl)-designated planes based on data from PDF.
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Figure 3.25 – (a) Low- and (b) high-resolution diffraction spectra of cladding with uniform
distribution of hydrides and containing 1250-wt-ppm hydrogen, showing peaks associated with
α-Zr and γ- and δ-hydride phases in both the longitudinal-transverse (L-T) and radial-transverse
(R-T) planes; solid vertical lines in (b) show 2θ positions of the labeled phases with (hkl)designated planes based on data from PDF.
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Table 3.4 – Properties of α-Zr peaks for uniform-hydrided cladding in L-T orientation based on
α-Zr PDF data and the current study as a function of hydrogen content [141].

Phase (hkl)

α(100)

α(002)

α(101)

α(102)

α(110)

α(103)

Sample

2θ Position

Relative Intensity

PDF
Non-hydrided
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
Non-hydrided
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
Non-hydrided
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
Non-hydrided
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
Non-hydrided
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
Non-hydrided
250
670
1250
2950

16.99°
16.98°
17.00°
16.97°
16.99°
16.97°
18.49°
18.47°
18.48°
18.46°
18.46°
18.47°
19.35°
19.36°
19.35°
19.33°
19.32°
19.32°
25.21°
25.19°
25.20°
25.17°
25.17°
25.18°
29.64°
29.65°
29.65°
29.62°
29.61°
29.62°
32.82°
32.80°
32.81°
32.80°
32.79°
32.79°

33
3
3
4
3
4
32
100
100
100
100
100
100
36
36
35
32
35
17
11
15
14
13
13
17
30
26
20
19
27
18
33
49
33
40
48
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FWHM
(Current Study)

0.157°
0.120°
0.168°
0.199°
0.211°
0.131°
0.126°
0.172°
0.182°
0.178°
0.178°
0.148°
0.187°
0.222°
0.222°
0.173°
0.151°
0.214°
0.222°
0.221°
0.173°
0.163°
0.267°
0.220°
0.213°
0.186°
0.174°
0.233°
0.231°
0.237°

Table 3.5 – Properties of α-Zr peaks for uniform-hydrided cladding in R-T orientation based on
α-Zr PDF data and the current study as a function of hydrogen content [141].

Phase (hkl)

α(100)

α(002)

α(101)

α(102)

α(110)

α(103)

Sample

2θ Position

Relative Intensity

PDF
Non-hydrided
1250
PDF
Non-hydrided
1250
PDF
Non-hydrided
1250
PDF
Non-hydrided
1250
PDF
Non-hydrided
1250
PDF
Non-hydrided
1250

16.99°
16.98°
16.95°
18.49°
18.47°
18.45°
19.35°
19.32°
19.30°
25.21°
25.18°
25.15°
29.64°
29.63°
29.60°
32.82°
32.78°
32.77°

33
100
100
32
10
3
100
54
22
17
2
1
17
16
15
18
1
1

FWHM
(Current Study)

0.116°
0.131°
0.197°
0.256°
0.166°
0.189°
0.253°
0.199°
0.163°
0.179°
0.349°
0.310°

and the residuals of these fits (i.e., difference between the fitted curve and the measured
intensities) for samples with various hydrogen contents measured in the L-T orientation.
As mentioned earlier in this section, the difference in relative intensity between the PDF
spectra (powder sample with no texture) and the diffraction spectra obtained in the current study
shows the effect of texture. The highest intensity peaks observed in stress-relieved cladding in
the L-T and R-T orientations were the α(002) and α(100), respectively, instead of the highest
intensity peak in the PDF, α(101). The 2θ positions of the α-Zr peaks appear to be consistent
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Table 3.6 – Peak positions and relative intensities for hydride peaks from PDF data and
measured in the current study (L-T orientation) as a function of hydrogen content [141].

Phase (hkl)

δ(111)

δ(200)

δ(220)

δ(311)

γ(111)

ε(200)

Sample

2θ Position

Relative Intensity

PDF
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
250
670
1250
2950
PDF
250
670
1250
2950

17.23°
17.22°
17.23°
17.24°
17.24°
19.91°
19.87°
28.31°
28.36°
28.32°
33.33°
17.48°
17.48°
27.17°
-

100
1
1
6
16
47
1
37
2
10
43
100
3
12
-

FWHM
(Current Study)

0.142°
0.163°
0.182°
0.178°
0.289°
0.308°
0.299°
0.231°
-

Note: The relative intensity of the hydride peaks in the current study is based on IZrHx/Iα(002).
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Table 3.7 – Peak positions and relative intensities for hydride peaks from PDF data and
measured in the current study (R-T orientation) for the 1250-wt-ppm-hydrogen sample [141].

Phase (hkl)

Sample

2θ Position

Relative Intensity

δ(111)

PDF
1250
PDF
1250
PDF
1250
PDF
1250
PDF
1250
PDF
1250

17.23°
17.25°
19.91°
28.31°
33.33°
17.48°
27.17°
-

100
5
47
37
43
100
12
-

δ(200)
δ(220)
δ(311)
γ(111)
ε(200)

FWHM
(Current Study)

0.194°
-

Note: The relative intensity of the hydride peaks in the current study is based on IZrHx/Iα(100).

with those listed in the PDF even with increasing hydrogen content, with possibly a slight
(≈0.03°) shift in the lower 2θ direction for the pyramidal planes (e.g., α(101), α(102), and

α(103)). The positions of the basal plane and prismatic (e.g., α(100), α(110)) are not affected.
Literature indicates that the orientation relationship of δ-hydride to α-Zr [148] is:
(0001)α //{111}δ or {10 1 7}α //{111}δ with [112 0]α //[110]δ .
In the L-T orientation, the strongest observed α-Zr peak is the α(002) (see Table 3.4) and the
strongest observed δ-hydride peak is the δ(111) (see Table 3.6), in qualitative agreement with the
relationship given above. Similarly, the relationship between γ-hydride and α-phase [71] and
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Figure 3.26 – PeakFit®-analysis separation of individual peaks from high-resolution spectra for
(a) 250, (b) 670, (c) 1250, and (d) 2950-wt-ppm-hydrogen cases given in Fig. 3.24.
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Figure 3.26 (cont’d) – PeakFit®-analysis separation of individual peaks from high-resolution
spectra for (a) 250, (b) 670, (c) 1250, and (d) 2950-wt-ppm-hydrogen cases given in Fig. 3.24.
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between γ-hydride and δ-hydride (as the matrix) [76] are:
(0001)α //{111}γ with [11 20]α //[1 1 0]γ and {100}δ //{100}γ .
The γ(111) is also the strongest γ-hydride peak observed in the L-T orientation (see Table 3.6).
The orientation relationship between ε- and δ-hydride (as the matrix) [80] is:
(220) ε //( 220) δ , {111}ε //(1 1 1) δ , or {311}ε //(311) δ ,
respectively. As the hydrogen content changes so does the FWHM of the α-Zr peaks, as
presented in Tables 3.4 through 3.7 is the change in FWHM with increasing hydrogen content.
The FWHM of the α(hkl) peaks for the L-T orientation shows a marked increase with increasing
hydrogen content between the non-hydrided case (≈10-wt-ppm hydrogen) and the 670-wt-ppm
sample. Because it is possible that hydrides grow with increasing hydrogen content, it is also
possible that the peak broadening (i.e., increase in FWHM) is caused by non-uniform residual
strain brought about by the precipitation of hydrides. The combination of the slight shift in 2θ
position and peak broadening of α(hkl) pyramidal planes suggests that the precipitation of
macroscopically-large hydrides (i.e., hydrides with platelet dimensions greater than the
dimensions of the α-Zr grains) induces strains in the matrix as discussed in another study [72].
The diffraction spectra indicate that δ-hydride is the predominant hydride phase that
precipitates for hydrogen contents ≤3000 wt ppm. Furthermore, the γ-hydride phase appears to
only precipitate in measurable quantities at contents >1250-wt-ppm hydrogen. Lastly, no
evidence of ε-hydride phase was found for hydrogen contents <3000 wt ppm. This will be
further discussed in Section 3.4.

3.3.3. Hydride Phase Identification in Cladding with Hydride Rims
Hydrides were also studied in samples with non-uniform hydride distribution, such as a
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hydride rim (see Fig. 3.16). Using the technique described in Section 2.1.3 and illustrated in Fig.
2.4, phases in the hydride rim and underlying substrate were determined in separate diffraction
scans. In some cases, diffraction spectra were obtained from depths in the hydride rim with
different hydride densities, and thus, hydrogen contents. Additionally, the effect of hydride
precipitation on the 2θ positions and FWHM of the hydride phases and α-Zr peaks was also
investigated by comparing to non-hydrided controls.
Figure 3.27 shows diffraction spectra (normalized to α(002) peak intensity) taken in the
L-T orientation for cladding containing hydride rims with thicknesses of ≈40 μm (see Fig.
3.16(b)) and ≈260 μm (see Fig. 3.16(f)). Cladding with intermediate thicknesses showed
comparable results. Figure 3.27 shows that the δ-hydride phase is observed in both the hydride
rims and substrate, as evident by the presence of the δ(200) and δ(331) peaks located at 2θ
positions of ≈19.91° and ≈33.33°, respectively. In contrast, the ε-hydride phase is only observed
in the 260-μm-thick rim: the ε(200) peak (located at 2θ position of ≈27.17°) is absent in the 40μm-thick rim (see Fig. 3.27(a)) and present in the 260-μm-thick rim (see Fig. 3.27(b)). It is
important to note that the peak labeled as δ(200) in Fig. 3.27(a) at a 2θ position of ≈20°shows
significant broadening and asymmetry, both of which may be due to the presence of both the
δ(200) (located at ≈19.90°) and γ(200) (located at ≈20.72°), but this γ(200) peak was not
observed in any of the other spectra.
As observed in the uniformly-hydrided cladding containing ≈2950-wt-ppm hydrogen (see
Fig. 3.26(d)), the γ-hydride phase is seen in the hydride-rim cladding by the increasing intensity
of a shoulder to the right of the δ(111) peak (see Fig. 3.27). Figure 3.28 shows this shoulder,
which indicates the increasing intensity of the γ(111) peak with increasing hydrogen content, at a
2θ position of ≈17.5°, which corresponds to the expected 2θ position of the γ(111) peak. The
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Figure 3.27 – Diffraction spectra from the L-T plane of cladding with hydride-rim thicknesses
(radial-average hydrogen content) of (a) ≈40 μm (≈400 wt ppm) and (b) ≈260 μm (≈2000 wt
ppm); arrows in inset micrographs show depths after polishing from where spectra were taken.
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Figure 3.28 – High-resolution diffraction spectra of hydride-rim cladding containing a ≈260-μmthick hydride rim (≈2000-wt-ppm radial-averaged hydrogen content) showing peaks associated
with α(100), ε(101), δ(111) and γ(111) planes; solid vertical lines show 2θ positions of these
planes based on data from PDF; arrows in inset micrographs show depths after polishing from
where spectra were taken.

height and integrated intensity of this shoulder appears to increase with increasing hydrogen
content, just as observed with the uniform-hydrided cladding in Section 3.3.2.
It is again possible to more clearly identify γ(111) peak by again fitting the raw spectra in
PeakFit® software and separating each peak; because the δ(111) and ε(101) peaks completely
overlap one another, the distinction between δ- and ε-hydride has to be made based on the ε(200)
peak. Figure 3.29 shows examples of the spectra (data points) from Fig. 3.28 and the PeakFit®analysis peaks (lines). The vertical lines in Fig. 3.29 again indicate the 2θ-position center of the
fitted peaks and should be distinguished from the expected centers based PDF data shown in Fig.
3.28; again, this difference was discussed in Section 3.3.2. Similarly to the δ(111) peak, the
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Figure 3.29 – PeakFit®-analysis separation of individual peaks from spectra of cladding with
hydride-rim thickness of ≈260 μm (≈2000 wt ppm hydrogen) (a) hydride rim (high H), (b)
hydride rim (low H), (c) substrate, and (d) non-hydrided control given in Fig. 3.28; arrows in
inset micrographs show depths after polishing from where spectra were taken.
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Figure 3.29 (cont’d) – PeakFit®-analysis separation of individual peaks from spectra of cladding
with hydride-rim thickness of ≈260 μm (≈2000 wt ppm hydrogen) (a) hydride rim (high H), (b)
hydride rim (low H), (c) substrate, and (d) non-hydrided control given in Fig. 3.28; arrows in
inset micrographs show depths after polishing from where spectra were taken.
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height and area (i.e., integrated intensity) of the fitted γ(111) peak appears to increase with the
hydride density or local hydrogen content. The highest hydrogen content in the hydride rim (see
Fig. 3.29(a)) shows a significant γ(111) peak, whereas, this same peak is negligible for the
relatively hydride-free substrate (see Fig. 3.29(c)). As expected, the non-hydrided cladding does
not show a peak associated with either δ(111) or γ(111) (see Fig. 3.29(d)). The effect of
hydrogen content on peak intensity and, more importantly, integrated peak area will be addressed
in Section 3.4.
The fitted peak properties for the α-Zr matrix and hydrides for cladding containing a 260μm-thick hydride rim (see Fig. 3.29) in the L-T orientation are presented in Tables 3.8 and 3.9,
respectively. Similar trends in relative intensities of the α-Zr peaks are seen in both uniformlyhydrided cladding (see Tables 3.4 and 3.6) and hydride-rim cladding (see Tables 3.8 and 3.9).
The 2θ positions of the α-Zr peaks are unchanged with hydrogen content, as seen in Table 3.8.
The positions of the δ-hydride peaks appear to shift by 0.02° to 0.04° toward higher 2θ between
the low hydrogen-content rim and the high hydrogen-content rim. It is possible that this shift is
caused by compressive stresses from hydride formation.
The results of this section and Section 3.3.2 suggest an evolution of precipitated hydride
phase with increasing hydrogen content. In particular, cladding with uniform distribution of
hydrides at hydrogen contents up to ≈3000 wt ppm show γ- and δ-hydride peaks but the ε(200)
peak was not observed. It appears that the γ-hydride phase begins to precipitate at hydrogen
contents >1250 wt ppm. However, since intermediate contents were not analyzed, this threshold
is not well defined. The ε(200) peak, which is the only unequivocal indication of the ε-hydride
phase available, appears only in hydride rims with high hydride density (high hydrogen content).
The presence of metastable γ-hydride in the ANL-charged material (uniformly hydrided)
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Table 3.8 – Properties of α-Zr peaks for 260-μm-thick hydride-rim cladding in L-T orientation
based on PDF data (non-hydrided only) and the current study as a function of radial location
[141].

Phase(hkl)

α(100)

α(002)

α(101)

α(102)

α(110)

α(103)

Hydrogen Content
(wt ppm)

PDF
Non-hydrided
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Non-hydrided
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Non-hydrided
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Non-hydrided
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Non-hydrided
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Non-hydrided
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)

2θ Position

Relative Intensity

16.99°
17.00°
16.97°
16.97°
18.49°
18.48°
18.49°
18.46°
18.46°
19.35°
19.36°
19.35°
19.33°
19.36°
25.21°
25.23°
25.20°
25.19°
25.22°
29.64°
29.66°
29.63°
29.62°
29.64°
32.82°
32.84°
32.81°
32.79°
32.83°

33
4
3
7
32
100
100
100
77
100
26
25
40
17
17
13
10
10
6
17
36
47
49
23
18
43
37
44
19
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FWHM
(Current Study)

0.213°
0.113°
0.181°
0.134°
0.122°
0.156°
0.139°
0.161°
0.195°
0.207°
0.142°
0.148°
0.194°
0.215°
0.155°
0.161°
0.168°
0.213°
0.170°
0.186°
0.204°
0.240°
0.218°

Table 3.9 – Properties of hydride peaks for 260-μm-thick hydride-rim cladding in L-T
orientation based on PDF data (non-hydrided only) and the current study as a function of radial
location [141].

Phase(hkl)

δ(111)

δ(200)

δ(220)

δ(311)

γ(111)

ε(200)

Hydrogen Content
(wt ppm)

PDF
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)
PDF
Substrate
Rim (low H)
Rim (high H)

2θ Position

Relative Intensity

17.23°
17.24°
17.26°
17.25°
19.91°
19.88°
19.92°
28.31°
28.31°
28.33°
28.36°
33.33°
33.29°
33.29°
33.36°
17.48°
17.49°
17.47°
17.47°
27.17°
27.16°

100
7
14
100
47
1
8
37
3
11
35
43
2
13
30
100
1
3
8
12
4

FWHM
(Current Study)

0.142°
0.182°
0.135°
0.260°
0.287°
0.297°
0.304°
0.276°
0.351°
0.317°
0.380°
0.168°
0.268°
0.184°
0.242°

is not that surprising given that the cooling rate (>2°C/min) of the hydrogen-charging treatment
is comparable to that mentioned in literature [67, 71]; because the NDC charging process is
proprietary, the cooling rate is unknown (see Section 2.1.2). More interesting is the increasing
intensity associated with the γ(111) peak with increasing hydrogen content above some threshold
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content. This latter point is in good agreement with that observed in a previous studies [75, 76].
Diffraction patterns of hydrided cladding obtained in cross-section (i.e., R-T orientation)
is another method for determining the extent of hydride precipitation and phase in hydride-rim
cladding. This method involved the translation of the micro-beam along the radial direction of
cladding in the R-T plane (see Fig. 2.4(b)). This radial translation was conducted at fixed 2θ
values corresponding to α(101), δ(111), and γ(111) peaks. Unfortunately, because the presence
of ε-hydride was not suspected until after beamtime was over, scans of the ε(200) peak were not
conducted. The purpose of this method was to understand the precipitation of phases within the
substrate and the hydride rim for comparison with the metallographic examination; see Fig. 3.16.
Figure 3.30(a)-(c) shows the scans for specimens containing hydride rims with thicknesses of
≈60, 150, and 220 μm (≈850, 1000, and 2000-wt-ppm total hydrogen content, respectively). As
shown in Fig. 3.30(d), a scan obtained from a specimen with uniform hydrides and containing
≈1250-wt-ppm hydrogen (see Fig. 3.17(e)) is also presented for comparison to the hydride-rim
material.
The hydride rim is clearly discernible by the increase in intensity of the δ(111) and γ(111)
peaks in Figs. 3.30(a)-(c). Moreover, in the substrate and the uniformly-distributed specimen,
the diffraction signal is uniform, but individual hydrides are apparent by the presence of random
spikes in the intensity of the δ(111) and γ(111) signal. The γ(111) signals in Fig. 3.30 are
somewhat misleading since this phase is not directly observed in the substrates, and in most
cases, the regions of the hydride rims with contents <1250-wt-ppm hydrogen (see Section 3.3.2).
In fact, most of the intensity corresponding to the γ(111) peak is likely due to the intensity
associated with the shoulder of the δ(111) peak (note, this is also a log scale plot). However,
PeakFit® analysis does show a discernible γ(111) peak in the higher hydrogen contents of the
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Figure 3.30 – Radial line scans of α(101), δ(111), and γ(111) peak intensity across cladding wall
for specimens with hydride-rim thicknesses of (a) ≈60, (b) ≈150, (c) ≈220 and (d) a specimen
with uniform hydrides (1250-wt-ppm hydrogen) ; note, (d) is 15x15-size cladding, whereas, (a)(c) are 17x17-size cladding.
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Figure 3.30 (cont’d) – Radial line scans of α(101), δ(111), and γ(111) peak intensity across
cladding wall for specimens with hydride-rim thicknesses of (a) ≈60, (b) ≈150, (c) ≈220 and (d)
a specimen with uniform hydrides (1250-wt-ppm hydrogen); note, (d) is 15x15-size cladding,
whereas, (a)-(c) are 17x17-size cladding.
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hydride rim (see Fig. 3.29). The analysis suggests that, depending on hydride density, γ-hydride
phase is present in region of the rim nearest to the outer surface. This is best seen in Fig. 3.30(c)
by observing the marked increase in the γ(111) signal at ≈35 μm from the outer surface. This
increase may be quantified by taking the ratio of raw intensities of the γ(111) to the δ(111) (i.e.,
Iγ(111)/Iδ(111)) in the two regions of the rim. Within 35 μm of the outer surface, the Iγ(111)/Iδ(111)
ratio is 0.189±0.050 (average ± standard deviation) but this ratio drops to 0.112±0.044 in the
remainder of the hydride rim to a depth of 220 μm. Lastly, the ε-hydride phase was not scanned
for in the hydride rims of specimens corresponding to Figs. 3.30(a), (b), and (d), but was
observed using L-T scans (see Fig. 3.27(b)) in the region of the rim near the outer surface for the
specimen corresponding to Fig. 3.30(c).
Also, using Iγ(111)/Iδ(111), a semi-qualitative estimate of the ratio of hydrogen content
associated with each hydride phase may be calculated. Such an estimate has a significant
uncertainty since the separation of the two peaks is not possible in the radial line scan.
Furthermore, the inclusion of hydrogen content associated with the ε-phase into such an estimate
requires line scans at the 2θ position corresponding to the ε(200) peak. Therefore, the estimation
will only be used sparingly in subsequent quantifications of hydrogen contents in the hydride
rims; see Section 3.4.
Given this characterization of the hydride-rim cladding, it is still nonetheless difficult to
extrapolate the presence of these hydride phases to high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding since
the hydriding process of this study is considerably different from that occurring in a PWR.
However, based on the observations presented in this section and a strong similarity between the
observed hydride microstructure in the non-irradiated cladding of this study (see Figs. 3.16) and
irradiated cladding (see Fig. 1.13), it is possible to assume that the predominant phase
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precipitating in the high-burnup cladding is δ-hydride with a possibility of minor constituents of

γ- and ε-hydrides. Furthermore, it is possible that the ε-hydride phase may precipitate in hydride
blisters (i.e., rim of nearly pure hydride) resulting from oxide spallation.

3.3.4. Microhardness Measurements of Hydride Microstructures
In order to further confirm the variations in precipitated hydride phase in hydride-rim
cladding, Vickers microhardness was measured along the radial direction of the cladding wall
(as-polished condition) in the radial-transverse (R-T) plane. Figure 3.31 shows the value of
microhardness as a function of distance from the inner surface for cladding containing hydriderim thicknesses of 40, 180, and 220 μm; see Figs 3.16(b), (e), and (f) for metallographic images
representative of the hydride microstructures used in the microhardness measurements.
As expected, the microhardness increases upon entering the hydride rim and appears to
increase with increasing hydride area fraction. For the 220-μm-thick hydride rim, there is a
marked increase in microhardness, which may be indicative of formation of pure hydride or,
more probably, absence of α-Zr phase, as observed by the ratio of the δ(111) peak compared to
the α(100) peak in the x-ray diffraction scan of the 260-μm-thick hydride rim (see Figs. 3.28 and
3.29(a)). At approximately 20 to 40 μm from the outer surface of the 220-μm specimen, the
maximum microhardness is observed but it then decreases upon approaching the outer surface.
This decrease may be due to the presence of the ε-hydride phase in this region of the hydride rim,
as observed Fig. 3.27(b) for a sibling specimen with a 260-μm-thick rim. Such a decrease in
microhardness due to the presence of ε-hydride was observed by Beck [67] and is shown in Fig.
1.12(a). Lastly, the microhardness of the relatively hydride-free substrate shows very little
increase over that of the non-hydrided cladding (210±5).
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Figure 3.31 – Vickers microhardness in hydrided cladding with 40, 180, and 220-μm-thick rims
as a function of distance from the inner surface of the cladding.

3.4.

Estimation of Local Hydrogen Contents
Two approaches have been used to estimate the hydrogen content in Zircaloy-4 cladding

with hydrides distributed in a rim and uniformly through the thickness. These approaches use a
correlation of measured hydrogen contents from hot-vacuum extraction (i.e., LECO) to the
following:
•

Synchrotron x-ray diffraction using the integrated areas under selected peaks for the α-Zr
phase and hydride phases; and

•

Optical and backscatter-electron metallography using approximate concentrations based
on measured hydride area fraction (FZrHx) and Eqn. 2.2.

The intent is to estimate hydrogen concentrations in the hydride rim and substrate of plane-strain
specimens and then correlate this hydrogen content to cladding ductility.
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3.4.1. Quantification of Hydrogen Content using Direct Comparison Method
The first method to quantify hydrogen contents utilizes the synchrotron x-ray diffraction
experiments described in Sections 2.1.3 and 3.3. This method uses a correlation between the
integrated intensities of selected α-Zr and hydride peaks from uniformly-hydrided samples to the
total hydrogen contents of these samples measured by hot vacuum extraction.
This method is referred to as the direct comparison method [46, 149]. This method is
suited to polycrystalline samples and is applicable to mixtures containing multiple phases. For
this study, the δ(111), γ(111), ε(200), and α(002) peaks are used. The diffraction patterns are
fitted as described in Section 3.3 and the integrated intensities of these are obtained. These peak
intensities are affected by various factors, including the form factors, the multiplicities of the
peaks, the Lorentz correction, etc. That is, the ratio of the volume fractions of the phases is
related to the peak intensities via the following equation [46]:
I δ (111)
I α ( 002 )

=

Rδ' (111)Vδ
Rα' ( 002 )Vα

and

I γ (111)
I α ( 002 )

=

Rγ' (111)Vγ
Rα' ( 002 )Vα

(3.1),

where the (Iα(hkl), Iδ(hkl), and Iγ(hkl)) are the integrated intensities of the respective peaks, and the
(Vα, Vδ, andVγ) are the volume fractions of the α-Zr and the δ- and γ-hydride phases. The R’values for each peak (hkl) are given by [46]:

⎛
1
⎛ 1 ⎞⎡ 2
R ' hkl = ⎜ 2 ⎟ ⎢ F hkl phkl ⎜⎜ 2
⎝ υ ⎠⎣
⎝ sin θ hkl cosθ hkl

⎞⎤ −2 M
⎟⎟⎥ (e ) hkl
⎠⎦

(3.2).

2

In Eqn. 3.2, υ is the volume of the unit cell (m3), F hkl is the structure factor, phkl is the
multiplicity factor, θhkl is the Bragg angle for a specific peak, and (e-2M)hkl is the temperature
factor. Along with atomic positions of zirconium and hydrogen in α-Zr and γ-, δ-, and εhydrides given in Table 3.10 [46, 150], Table 3.11 lists the parameters for α-Zr phase and the γ-,
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δ-, and ε-hydride phases used to calculate R’-values (the value of R’ε(200) was also calculated for

completeness). Appendix C presents the calculations of the F

2
hkl

factors shown in Table 3.11.

The last row of Table 3.11 shows the calculated R’-values for α-Zr and hydride phases for the
selected (hkl) planes.
Figure 3.32 shows the measured volume fraction ratios (Vδ/Vα) and (Vγ/Vα) as a function
of the total hydrogen content for the uniformly-hydrided claddings, using Eqn. 3.1. The
calculated values (filed symbols), included for comparison, are from the measured hydrogen
contents converted to hydride volume fraction using Eqn. 2.2 (assuming Vδ = FZrHx and only δhydride precipitation). The measured and calculated values of (Vδ/Vα) agree quite well in the
lower hydrogen content range and differ by ≈10% at the higher hydrogen contents. This
difference is likely due to the fact the gamma hydride precipitation occur at high hydride
contents, as shown in 3.32.

Table 3.10 – Atomic positions for zirconium and hydrogen in α-Zr and hydride phases; each set
of three represents one atom in the unit cell [46, 150].
Phase
(crystal structure)

α-Zr
(HCP)

γ-ZrH and ε-ZrH2
(FCT)

Number of Atoms per
Unit Cell
Zirconium

Hydrogen

2

0

4

4

Atomic Positions in Unit Cell
Zirconium
000,
000,

1 1
2 2

0,

Hydrogen

1 2 1

–

3 3 2

1

0

2

1
2

,

0

1 1

1 1 1

2 2

4 4 4
1 1 1

δ-ZrH1.66
(FCC)

4

8

000,

1 1
2 2

0,

1
2

0

1
2

,

0

1 1

4 4 4

2 2

1 3 1
4 4 4
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,
,
,

3 3 3
4 4 4
3 3 1
4 4 4
3 1 1
4 4 4

,
,
,

1 1 3
4 4 4
1 1 3
4 4 4
3 1 3
4 4 4

,
,
,

3 3 1
4 4 4
3 3 3
4 4 4
1 3 3
4 4 4

,

Table 3.11 – Parameters for α-Zr and hydride phases for selected (hkl) planes at room
temperature used in the calculations of R’-values for Eqn. 3.1.

Parameter (units)

Phase(hkl)

α(002)

γ(111)

δ(111)

ε(200)

Crystal Structure [67, 150]

HCP

FCT

FCC

FCT

Volume of Unit Cell, υ
(m3) [141]

4.656x10-29

1.041x10-28

1.093x10-28

5.514x10-29

Density, ρ (g/cm3)

6.51(a)

5.837(b)

5.646(b)

5.617(b)

Atomic/Molecular
Weight (amu)

91.220(a)

92.228(b)

92.893(b)

93.236(b)

Form Factor, fZr(hkl)
(unitless)(c)

31.12

31.69

31.84

26.77

Form Factor, fH(hkl)
(unitless)(c)

–

0.534 (111)

0.542 (111)

0.287 (200)

Structure Factor, |F(hkl)|2
(unitless)(d)

1.55x104

1.66x104

1.73x104

1.17x104

Multiplicity Factor, p(hkl)
(unitless)

2

8

8

4

Mean Square Atomic
Displacement, u2 (Å2)(e)

0.01 for Zr

0.02 for H

0.02 for H

0.02 for H

Temperature Factor,
e-2M(hkl) (unitless)

0.942

0.899

0.902

0.775

Calculated R’ Factor,
(Å-6)(f)

1057

967

944

445

From [46]; also listed, the density of atomic hydrogen, ρH, ≈ 0.08375x10-3 g/cm3.
From [151].
(c)
Linear interpolation from data given in [46].
(d)
Based on atomic positions of α-Zr [46] and ZrDx [150]; see Table 3.10.
(e)
From powder neutron diffraction of Zr-Co-D alloy in [152].
(f)
Calculated using Eqn. 3.2.
(a)

(b)
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Figure 3.32 – Ratio of volume fractions (Vδ/Vα) and (Vγ/Vα) measured from the integrated
diffracted intensities (Eqn. 3.1) and same ratio calculated from the total hydrogen content
converted to all δ-hydride (Eqn. 2.2).

3.4.2. Quantification of Hydrogen Content from Hydride Area Fraction (FZrHx)

Using images from optical and backscatter-electron metallography, such as those shown
in Figs. 3.16 through 3.19, the hydride area fraction (FZrHx) can be estimated. In addition to
inherent uncertainty in estimating what features in the micrograph constitute a hydride, this
estimate will include some error, because the etching process that reveals the hydrides makes
them appear bigger than their real size. To address this question and find a relationship between
FZrHx and hydrogen content, consistent with the procedure described in Section 2.1.3, this study

will perform a calibration. The local hydrogen content is calculated using Eqn. 2.2. This local
content is then used to determine the radial-average or total hydrogen content using the rule of
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mixtures (see Eqn. 2.1), which can be directly correlated to the measurements from hot vacuum
extraction.
Thus, a series of examinations was first conducted using optical metallography of
cladding specimens with an intact, partially-removed, and fully-removed hydride rim coupled
with hydrogen-content measurements using hot vacuum extraction. Figure 3.33 shows optical
metallography of these specimens. Table 3.12 lists the various measured and calculated
properties of these specimens used in quantifying uncertainties; note, the calculated hydrogen
content in the hydride rim is a radial average.

581K3F4A

581K3F4B2A

(a)

581K3F4B2C

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.33 – Optical micrographs of cladding with (a) an intact hydride rim and (b) ≈75-μm and
(c) ≈150-μm removed from outer surface of the cladding.
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Table 3.12 – Measured and calculated parameters used in estimating the hydrogen content in
hydride rim and the uncertainty of FZrHx.

Parameter

Intact Rim

Partially-removed
Rim

Fully-removed
Rim or Substrate

[H]total (wt ppm)

790 ± 55

408 ± 36

199 ± 5

ttotal (μm)

584

505

460

[H]substrate (wt ppm)

(a)
(b)

(a)

(a)

199

199

199

tsubstrate (μm)

446

463

460

trim (μm)

138

42

–

Calculated [H]rim
(wt ppm)

2700(b)

2712(b)

–

Based on Fig. 3.33(c) hot-vacuum-extraction measurement.
Calculated using Eqn. 2.1.

The substrate hydrogen content of all samples in Fig. 3.33 is assumed to be equal to 199
wt ppm, which is the hydrogen content of the sample shown in Fig. 3.33(c) which contains only
the substrate (no hydride rim), as shown in Table 3.12. Using that value for the hydrogen
content in the substrate, the hydrogen content in the rim can be calculated using Eqn. 2.1, given
the measured total hydrogen contents of 790 and 408 wt ppm for the samples in Fig. 3.33(a) and
(b). These values for the rim contents (also shown in Table 3.12) are 2700 and 2712 wt ppm,
respectively, indicating that (i) the method is reliable and (ii) the hydrogen content in the rim is
more or less constant through the rim thickness. Equation 2.2 estimates the volume fraction of
hydrides (VZrHx) for the samples in Fig. 3.33 to be ≈17.1 in the rim and ≈1.2% in the substrate by
assuming the hydrides in both the rim and substrate are all δ-hydride phase, VZrHx = FZrHx (as
done in Section 3.4.1), and ≈10-wt-ppm hydrogen is in solution at room temperature [64, 65].
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From the metallographic images of Fig. 3.33, FZrHx was measured every 20 μm along the
radial direction (see Section 2.1.3) and was found to be 0.18±0.06 in the substrate and 0.80±0.15
in the rim, as shown in Fig. 3.34. Thus, metallography of the substrate overestimates FZrHx by a
factor of ≈15. As stated above, this overestimation is likely due to the etching process, causing
an apparent increase in hydride size. In the hydride rim, the apparent overestimate is only by a
factor of ≈4.5, likely because the etching pit of one hydride overlaps the other, thus limiting the
apparent increase. Figure 3.35 shows the distribution of corrected hydride area fraction and the
corresponding calculated hydrogen content (using Eqn. 2.2) for the three samples.
Since the etch pit size will depend also on the acid-solution strength and etch time, the
overall conclusion is that metallography of an etched surface is not a reliable method for
quantifying VZrHx (or FZrHx). If, however, it is assumed that the correction factor to the hydride
area fraction in the substrate is constant (a reasonable assumption since there is not hydride-onhydride impingement in the substrate) from sample to sample, the substrate hydrogen content can
be estimated with reasonable uncertainty. In so doing, the exercise applied to the samples shown
in Fig. 3.33 can then be applied to other samples, resulting in an estimate of the local hydrogen
content within the hydride rim given that the total hydrogen content is known (see Section 3.4.3).
A comparable analysis was conducted using backscatter-electron imaging in a polished
condition, as shown in the example images of Fig. 3.18. Figure 3.36 shows the distribution of
measured hydride area fractions and corresponding local hydrogen contents (calculated using
Eqn. 2.2) as a function of distance from the inner surface, similar to that presented in Fig. 3.35.
The uncertainties for this type of imaging were found to be negligible and the calculation using
the rule of mixtures for the uncorrected FZrHx converged with the hot vacuum extraction
measurements and the estimates of the local hydrogen content in the substrate and rim from the
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Figure 3.34 – Raw distribution of FZrHx from optical metallography (etched) for cladding with an
intact, partially-removed, and fully-removed hydride rim.
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Figure 3.35 – Corrected distribution of FZrHx and calculated hydrogen content from optical
metallography for cladding with an intact, partially-removed, and fully-removed hydride rim.
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Figure 3.36 – Raw distribution of FZrHx and calculated hydrogen content from backscatterelectron imaging (polished) for cladding with an intact, partially-removed, and fully-removed
hydride rim.

analysis of the three samples in Fig. 3.33.
Table 3.13 shows a comparison of hydride area fractions and calculated hydrogen
contents, both total and local in the rim and substrates, for both the optical (etched; corrected
measurements) and backscatter-electron (polished; raw measurements) imaging techniques of the
cladding sample with the intact hydride rim. As discussed earlier in this section, the substrate
and total hydrogen contents were used to calculate the local hydrogen content in the substrate in
the analyses of the optical metallography. In contrast, the raw measurements (i.e., uncorrected)
of FZrHx using backscatter-electron imaging were used to estimate the rim content and found that
this method was in good agreement to the measured hydrogen contents, within 6.5%. This result
suggests that backscatter-electron imaging in a polished condition is much more accurate than
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Table 3.13 – Comparison of results from optical (etched; corrected measurements) and
backscatter-electron (polished; raw measurements) imaging analyses of cladding sample with
intact hydride rim.
Location
Substrate
Rim
Full Wall

Parameter

Optical Imaging
(etched; corrected)

Backscatter-electron
Imaging (polished; raw)

Average FZrHx (%)

1.2

1.4

Average [H]substrate (wt ppm)

199

211

Average FZrHx (%)

17.1

16.4

Average [H]rim (wt ppm)

2700*

2601

Calculated [H]total (wt ppm)

790*

740

Measured [H]total (wt ppm)

790 ± 55

* Denotes that [H]rim was calculated using Eqn. 2.1 to converge with measured [H]total.

optical imaging in an etched condition.

3.4.3. Extrapolation and Interpolation of Quantification Methodologies

The hydrogen content and hydride volume fraction are estimated from the synchrotron
diffraction data (see Section 3.4.1) and metallographic examinations (see Section 3.4.2) and are
then employed to calculate hydrogen contents in the substrate of hydride-rim cladding samples.
Given a calculated substrate content from the measurements, the local hydrogen content in the
hydride rim is calculated using the rule of mixtures (see Eqn. 2.1), the measured total hydrogen
content from hot vacuum extraction, and assuming a bi-layer material (i.e., a hydride rim and
substrate) with constant hydrogen contents in both. It is important to note that, although in some
cases (see Fig. 3.16 and Section 3.4.2), the hydride rim has a varying hydrogen content (or
hydride volume/area fraction) in the radial direction, this present study addresses only the
simplified case of a constant hydrogen content through the entire rim thickness.
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Figure 3.37 shows the results of employing the rule of mixtures to both the synchrotron
diffraction and metallographic data. Appendix E shows all of the specimens and their total
hydrogen contents and local hydrogen contents in the hydride rim and substrate based on
interpolation and extrapolation of the direct comparison method from synchrotron x-ray
diffraction (see Section 3.4.1) and metallographic measurements (see Section 3.4.2). The
correlation data of Fig. 3.37(a) show reasonable agreement between the two analytical
techniques up to ≈3000-wt-ppm hydrogen. Below 700-wt-ppm hydrogen, such as in the
substrate, the substrate contents based on synchrotron diffraction data appears to be greater than
those contents based on the metallographic data, whereas for the hydride-rim contents (>1500 wt
ppm), the metallographic data is greater. This discrepancy likely reflects the fact that the
metallography results are exaggerated by the overetching previously mentioned. At >3000-wtppm hydrogen, the two techniques show relatively little agreement (based on two datapoints),
with the metallographic data much larger than the diffraction data.
At any rate, the data presented in Fig. 3.37(b) and in Table E.2 of Appendix E suggests
that the substrate contains between 200 and 700-wt-ppm hydrogen, with the higher substrate
contents associated with thick hydride rims. The hydride rims contain between 1500 to >6000wt-ppm hydrogen, and in the thick rims, a higher hydride volume fraction is localized to the
outer surface of the cladding.
Correlating these rim contents to the observed hydride phases, the lower content rims
show predominantly δ-hydride with only a few rims showing a minor amount of γ-hydride (by
the presence of a γ(111) peak with clear separation from the δ(111) peak) when hydrogen
contents exceed ≈2700 wt ppm. This is in agreement with what was observed in uniformly
hydrided cladding containing upwards of ≈2950-wt-ppm hydrogen; see Section 3.3.2. However,
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Figure 3.37 – Results of extrapolation and interpolation methodologies based on synchrotron xray diffraction and metallographic data, showing (a) a comparison of calculated hydride-rim
hydrogen contents and (b) measured substrate and calculated rim contents for some samples;
inset in (a) shows substrate data in more detail.
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the γ-hydride phase is not always observed in diffraction spectra from rims containing ≥2700-wtppm hydrogen, suggesting that other factors (i.e., cooling rate during hydrogen-charging process,
thermal aging, local oxygen content in the rim, etc.) may affect precipitation of this phase.
Moreover, negligible γ(111) peaks are observed in rims and substrates of the hydride-rim
cladding with <2700-wt-ppm hydrogen, with their integrated intensities being comparable to the
uniformly-hydrided cladding containing <1250-wt-ppm hydrogen. As suggested in Fig. 3.32,
these observations also suggest that only trace amounts of γ-hydride forms at low hydrogen
content.
The thick hydride rims likely include regions of high hydride density toward the outer
surface of the cladding, resulting in local hydrogen contents in these regions that are higher than
those reported in Fig. 3.37 and Table E.2 of Appendix E. Within these regions of high local
hydrogen contents, we observe precipitation of predominantly δ-hydride but also minor amounts
of not only γ-hydride but also ε-hydride phase. The threshold hydrogen content in the rim for
precipitation of ε-hydride appears to be >5900 wt ppm since ε-hydride was not observed in the
N6W#1 sample (see Fig. 3.37(b) or Table E.2), which appears to have a constant hydride density
through the entire rim. However, ε-hydride precipitation is not always consistent, suggesting that
other factors may influence its precipitation.

3.5.

Near-plane-strain Deformation of Hydrided Cladding

In order to determine the susceptibility of stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding to hydrogen
embrittlement under a state of stress relevant to the REA, the hydrided cladding was subjected to
near-plane-strain tension with the maximum principal stress in the hoop direction (see Sections
2.3 and 3.1.3). Both hydride-rim and uniformly hydrided cladding were tested at room
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temperature, 300, and 375°C in order to understand the effect of hydride distribution and
temperature on the loss of ductility and fracture path. Appendix F lists all of the non-hydrided
and hydrided specimens tested in this study and previous studies [22, 56].

3.5.1. Effect of Hydride Distribution and Temperature on Cladding Ductility

Along with some data from a previous study [22], Figures 3.38 and 3.39 show the effect
of a localized distribution of hydrides (i.e., hydride rim) on measured values of εfar-field and
εfracture, respectively (based on two rows of microhardness indentations; see Fig. 2.11). The non-

hydrided cladding shows a uniform strain (εfar-field) of roughly 0.06±0.02 and appears to be
independent of temperature, which are contrary to the measured values and temperature
dependency of uniform strain (εu) for non-hydrided cladding under uniaxial hoop tension (see
Fig. 3.11). The εfracture of non-hydrided cladding appears to increase with temperature, going
from roughly 0.2 at room temperature up to 0.5 at 375°C. Although the absolute values differ
slightly, this appears to be consistent with the observations from the uniaxial testing (also, see
Fig. 3.11).
At room temperature, trends for both εfar-field and εfracture show a decrease in ductility with
increasing rim thickness (see Figs. 3.38(a) and 3.39(a)). If we use the criterion that
macroscopically brittle behavior is delineated by εfar-field < 0.01 (or 1%), then cladding with>100-

μm rim thickness may be considered brittle, as also found by Bates [22].
At 300°C, it appears that cladding with rim thicknesses <100 μm retains the same
ductility as that of the non-hydrided cladding on both the basis of εfar-field and εfracture (see Figs.
3.38(b) and 3.39(b)). However, above 100 μm, ductility decreases rapidly to very small values
of ductility at >150-μm thickness. Indeed the data of Figs. 3.38(b) and 3.39(b) shows that brittle
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Figure 3.38 – Far-field strain (εfar-field) as a function of hydride-rim thickness at (a) room
temperature (b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C; some data from previous study [22].
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Figure 3.39 – Peak-fracture strain (εfracture) as a function of hydride-rim thickness at (a) room
temperature (b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C; some data from previous study [22].
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behavior may occur for hydride-rim thicknesses ≥180 μm, consistent with Bates [22].
At the even-higher test temperature of 375°C, the data show no influence of the hydride
rim on εfar-field even at hydride-rim thicknesses as high as 250 μm. Thus, even though nearly 44%
of the 17x17-size Zircaloy-4 cladding wall thickness contains a high density of hydrides, it
remains ductile. There is, however, a significant loss in εfracture at the highest rim thickness (see
Fig. 3.39(c)). It is important to note, that because εfracture is analogous to a rupture opening in a
fuel rod during an REA, the εfar-field-values are more indicative to the plastic capacity or limit of
the cladding prior to deformation localization.
Under plane-strain loading using burst specimens (see Section 1.3.2), Nagase and Fuketa
[113] found a similar trend in that hydride-rim thicknesses >100 μm are brittle at temperatures
≤347°C. When complemented by the results of this thesis, the observations by Nagase and
Fuketa suggest that macroscopically ductile occurs between roughly 350 and 375°C for rim
thicknesses ≤250 μm. The fact that Nagase and Fuketa showed no influence of pressurization
rates (similar to high strain rates under REA-relevant loadings by fission gas pressurization) is
important to note and indicates that strain rate has little to no effect on the damage (i.e., crack
initiation and propagation) within the hydride rim and substrate at elevated temperatures, as
expected from a study by Link [56].
Figures 3.40 and 3.41 show the effect of hydride distribution (i.e., localized hydride rim
and uniformly distributed hydrides) on plane-strain ductility as a function of bulk hydrogen
content (i.e., average across the wall of the cladding, including the hydride rim and substrate,
referred to as radial-averaged hydrogen content in previous sections). It is worth noting that the
scatter in the hydride-rim data is partly due to differences in hydride densities within the rim
and/or the substrate.
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Figure 3.40 – Far-field strain (εfar-field) for hydride-rim (left) and uniformly-hydrided (right)
cladding as a function of hydrogen content (radial average) for testing at (a) room temperature
(b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C; some data from previous studies [22, 56].
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Figure 3.41 – Peak fracture strain (εfracture) for hydride-rim (left) and uniformly-hydrided (right)
cladding as a function of hydrogen content (radial average) for testing at (a) room temperature
(b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C; some data from previous studies [22, 56].
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Using the aforementioned 1% value of εfar-field as macroscopically brittle behavior, the
data at room temperature in Fig. 3.40(a) suggest that macroscopically brittle behavior occurs at
≈1000-wt-ppm hydrogen, regardless of hydride distribution. This is similar to the >800-wt-ppm
threshold observed by others using an uniaxial state of stress [91, 92, 106], although the data for
the uniform-hydrided case indicates embrittlement at low hydrogen levels, suggesting that
increasing the biaxiality increases the susceptibility to embrittlement in Zircaloy [99, 111].
At 300°C, the transition to macroscopically brittle behavior increases to ≈1200-wt-ppm
hydrogen in the hydride-rim case and ≈1000 wt ppm when hydrides are uniform. As at room
temperature, there appears to be only a minor effect of the hydride distribution. A few data
points of εfracture (see Fig. 3.41(b)) suggest that the hydrogen-content threshold for brittle
behavior is as low as 800 wt ppm for a hydride-rim distribution, possibly due to a higher content
of hydrides beneath the rim.
A significant result not observed previously is that at the even-higher temperature of
375°C, there is no loss of ductility (with the possible exception of a single test of hydride-rim
cladding), regardless of hydride distribution and hydrogen contents ≤2200 wt ppm. These results
suggest that at temperatures ≥375°C, ductile behavior occurs in hydride rims despite a very high
amount of hydrogen.

3.5.2. Effect of Hydride Distribution and Temperature on Fracture Path

The previous section presented measurements of the macroscopic ductility of hydrided
cladding as a function of hydrogen content, hydride distribution, and temperature. This section
will introduce the observed microscopic behavior of cladding for these same microstructural
parameters, showing transitions from ductile fracture associated with global damage (i.e., voids
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at hydrides) to macroscopically brittle fracture associated with the nucleation and propagation of
cracks.
As a baseline, Figure 3.42 shows the through-thickness fracture path and throughthickness necking behavior for non-hydrided cladding under plane-strain testing of this study.
The fracture of these specimens appears to be due to plastic instability (i.e., localized necking)
through the thickness of the cladding wall, followed by fracture along ±45° shear planes relative
to the principal hoop stress. This type of fracture is consistent with the failure of ductile metals
in the form of sheet or thin-wall cladding where plane-stress deformation occurs through the
thickness. Wall thinning (i.e., reduction in area) at the instability is highly dependent on test
temperature, with the room-temperature specimen (see Fig. 3.42(a)) showing little necking but
the elevated-temperature specimens (especially, at 375°C) experience significant necking. This
is consistent with the increasing values of εfracture for non-hydrided cladding with increasing
temperature, as seen in Fig. 3.41 (left-side of plots).
As shown in Fig. 3.43, the non-hydrided cladding tested at all temperatures has fracture
surfaces consisting of ductile fracture characterized by micro-void coalescence. At 375°C, these
dimples appear elongated in the radial (thickness) direction, consistent with the relatively larger
plastic strains along the near-45° macroscopic shear planes.
The fracture path for the hydride-rim cladding is different from the non-hydrided
condition, but it also shows dependencies on test temperature. Figures 3.44 and 3.45 show that
at room temperature and 300°C, the hydride rim fails as a result of Mode I crack initiation and
propagation, regardless of hydride rim thickness and hydrogen content in the substrate. As seen
in some of these figures, multiple cracks may form in the hydride rim at room temperature and
300°C. Although Pierron [19, 114] found that Mode I cracks occur at little to no plastic strain in
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.42 – Transverse micrographs (R-T plane) in a polished condition of the fracture of nonhydrided cladding under plane-strain tension at (a) room temperature, (b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.43 – Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surface of non-hydrided cladding
under plane-strain tension at (a) room temperature, (b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C.
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(c)
Figure 3.44 – Transverse micrographs (R-T plane) in an etched condition of the roomtemperature, plane-strain fracture of hydride-rim cladding with approximate hydride-rim
thicknesses (approximate hydrogen content) of (a) 50 (800), (b) 100 (700), and (c) 245 μm (1800
wt ppm).
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Figure 3.45 – Transverse micrographs (R-T plane) in an etched condition of the 300°C, planestrain fracture of hydride-rim cladding with approximate hydride-rim thicknesses (approximate
hydrogen content) of (a) 55 (800), (b) 110 (1000), and (c) 265 μm (1800 wt ppm).
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Figure 3.46 – Transverse micrographs (R-T plane) in an etched condition of the 375°C, planestrain fracture of hydride-rim cladding with approximate hydride-rim thicknesses (approximate
hydrogen content) of (a) 50 (800), (b) 90 (650), and (c) 255 μm (2050 wt ppm); inset in (a)
shows surface cracking.
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hydride blisters, the surface cracks in the hydride rims of this study may form after a small level
of plastic strain.
Fracture of the hydride rim at 375°C is sensitive to rim thickness, as seen in Fig. 3.46.
Specimens with hydride-rim thicknesses >250 μm (see Fig. 3.46(c)) showed similar Mode I
cracking within the hydride rim at 375°C, whereas, the specimens with <250-μm-thick rims
showed shear-type fracture (see Fig. 3.46(a) and 3.46(b)). Occasionally, small Mode I cracks
were observed within thin rims, as seen in Fig. 3.46(a).
An examination of the specimen in Fig. 3.46(a) using the synchrotron diffraction data
showed that the small cracks were most likely due to the precipitation of the ε-hydride phase near
the outer surface of the hydride rim. This conclusion was based on the presence of ε-hydride
peaks and the high hydrogen content (>7000 wt ppm) in the outer near-surface region of the rim;
note the cracks within the light gray phase on the cladding outer surface of Fig. 3.46(a). The
gray phase was also detected near the surface of the 255-μm-thick rim specimen (see Fig.
3.46(c)) but no surface cracks were present away from the main crack. If this gray phase is
indeed the ε-hydride phase, these observations suggest that the ε-hydride phase is more likely to
embrittle a hydride rim or hydride blister at REA-relevant temperatures ≤375°C.
At both 300 and 375°C, the substrate material beneath the hydride rim fails on a plane of
high shear stress inclined at ≈45° to the cladding surface. At 300°C where the hydride rim
appears to crack in a Mode I manner, propagation of these cracks is difficult as the crack tip
blunts upon entering the substrate, which has a low density of hydrides. The low level of
hydrides (i.e., damage or void nucleation sites) in the substrate ahead of the crack tip results in
higher plastic strain needed to propagate the crack, causing crack-tip blunting. Figures 3.47 and
3.48 show examples of crack-tip blunting near the rim-substrate interface for specimens tested at
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Hydride Rim
(extends beyond image)

Figure 3.47 – Scanning electron micrographs (secondary electron of etched surface) showing
crack blunting at the rim-substrate interface for a plane-strain specimen containing an 85-μmthick hydride rim after testing at room temperature.

Hydride Rim
(extends slightly beyond image)

Figure 3.48 – Scanning electron micrographs (secondary electron of etched surface) showing
crack blunting at the rim-substrate interface for a plane-strain specimen containing a 100-μmthick hydride rim after testing at 300°C.
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room temperature and 300°C, respectively. Although both of the specimens were strained to
≈1.5% hoop strain, in Figs. 3.47 and 3.48, the crack-tip radius for the 300°C specimen is
considerably larger than that for the room temperature specimen, suggesting that crack-tip
blunting increases with temperature. Such behavior is consistent with the increase in fracture
strains at elevated temperatures, as observed in Fig. 3.39.
As stated previously, at room temperature and 300°C, surface cracks (aligned in the axial
direction of the cladding) formed within thin hydride rims and then blunted at or near the rimsubstrate interface. As shown in Fig. 3.49, several surface cracks have formed with an aspect
ratio (i.e., length/depth) of ≈2.5. The figure also shows that the main crack, which subsequently
propagates through the wall, was a result of two micro-cracks that linked along the hoop

Micro-crack
Linkage

Main
Crack
Surface
Micro-cracks

Figure 3.49 – Scanning electron micrographs showing cracks on the outer surface of a planestrain specimen with 150-μm-rim thickness after testing at room temperature; note the
microhardness indentations used in plastic strain measurements.
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direction of the cladding. Observations of several specimens show that the crack density within
the hydride rim increases with decreasing rim thickness such that only a few micro-cracks form
within the cladding with thick hydride rims (>140 μm), while a high density of microcracks form
within thin rims (<140 μm). The crack-density effect appears to be related to the influence of the
crack depth on the strain necessary to propagate the crack. From the standpoint of elastic-plastic
fracture mechanics, small cracks require significant strain to propagate, and as a result, many
strain-induced small cracks form within the hydride rim. This requirement of high plastic strains
for crack propagation is synonymous to the substrate having high fracture toughness (i.e.,
resistance to crack propagation). Because of this high toughness of the substrate, crack blunting
occurs as the cladding continues to deform in the hoop direction. For thin rims, cracks are
shallow and the surrounding cladding continues to deform and form more surface cracks.
Eventually, these cracks link up and form a main crack that then propagates through the wall
upon exceeding the toughness of the substrate. This fracture process is discussed later in this
section.
The effect of temperature on the fracture of the substrate is pronounced. Figure 3.50
shows high magnification micrographs of substrate hydrides, with (at room temperature) and
without (at 300 and 375°C) the formation of voids, as a function of test temperature. At room
temperature (see Fig. 3.44(a) at low magnification and Fig. 3.50(a) at higher magnification), the
substrate fails mostly by Mode I crack propagation along a tortuous path in the radial direction of
the cladding. This Mode I cracking path relies on void formation due to fracture of individual
hydrides in the substrate, as shown in Fig. 3.50(a) (for the case of a thin rim where failure
required comparatively large strain). This observation indicates that voids tend to nucleate upon
exceeding a specific level of plastic strain at room temperature, as previously observed in other
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(c)
Figure 3.50 – Transverse micrographs (R-T plane) in an etched condition of plane-strain
specimens with hydride-rim thickness of ≈50 μm tested at (a) room temperature, (b) 300, and (c)
375°C, showing void formation; arrows in (a) denote voids at substrate hydrides.
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studies [19, 92, 107, 108].
At 300 and 375°C, no voids are observed within the substrate near the fracture surface, as
shown in Fig. 3.50(b) and 3.50(c), respectively. This important observation suggests that the
hydrides at 300 and 375°C are resistant to fracture even at the relatively high levels of plastic
strain (≥10%) observed in Figs. 3.39(b) and 3.39(c), respectively. As a result, crack growth is
difficult and the substrates of specimens tested at these elevated temperatures fail along a near45° shear plane, such as that observed of the non-hydrided cladding.
To understand better the fracture behavior, fractography was performed on specimens
with varying rim thicknesses and tested at different temperatures. Figure 3.51 shows that at
room temperature (see Fig. 3.51(a)), the hydride rim fails at small strains as individual hydrides
fail by cleavage but the surrounding matrix within the rim remains ductile. The substrate
beneath the hydride rim fails by ductile fracture linking large elongated primary voids formed by
cracking of large individual hydrides in the substrate. Thus, crack growth is due to damage at
hydrides in the substrate.
At 300°C (see Fig. 3.51(b)), fracture of the hydride rim to half its depth again consists of
both cleavage of individual hydrides and ductile failure of the surrounding matrix, but deeper
into the rim, ductile shear and dimpling is observed with no evidence of cracked hydrides in the
substrate. At 375°C (see Fig. 3.51(c)), shear and dimpling of both the rim and substrate occur.
However, this may not be the case for rim thicknesses >250 μm (see Fig. 3.46(c)) since they fail
by Mode I cracking, but imaging of their fracture surfaces was not conducted.
Based on the above results, fracture of cladding with a hydride rim is a temperature
sensitive process. At room temperature and 300°C, failure occurs by: (1) the initiation of short
microcracks within the hydride rim; (2) the growth and linkage of microcracks into a long
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.51 – Electron micrographs of the rim-substrate interface at low (left) and intermediate
(right) magnifications for plane-strain specimens with ≈100-μm-thick hydride rims tested at (a)
room temperature, (b) 300°C, and (c) 375°C; rim is at the top of the images.
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surface crack along the axial direction of the cladding (probably requiring another increment of
plastic strain); and (3) cladding fracture occurs due to the propagation of the long surface crack
in the radial direction by either a damage accumulation process (at room temperature) or failure
of the relatively hydride-free ligament by shear instability at 300°C. In contrast, at 375°C, thin
hydride rims appear quite resistant to fracture and crack initiation and failure appears to involve
general plasticity and deformation localization.
This details of the failure sequence at room temperature and 300°C may be understood in
more detail as follows:
1. Initiation of microcracks. Literature suggests that Mode I microcracks (≤0.5 mm surface
length) initiate at little to no plastic strain within solid hydride blisters in Zircaloy-4 at
≤400°C [114]. For the case of hydride rim comprised of a high density of hydride
particles, a measurable amount of plastic strain likely accumulates prior to the initiation
of Mode I microcracks in thin hydride rims, even at room temperature (see Section 3.5.5
for further discussion). At both room temperature and 300°C, thick hydride rims (>150
µm) initiate a single deep crack (prior to or upon general yielding), which then
propagates, resulting in near-brittle behavior. Cladding with thin hydride rims (<30 μm)
at room temperature and <100 μm at 300°C show comparable values of εfar-field to those
for non-hydrided cladding, suggesting that the strain to propagate short cracks exceeds
that for ductile fracture of the remaining uncracked ligament. For 375°C, plastic
deformation occurs without cracking, regardless of hydride-rim thickness.
2. Micro-crack linkage. When the hydride rim is thin (<90 μm thick), the growth and
linkage of microcracks into a long (surface) crack results in cladding ductility, especially
at room temperature. This second stage appears to depend on both the density of cracks
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and their depth. A high density of very shallow (≈20 μm thick) microcracks will link

rather quickly with plastic strain, forming a long (>2 to 3 mm) but shallow surface crack.
In contrast, a lower density of more widely spaced and non-coplanar surface cracks of
intermediate depth (≈75 μm) will link with difficulty. In this case, cladding ductility also

occurs during this strain-induced linking of moderately deep cracks into a tortuous, long
surface crack.
3. Failure of the substrate. Substrate failure is dictated by the smaller of two strains:
a. The strain to propagate a crack that initiates within the hydride rim or;
b. The strain to develop global damage accumulation (room temperature) or
localized necking and through-thickness shear failure (300 and 375°C).
As a result, failure of the cladding substrate below the hydride rim depends in a sensitive
manner on rim depth, and the fracture toughness of the substrate, which increases with
increasing temperature. Thus, through-thickness crack propagation of shallow cracks is
difficult and significant deformation occurs before substrate fracture occurs due to
damage accumulation (room temperature) or shear instability (300 and 375°C). Cladding
with thick hydride layers initiates a long (>3 mm) deep surface crack that propagates
easily under elastic-plastic fracture mechanics conditions, resulting in near-brittle
behavior of the cladding.

As for uniformly hydrided specimens, a previous study by Link [56] tested plane-strain
specimens at room temperature with uniform distribution of hydrides with hydrogen contents up
to 1500-wt-ppm hydrogen at room temperature. This study showed that the fracture path for
1000-wt-ppm specimens was by Mode I cracking as primary voids associated with large
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hydrides created a tortuous fracture path. The result was near-zero ductility and is similar to that
observed in the hydride-rim cladding at room temperature (see Fig. 3.44). In contrast, Link
found that lower-hydrogen-content specimens (as low as 200 wt ppm) showed comparable
ductility to that of non-hydrided specimens at room temperature and failed along a near-45°
shear plane. In the present study, specimens with hydrogen contents of ≈600 and 900 wt ppm
were tested at room temperature and showed comparable near-zero ductility and macroscopically
brittle fracture to those specimens containing the same hydrogen content reported by Link.
Link [56] also tested specimens at 300°C with a uniform distribution of hydrides and
containing hydrogen contents <1500 wt ppm. Like the room-temperature results, Link also
found that the fracture path at 300°C was not affected at low hydrogen contents (<200 wt ppm),
resulting in ductile shear-type failure with localized necking. However, at >1000-wt-ppm
hydrogen, the 300°C fracture included mixed Mode I/II cracking along a tortuous path,
suggesting that primary voids at individual hydrides played a role in the fracture process. Again,
this present study tested specimens within this range of hydrogen contents (≈850 to ≈1300 wt
ppm) to confirm the results reported by Link. As expected, the results of this study matched
those by Link.
Additionally, the present study tested plane-strain specimens with uniformly-distributed
hydrides containing hydrogen contents >2000 wt ppm at 300 and 375°C in order to determine
the effect of these temperatures on the ductility of cladding containing contents comparable to
those measured in the hydride rim (see Section 3.4.3). As shown in Fig. 3.52(a), the 300°C tests
show that cladding containing ≈2200-wt-ppm hydrogen (note, because of the high density of
hydrides in these specimens and the etching condition, it is difficult to resolve individual
hydrides) develop multiple Mode I cracks at the outer surface; these cracks are blunted at a
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Figure 3.52 – Transverse optical micrographs (etched) of plane-strain specimens containing
uniformly-distributed hydrides and ≈2200-wt-ppm hydrogen tested at (a) 300 and (b) 375°C.

depth of ≈100 μm and spaced by ≈250-400 μm along the hoop direction. Specimen fracture
initiated at one of these Mode I cracks but then transitioned to mixed Mode I/II crack growth on
a near-45° shear plane. Despite the presence of crack opening displacements evident in Fig.
3.52(a), there was near-zero macroscopic ductility in this specimen. Such behavior of Mode I
cracking followed by shear fracture/mixed Mode I/II crack growth is also consistent with that
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observed in the hydride rims at 300°C (see Figs. 3.45, 3.48, and 3.51(b)).
At 375°C, a specimen containing uniform hydrides with ≈2200-wt-ppm hydrogen failed
by localized necking followed by near-45° shear, as shown in Fig. 3.52(b). No cracking was
initiated and it had ductility comparable to the non-hydrided cladding. Thus, at 375°C, there is
no hydrogen embrittlement for hydrogen contents approaching that of the hydride rim,
consistent with the behavior shown in Figs. 3.46 and 3.51(c)). Unfortunately, examination of
the fracture surfaces of these specimens using electron microscopy is difficult because these
specimens were tested in a radiologically contaminated glovebox at Argonne National
Laboratory so such examinations will be the subject of future work.

3.5.3. Void Nucleation Analysis

The fracture of individual hydrides in the substrate and the resulting hydrogen
embrittlement behavior under plane-strain conditions is sensitive to test temperature. As shown
earlier (see Figs. 3.44 and 3.50(a)) and in Fig. 3.53, at room temperature, voids form at fractured
hydrides at locations near the fracture surface. In contrast, void nucleation at hydride particles is
suppressed at higher temperatures (≥300°C) despite large levels of plastic strain (≥10%) within
the matrix, possibly because of an increase in ductility of individual hydrides. These
observations suggest that there is a temperature-dependent initiation of damage in the hydrides of
the substrate.
Using the technique described in Section 2.3, images such as Figs. 3.44 through 3.46
(both in the polished and etched conditions) were used to quantify a void-nucleation strain (see
Eqn. 2.12) as a function of temperature. Using data from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 and measured
values of εhoop and εaxial from plane-strain testing, similar to that for uniaxial testing shown in Fig.
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Hydrides due to
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.53 – Transverse electron micrographs of void nucleation in the substrate of plane-strain
specimen with a hydride-rim of ≈100-μm thickness (≈600-wt-ppm hydrogen radial average)
tested at room temperature at (a) low and (b) high magnifications; note, the fracture surface is to
the left in (a) and arrows in (b) denote voids.

3.15, Figure 3.54 shows the equivalent plastic strain at which void nucleation is first observed at
a fractured hydride particle. Voids were not observed at hydride particles for the specimens
tested at 300 and 375°C, even for specimens whose hydrogen contents are well above the
hydrogen solubility at 300 and 375°C. Thus, Figure 3.54 shows lower bound values of strain at
these temperatures. As is readily apparent in Fig. 3.54, the void nucleation strain is very
sensitive to temperature, increasing rapidly at ≥300°C.
It is important to note that the uncertainty in the anisotropic parameter, R, between the
literature value (R ≈ 1.7; see Section 1.2.2) and the value from this present study (R ≈ 3.0; see
Section 3.1.3) results in a ≈10% difference in the void nucleation strain, with the lower value of
R giving a lower value of strain. Along with data from different specimens tested at the

temperatures, this difference due to R-value is represented by the error bars of Fig. 3.54.
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Figure 3.54 – Equivalent plastic strain at onset of void nucleation as a function of temperature
for hydrided stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 sheet (by Pierron [114]) and cladding of this study; data
at 300 and 375°C indicate lower bound values as no voids were detected at these strain levels.

Using an interpolation of the synchrotron diffraction and metallographic data (see Section
3.4.3), it is possible to determine if the void nucleation strains in Fig. 3.54 depend on hydrogen
content. Figure 3.55 shows that for at room temperature, the void nucleation strain appears to
decrease with increasing hydrogen content. Extrapolation of the linear fit to the roomtemperature data in Fig. 3.55 suggest near-zero strain to nucleate voids at hydrogen contents of
780 wt ppm. This extrapolation agrees well with the observed transitions to macroscopically
brittle behavior shown in Figs. 3.38(a) and 3.39(a). Furthermore, considering that the hydrogen
contents in the hydride rims exceed ≈1000 wt ppm (see Section 3.4.3), it is not surprising that
Mode I cracking of the rims occurs at or near yielding for room temperature tests.
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Figure 3.55 – Void nucleation strain as a function of test temperature and hydrogen content
(compensated for soluble hydrogen) in the substrate (based on synchrotron diffraction and
metallographic measurements) for cladding of this study; note the break in the y-axis.

3.5.4. Elastic-plastic Fracture Analysis of Hydride-rim Cladding

The interpretation of the macroscopic ductility and fracture path indicates that Mode I
cracking occurs at room temperature and mixed Mode I/II cracking at 300°C. Therefore, it is of
interest to characterize this cracking behavior in terms of models using elastic-plastic fracture
mechanics, as done in studies by Pierron et al. [19] and Desquines et al. [129] for hydride blisters
in Zircaloy-4 sheet (non-irradiated) and cladding (irradiated); see Fig. 1.16. In both these
studies, elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (J-integral) was employed because the uncracked
ligament in the thin-walled material is considered fully plastic. A modified crack length (ae),
given the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip, was then used to relate to a plastic-zone-adjusted
fracture toughness (Ke). Ultimately, these studies inferred a fracture toughness (Kc) from plastic
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strain measurements at various REA-relevant temperatures and related this toughness to the
hydride microstructure.
Using this analysis, the experimental values of εfracture plotted in Fig. 3.39 can be used to
infer a value of fracture toughness as a function of temperature and hydrogen content in the
substrate. This analysis assumes a plane-strain condition with a finite crack length along the
axial direction of the cladding and neglects the loss of plane-strain constraint at the notches of
specimen tested in this study. In other words, the crack configuration is reduced to a semiinfinite crack of depth a in an infinitely-long, thin-walled cylinder of thickness, t, as shown in
Fig. 3.56.

σ2 = σz
ε1 = εz ≈ 0 (plane strain)

σ1 = σθ
ε1 = εθ

a ≈ trim

σ3 = σr ≈ 0
ε 3 = εr

b
t

Ri
t
Ro

b

Figure 3.56 – Configuration of a semi-infinite crack on the outer surface of a thin-walled
cylinder subjected to plane-strain hoop loading used in elastic-plastic fracture-mechanics model.
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Assuming Ramberg-Osgood strain-hardening behavior (represented as the power law in
Eqn. 2.5), Pierron [114] used the following equation to relate the plastic strain at fracture (εnp) in
the vicinity of the crack to the net section stress (σn):

σ ⎛σ ⎞
ε = α o ⎜⎜ n ⎟⎟
E ⎝σo ⎠

n'

p
n

(3.3),

where n’ is the inverse of the strain-hardening exponent (n), σo is the yield stress, E is the elastic
modulus, and according to Ramberg-Osgood behavior, α is given as:

α=

σ on '−1 E

(3.4).

K n'

The net section stress is related to the nominal far-field stress (σ), given by:

σn =

σ

(3.5).

⎛ a⎞
⎜1 − ⎟
⎝ t⎠

Assuming plane-stress conditions of the thin cladding wall, Pierron [114] related a critical value
of the J-integral to a fracture toughness at the onset of unstable crack propagation, according to:
J (ae ,σ ) = J c =

K c2
E

(3.6),

such that the J-integral can be separated into its elastic and plastic components:
n ' −1
⎡
⎛σ n ⎞ ⎤
J (ae , σ ) = J e (ae ,σ ) + J p (ae ,σ ) = J e (ae , σ ) ⎢1 + α ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟ ⎥
⎢⎣
⎝ σ o ⎠ ⎥⎦

(3.7),

where the elastic component for plane-stress conditions is given as:
J e (ae , σ ) =

K e2
E

(3.8).

Therefore, combining Eqns. 3.3 and 3.7 gives the following relationship for the plastic strain at
the onset of crack growth:
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ε np = α

⎞⎤
σo ⎡1 ⎛ K
− 1⎟⎟⎥
⎢ ⎜⎜
E ⎣⎢α ⎝ K
⎠⎥⎦
2
c
2
e

n'
n ' −1

(3.9).

Using the mathematical forms for a semi-infinite surface crack given by Dowling [47], the
plastic-zone-adjust toughness can then be found by:
⎡
⎛ a ⎞⎤
0.857 + 0.265⎜ e ⎟ ⎥
⎢
⎛ a ⎞
⎝ t ⎠⎥
K e = σ πae ⎢0.265⎜1 − e ⎟ +
1
.
5
⎥
⎢
t ⎠
⎝
⎛ ae ⎞
⎥
⎢
⎜1 − ⎟
t ⎠
⎥⎦
⎢⎣
⎝

(3.10).

The plastic-zone-adjusted cracklength (ae) is given by:
ae = a + r0σ

1
=a+
2π

⎛ Ke ⎞
⎜⎜
⎟⎟
⎝σo ⎠

2

(3.11).

The nominal far-field stress is calculated from the constitutive properties and anisotropy
parameter, according to:
⎡ p 2 (2 + R)(1 + R) ⎤
⎢ε n
⎥
3
(1 + 2 R) ⎦
⎣
σ =K
(1 + 2 R)
(1 + R) 2

n

(3.12).

As a first approximation, the elastic stress intensity factor, Ke, is calculated for ae = a (r0σ = 0),
assuming that the initial crack length is equal to the hydride rim. Substituting the initial value of

Ke into Eqn. 3.11, the modified crack length (ae, where r0σ ≠ 0) can be calculated. An iterative
process is used to calculate εnp until the result converges with the experimentally measured value
of εfracture; the initial value of εnp is the temperature-dependent void nucleation strain calculated in
Section 3.5.3. In this analysis, the experimentally determined values of εfracture are associated
with the plastic strain to initiate crack growth and therefore, Kc. At room temperature, where
little through-thickness necking occurs (see Fig. 3.44), this assumption is a good one. At 300
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and 375°C, εfracture includes not only the strain associated with plastic deformation (i.e., necking)
but also the strain associated with crack growth, and therefore, over-estimates the strain value for
crack growth.
Constitutive and engineering properties presented in Section 3.1.2 and found elsewhere
[42] are used in such an analysis of the hydride-rim cladding of this study. Table 3.14 shows
these properties; note, different values of anisotropic parameter, R, will be used to determine its
sensitivity to this analysis. Measured values of εfracture (see Fig. 3.39) are used in this analysis
such that calculated values of εnp, using Eqn. 3.9, are forced to converge with the experimentally
measured εfracture data assuming a value of fracture toughness.
The model above addresses crack growth but not the strain for crack initiation within thin
hydride rims. The model also does not address the case when the hydride rim plastically
deforms and fails by shear after considerable plasticity (i.e., localized necking), such as that
found in the majority of the 375°C data. Therefore, the model is applied only for cases where
Mode I cracks have initiated within the rim and reduce the macroscopic ductility from that of
non-hydrided cladding. In other words, when significant plasticity is observed in cladding with
hydride rims (i.e., when εfracture for hydride-rim ≈ εfracture for non-hydrided), the above model is
not applied. In doing so, a critical hydride-rim thickness may be defined in which plastic
deformation is the predominant mechanism of fracture below the critical thickness and crack
growth based on the elastic-plastic fracture mechanics model is the mechanism of fracture above
the critical thickness. This critical thickness will be addressed in the following paragraph and in
Section 3.5.5.
Figure 3.57 shows the results of the crack-growth analysis for the results at room
temperature, 300, and 375°C. The scatter in the observed εfracture data makes a definitive estimate
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Table 3.14 – Properties inputted into elastic-plastic fracture mechanics model as a function of
temperature.
Temperature

Property
25°C

300°C

375°C

Modulus, E(1)
(GPa)

79.5

64.4

60.3

Yield Strength, σo
(MPa)

718

462

363

Total Elastic Strain, εo (= σo/E)
(unitless)

0.0090

0.0072

0.0060

Anisotropy Parameter, R
(unitless)

1.7(2)
3.0(3)

1.7(2)
3.0(3)

1.7(2)
3.0(3)

Strength Coefficient, K
(MPa)

907

542

423

Strain-hardening Exponent, n
(unitless)

0.032

0.020

0.015

Inverse Strain-hardening Exponent, n’ (= 1/n)
(unitless)

31.3

50.0

50.0

Ramberg-Osgood Coefficient, α
(unitless)

0.0746

0.0475

0.0004

Void Nucleation Strain, ε
(unitless)

0.056

0.115

0.686

Nominal Far-field Stress, σ
(MPa)

1064 (R = 1.7)
1250 (R = 3.0)

668 (R = 1.7)
785 (R = 3.0)

600 (R = 1.7)
705 (R = 3.0)

(1)

From MATPRO [42].
Values based on averages in literature (see Section 1.2.2).
(3)
Values based on experimental measurements of plastic strain (see Section 3.1.3).
(2)
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Figure 3.57 – Comparison of measured values of εfracture and calculated curves (R = 1.7) based on
inferred values of Kc in elastic-plastic fracture mechanics model.
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of toughness difficult. At any rate, convergence of the majority of the data to the models
suggests that the critical hydride-rim thicknesses (i.e., thickness at which cracking does not limit
ductility or cracking does not occur) for room temperature, 300, and 375°C is ≈40, 100, and 210
μm, respectively; note, assuming that a ≈ trim, then these critical thicknesses correspond to (a/t)
≈0.07, 0.17, and 0.36, respectively. Using this critical thickness, the estimates in fracture
toughness (Kc) with their uncertainties for cladding with hydride-rim thicknesses above these
critical thicknesses are 100±25, 105±50, and 130±20 MPa√m for room temperature, 300, and
375°C, respectively; the uncertainty in R represents a difference in the inferred value of Kc of
≈10% and is within the relatively larger uncertainty (i.e., scatter) of εfracture data of all specimens.
Despite these uncertainties, the Kc estimates of this study are comparable to those found in
literature, particularly studies by Pierron et al. [19] and Desquines et al. [129]. However, more
testing and analysis is needed to reduce the uncertainties of this study.

3.5.5. Predicting the Fracture of Hydride-rim Cladding
In summary, in order to predict the fracture of Zircaloy-4 cladding containing a hydride
rim, it is important to understand the development of strain and/or damage during the fracture.
There appears to be three processes or a mixture of processes causing the fracture of hydride-rim
cladding and a reduction in its ductility relative to non-hydrided cladding. These processes may
be related to the measured values of εfracture given in Fig. 3.39, according to the following:
1. Initiation and growth of cracks (most severe embrittling case), given by:
initiation
growth
ε fracture = ε crack
+ ε crack
= ε crack

(3.13);

2. Global damage accumulation in the form of voids initiating at hydride particles
(moderately embrittling case), given by:
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nucleation
growth + coalescence
ε fracture = ε void
+ ε void
= ε damage

(3.14);

3. Development of a localized necking instability (not an embrittling case), given by:

ε fracture = (ε fracture ) non−hydrided = ε necking

(3.15).

These processes are highly dependent on the thickness of the hydride rim, hydrogen content
(and, in some cases, the precipitated hydride phase), and test temperature. In general, the
relationship among these failure processes is as follows: ε crack < ε damage < ε necking .
This section introduces a basis for predicting the ductility and fracture of hydride-rim
cladding based on these three processes and the measured ductility of representative specimens.
However, additional testing is needed to capture the initiation of cracks and subsequent
propagation to understand the processes described above, as will be discussed in Chapter 5
(Future Work).
For the room-temperature case (see Fig. 3.44), the εfar-field and εfracture data presented in
Figs. 3.38(a) and 3.39(a), respectively, indicates that for hydride-rim thicknesses below the
critical thickness (≤40 μm), the initiation of Mode I cracks occurs between yield (i.e., zero plastic
strain) and εfar-field (i.e., ≈0.04 plastic hoop strain). The data for the 30-μm-thick rim shows that
there is no difference in the values of εfracture of this specimen to the non-hydrided cladding,
indicating that crack growth does not limit ductility but rather εfracture ≈ εnecking = 0.18±0.03.
Therefore, Process #3 (see Eqn. 3.15) appears to be applicable to this particular specimen.
However, the presence of Mode I cracks and voids in the specimen suggests that the amount of
plastic strain was high enough (≥0.05 as seen in Fig. 3.54) to initiate Mode I cracks (i.e.,
initiation
nucleation
ε crack
) and to nucleate voids (i.e., ε void
) in hydride particles ahead of these cracks. But, the

plastic strain was not sufficient enough to propagate these cracks, or exceed the toughness of the
substrate, so necking was the dominant failure mechanism (i.e., εnecking < εcrack). From the
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standpoint of the hydrogen content in the hydride rim (>5000 wt ppm) and substrate (<400 wt
ppm) of this particular specimen, as discussed in Section 3.4.3, the extrapolation of the roominitiation
nucleation
temperature data in Fig. 3.55 suggests that ε crack
≈ 0 and ε void
≤ 0.07.

For intermediate rim thicknesses (40 < trim < 90 μm) at room temperature, the values of

εfar-field (≤0.02) and εfracture (≤0.05) are less than those of the non-hydrided cladding. The presence
initiation
≈ εfar-field) indicates failure was limited by crack growth
of surface cracks at ε ≈ 0.02 (i.e., ε crack

due to damage accumulation (see Fig. 3.57(a)), indicating that Process #2 (see Eqn. 3.14) is
nucleation
≈ 0.05 since the substrate hydrogen content is ≈500 wt ppm,
applicable. Using ε void

additional strain to grow and coalesce voids in the uncracked ligament is essentially the
nucleation
. At trim ≥ 90 μm, the data in Fig. 3.57(a) suggest that
difference between εfracture and ε void
growth
εfracture ≈ ε crack
≈ 0.02, indicating that for long cracks (i.e., a/t = trim/t ≈ 0.16) with high amount

of hydrogen in the uncracked ligament, little plastic strain is required to exceed the toughness of
the substrate (Process #1).
A similar analysis of the 300°C data may be conducted. For rim thicknesses below the
critical rim thickness (≤100 μm, where εfracture ≈ 0.40), Mode I surface cracking was observed but
voids at hydride particles in the substrate were not. This suggests that the uncracked ligament
fails by Process #3 and εfracture ≈ εnecking. For intermediate rim thicknesses (100 < a ≤ 200 μm) at
300°C, the values of εfar-field (≤0.02) and εfracture (≤0.1) are less than those of the non-hydrided
cladding and failure appears to be controlled by crack growth via damage. Such as that done for
intermediate rim thicknesses at room temperature, Process #2 appears to be applicable, with
nucleation
εfracture ≈ ε void
≈ 0.1. At high rim thickness (>200 μm), Process #1 is applicable with εfracture ≈
growth
ε crack
≈ 0.02.
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At 375°C, failure of rim thicknesses below the critical value (≤210 μm) is limited by
localized necking and fracture is by shear (Process #3). Above the critical thickness (>210 μm),
the same methodology used for room temperature and 300°C may be used since Mode I cracks
initiate on the surface and then propagate as a mixed Mode I/II crack through the thickness.
initiation
is very large (i.e., ≈ εfracture),
However, due to the difficulty of initiating voids at 375°C, ε crack

but once initiated, the long crack (i.e., a/t = trim/t ≈ 0.36) propagates at small additional plastic
strain.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSIONS

This study has conducted two main areas of research: (1) the characterization of the
hydride microstructure of non-irradiated, stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding as a function of
hydrogen content and (2) the determination of the susceptibility of this alloy to hydride-induced
embrittlement as related to the postulated Rod Ejection Accident (REA) in a pressurized light
water reactor.

4.1.

General Conclusions of the Study
The following are the general conclusions of this research:

1. Under uniaxial tension along both the longitudinal (i.e., axial or rolling) and transverse (i.e.,
hoop) directions, the non-hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding shows an anisotropy of yield strength
and ductility. The degree of anisotropy decreases with increasing temperature. The strainhardening exponent for hoop tension is low (n ≤ 0.03) at all temperatures examined.
2. Zircaloy-4 cladding with the following distributions of circumferentially oriented hydride
precipitates was prepared by gas-charging: (i) hydrides concentrated in the form of a
localized hydride rim at the outer surface of the cladding (to simulate the hydride distribution
found in high-burnup Zircaloy-4 cladding) and (ii) hydrides uniformly distributed across the
cladding wall. Cladding of various hydride-rim thicknesses (20-260 μm) and total hydrogen
contents (300-2200 wt ppm) were examined. Based on both light and backscatter-electron
microscopy, hydride area fractions were measured, and assuming the presence of the δ-
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hydride phase, the local hydrogen contents in the hydride rim and substrate were estimated.
Weighted by the thicknesses of respective layers, the local contents were summed to
calculate the total content, and this value agreed well with a chemical analysis of the total
hydrogen content. The hydrogen content was also estimated from spectra using synchrotron
x-ray diffraction. Based on the integrated intensities of selected diffraction peaks
corresponding to the α-Zr phase (matrix) and hydride phases, and based on the
crystallographic structures of these phases, this direct comparison method also resulted in
good agreement with hydrogen contents measured by hot vacuum extraction in cladding with
uniform hydrides and <3000-wt-ppm hydrogen.
3. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction was also used to identify hydride phases (e.g., δ-, γ-, and εhydride) in the hydride-rim and uniformly-hydrided cladding materials by indexing the
diffraction patterns using data provided by Powder Diffraction Files [141]. The δ-hydride
phase was observed predominantly, but in hydride rims and uniformly-hydrided cladding
with hydrogen contents between 1250 and 3000-wt-ppm hydrogen, both γ- and δ-hydrides
were seen. All three hydride phases (δ, γ and ε) were detected in hydride rims containing
>5900-wt-ppm hydrogen.
4. A plane-strain ring stretch test was used in order to induce a biaxial, plane-strain state of
stress similar to that believed to occur in the cladding during a postulated REA. Under these
test conditions and at room temperature, hydride-rim cladding with a hydride-rim thickness
≥100 μm was macroscopically brittle, while for rim thicknesses <30 μm, the cladding had
ductility comparable to that of non-hydrided cladding. At 300°C, hydride-rim thicknesses of
≥170 μm induced macroscopically brittle behavior, but below this thickness, the cladding
retained considerable ductility. At 375°C, the cladding remained ductile for all rim
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thicknesses, although some loss of ductility occurred at the 265-μm-thickness condition.
5. Test temperature influenced the fracture path of hydrided cladding under plane-strain
conditions. In the case of hydride-rim cladding at room temperature and 300°C, Mode I
cracks formed in the rim at low plastic strains (≤0.02) due to cleavage fracture of individual
hydrides mixed with ductile failure of the α-Zr matrix. At room temperature, the Mode I
cracks propagated via a damage accumulation mechanism (i.e., void nucleation, growth, and
coalescence) through the remaining cladding wall. In contrast, at 300°C, mixed Mode I/II
crack growth occurred along a near-45° shear plane through the remaining wall. At 375°C,
localized plasticity and ductile shear fracture dominated the failure of the hydride-rim
cladding; Mode I crack initiation was observed in a hydride rim >250-μm thick.
6. Plane-strain specimens containing uniformly-distributed hydrides and upwards of 2200-wtppm hydrogen (hydrogen content comparable to that found in the hydride rim of most planestrain specimens) were also tested at 300 and 375°C. Multiple Mode I cracks formed to a
depth of 100 μm in the 300°C specimen followed by mixed mode crack growth of the
remaining wall, resulting in near-zero macroscopic specimen strain at failure. At 375°C, the
failure of the specimen was entirely by high-plasticity shear and localized necking, resulting
in ductility comparable to the non-hydrided cladding.
7. At room temperature, strain-induced crack growth occurred due to void nucleation at
fractured hydrides. The void-nucleation strain decreased slightly with increasing hydrogen
content in the substrate, and an extrapolation of this trend suggested that voids should
nucleate within the hydride rim upon yielding at room temperature.
8. Taken as a whole, this study indicates that the fracture behavior of Zircaloy-4 cladding
containing a hydride rim can be qualitatively understood in terms of the competition of three
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fracture process: (i) plastic instability (least embrittling), (ii) global damage accumulation
(moderately embrittling), and (iii) crack growth (most embrittling). The crack growth
behavior was explored using an elastic-plastic fracture-mechanics based model [114].
Unfortunately, the scatter in the strain data yields significant uncertainties in the inferred
fracture toughness of the substrate beneath the hydride rim, but the model is consistent with
the influence of rim thickness at room temperature and 300°C.

4.2

Implications to High-burnup Zircaloy-4 Cladding
The present study has implications to the behavior of irradiated, hydride-rim Zircaloy-4

cladding subjected to the thermal conditions and state of stress of a postulated REA.
First, this study shows that local accumulation of hydrogen (>5900 wt ppm) in a hydride
rim at the outer surface of the cladding could result in the precipitation of a mixture of hydride
phases (i.e., δ+γ+ε). Thick rims appear to be susceptible to Mode I cracking at temperatures
≤375°C. This temperature is significantly higher than the temperature (≈270°C) of a reactor at a
hot-zero-power condition. For that matter, even thin rims containing lower hydrogen contents
(≈2000 wt ppm) are also susceptible to Mode I cracking at 300°C or temperatures close to
normal reactor operations and a hot, zero power condition.
The propagation of these Mode I cracks through the cladding wall is highly dependent on
temperature and the hydride-rim thickness. Cladding with thin hydride rims (i.e., ≤100 μm
thick) appears to have considerable resistance to unstable crack propagation (upwards of 10%
plastic hoop strain) at temperatures ≥300°C. A hydride-rim thickness of 100 μm is at the higher
end of typical thicknesses formed in typical intermediate and high-burnup Zircaloy-4 cladding.
For cladding with thicker rims or blisters, Mode I surface crack nucleation and subsequent mixed
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Mode I/II propagation is expected to occur at relatively low plastic strains or, in the case of this
study, ≤2% far-field hoop strain.
At higher temperatures (375°C), the cladding is ductile even at hydride-rim thicknesses
of 210 μm. However, such thick rims are likely to induce a loss of ductility due to the likely
presence of small cracks within the rim. At the start of the postulated accident, the outer surface
of the cladding is ≈300°C. The change in cladding behavior between 300 and 375°C make it
critical to estimate the relative timing of the maximum mechanical load on the cladding and the
temperature increase. If the loading to the cladding varies by a few 10s of milliseconds, the
cladding could survive or fail (i.e., through-wall breach) depending on its temperature at
maximum loading.
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CHAPTER 5

FUTURE WORK

Based on the results and analyses of this thesis, the following paragraphs describe areas
of future work that would provide further understanding of the precipitation of hydrides in stressrelieved Zircaloy-4 and its susceptibility to hydride-induced embrittlement on conditions relevant
to the rod ejection accident.
Because the stability (or meta-stability) of the γ-hydride phase is thought to be associated
with oxygen content, as described in the Chapter 1, Electron Microprobe Analysis and associated
oxygen mapping of the radial-transverse (R-T) plane of the hydrided Zircaloy-4 cladding is
proposed. Using hydride-rim cladding and cladding with uniform distribution of hydrides (both
with hydrogen contents >1200 wt ppm), this experiment would determine if the oxygen content
(normally, 1200-1400 wt ppm in Zircaloy-4 cladding) is depleted in the regions of the cladding
that showed a measurable γ(111) peak in the x-ray diffraction scans of this study. In doing so,
more insight into the stable or metastable nature of the γ-hydride phase may be found. Similar
investigations of regions containing ε-hydride phase may also be conducted and correlated to the
possible depletion of oxygen, tin, and iron alloying elements in Zircaloy-4.
As observed in some of the x-ray diffraction results of this study, some α-Zr and hydride
peaks appeared to be shifted from the expected 2θ positions, based on the Powder Diffraction
Files of these phases. These shifts were mostly found in the high hydrogen contents in the
hydride rim and may be due to the development of residual stress in these phases due to the
increase in volume of the hydride phase relative to the α-Zr matrix, causing a contraction of the
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dimensions of the unit cells. A more detailed examination of the diffraction data and additional
nano-scale diffraction experiments using other beamlines at the Advanced Photon Source of
Argonne National Laboratory could then estimate the misfit strain energies resulting from such
contraction.
Because of the poor spatial resolution and macroscopic deformation of the Vickers
microhardness measurements of this study, more accurate measurements of the ductility (or lack
of ductility) of microscopic regions within the hydride rim are needed. Nano-indentation using
an Atomic Force Microprobe would provide the spatial resolution and would locally induce
deformation in order to measure the hardness and strength of the rim with a mixture of hydride
phases. Even more interesting would be a nano-indentation measurement of these mixtures at
elevated temperatures, such as those used in this study (e.g., 300 and 375°C). Post-test
examination of the indentations using a Scanning Tunneling Microscope could then determine
the depth of and plastic deformation (i.e., pile-up) surrounding the indentation and any cracking
of individual hydrides in the plastic zone surrounding the indentation.
More plane-strain testing of uniformly-distributed hydrides in Zircaloy-4 cladding with
even higher hydrogen contents (>2200 wt ppm) is needed at 300 and 375°C. Such testing would
confirm the results of this study, but also yield more insight as to the embrittlement of hydride
rims and blisters containing >5000-wt-ppm hydrogen.
Given the uncertainties in inferring a fracture toughness of the substrate of hydride-rim
cladding, a more accurate experimental procedure is needed for directly measuring toughness.
Furthermore, a direct measurement of the plastic hoop strain to initiate a crack in the hydride rim
is also needed, which may be correlated to the hydride phase and hydrogen contents of the rim
found in this study. An example of such an experiment involves the processing of a simple ring
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(approx. 8-mm wide in the axial direction) fabricated from hydride-rim cladding of varying rim
thicknesses in two steps. The first involves placing the ring between two platens compressed at a
quasi-static strain rate or fatigue and at various temperatures. This would initiate a Mode I crack
in the rim to a depth of the rim thickness or less (such as observed in this study under near-planestrain tension) and would be captured as a load drop during the compression test, allowing the
operator to interrupt the test at the onset of cracking. Post-test examination would quantify the
hoop strain (i.e., change in diameter to the original diameter) to measure the crack initiation
strain and a small metallographic section (no more than a 1-mm slice from one end, given the
plane-strain nature of this compression test) would confirm the initial crack depth (ai). The ring
would also be sectioned in half along the axial direction of the cladding to yield two C-ring-type
specimens. The C-ring specimen with the crack (quite possibly both specimens would have
cracks) would then be loaded in tension using grips that would maintain the curvature of the ring.
Assuming that the specimen can be characterized as semi-infinite crack in simple tension (which
would need extensive analysis to confirm), a JR-type test would be conducted at various
temperatures. Cracklength (a = ai + Δa) could be monitored using a direct-potential drop
measurement and a JQ toughness (Jx, where x ≥ 0.2 for crack extension of 0.2 mm or greater)
could potentially be quantified. Such an experiment may provide more accurate data for the
initiation and propagation of Mode I or, in the case of elevated temperatures, mixed Mode I/II
cracking in hydride-rim cladding and the susceptibility of the cladding to through-thickness
fracture under conditions relevant to the postulated accident.
Lastly, equivalent testing (both testing of this present study and that proposed in this
chapter) on high-burnup Zircaloy-4 fuel cladding is a logical extension of this and other research
efforts. Some plane-strain testing at Argonne National Laboratory has already been conducted
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on ≈50 GWd/MTU Zircaloy-4 cladding containing upwards of 400-wt-ppm hydrogen and
hydride-rim thicknesses of ≤30 μm but this limited data set is not sufficient to draw any
conclusions on the synergistic nature of hydriding and radiation-induced damage on the
embrittlement of the cladding.
All of this proposed future work would further the conclusions of this study and provide
more data for utilities and regulators to update regulation pertaining to the rod ejection accident.
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APPENDIX A

HYDROGEN-CHARGING PROCEDURE AT ARGONNE NATIONAL LAB

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, hydrogen-charging of Zircaloy-4 cladding was conducted
at Argonne National Laboratory in order to produce samples with uniformly-distributed hydrides
with total hydrogen contents ranging from 200 to 3000 wt ppm. This appendix describes the
procedures for preparing and charging cladding lengths and results.
Additional procedures were developed to leak-check the system, replace oxygen filters,
setup and calibrate hydrogen-gas detectors and alarms, and respond to alarm activations but the
following only describes the cladding preparation and charging process.

A.1.

Cladding Length Preparation
This procedure describes the preparation of zirconium-based cladding tubes (≤0.43-inch

outer diameter, ≤0.03-inch thickness, and ≤4-inch length) for hydrogen-gas furnace charging,
including surface cleaning and polishing to remove oxides and provide path for hydrogen uptake;
reference ASTM Standard G2-88 for more information on cladding preparation. The following
steps were conducted:
NOTE:

Sample tube should be measured for average dimensions (e.g., length and
thickness) and weight.
A.1.1.

Prepare the following solutions (enough to fully immerse the tube) in
Nalgene baths – (1) Deionized-water solution containing 1% Alconox and
(2) Deionized water at room temperature.

A.1.2.

Ultrasonically clean the tube in the Alconox solution for 15 mins.
Monitor time using analog or digital timer.
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A.1.3.

Clean all surfaces of tube with acetone (squirt bottle) and clean rags.

A.1.4.

If acid etching of the tube surfaces is to be done, conduct the following
steps. If not, proceed to Step A.1.5.

CAUTION:

The following steps involve the use of HF and HNO3 acids. Use proper practices
when handling these acids, including usage of proper PPE. Only trained
personnel may handle these acids. Do not work alone with HF acid. Do not work
with HF during periods other than regular work days.

CAUTION:

If you suspect exposure to these acids, either in their concentrated or diluted
forms, immediately call 911 to receive medical treatment. While awaiting
medical attention, flush exposed areas with water for at least 15 minutes and then
apply calcium gluconate gel. If splashed in the eyes, flush eyes at the eyewash
station at the sink until medical attention arrives. For exposure to large body
areas or body areas not accommodated in the sink, proceed to emergency shower
to flush areas with water until medical attention arrives.
A.1.4.1.

Prepare an acid solution (enough to fully immerse the tube) of 10%
HF-45% HNO3-45% DI H2O.

A.1.4.2.

Place acid solution into proper container within ultrasonic cleaner
in fume hood.

A.1.4.3.

Immerse and agitate tube in acid solution for 1 min (between 10
and 20 microns are removed from the tube surfaces).

A.1.4.4.

Immerse in fresh deionized water within fume hood for 30 sec.

A.1.4.5.

Dispose of chemical waste in accordance with chemical safety and
waste procedures.

A.1.4.6.

Proceed to Step A.1.5.

A.1.5.

Immerse tube in fresh deionized water for 5 mins.

A.1.6.

Clean all surfaces of tube with ethanol (squirt bottle).

A.1.7.

Dry with compressed argon gas.

A.1.8.

Weight the sample tube using mechanical microbalance and record in log
book.

A.1.9.

Wrap sample in aluminum foil with a maximum of three layers of foil and
pinch ends closed; the foil will serve as an oxygen getter.
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A.2.

A.1.10.

Immediately, put in hydrogen-gas charging furnace and purge with argon
gas until ready to run hydriding treatment. Refer to the following
procedure for operating gas supply system and furnace.

A.1.11.

Return all unused chemicals to their proper storage locations or otherwise
dispose of spent chemicals.

Hydrogen-gas Furnace Charging of Zirconium-based Cladding
The procedure describes the operation of the furnace and its gas-supply and exhaust

systems. Tables A.1 through A.4 show the composition of the ultra-high-purity argon gas and
hydrogen gases (i.e., mixtures of hydrogen and inert gases or pure hydrogen) used in the
charging process.

Table A.1 – Composition of ultra-high-purity argon gas.
Gas Constituent

Unit

Content

Argon
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Hydrocarbons
Water
Total Impurities

%
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

99.999
<2
<5
<0.5
<2
<10

Table A.2 – Composition of research-grade hydrogen gas (≈100% hydrogen).
Gas Constituent

Unit

Content

Hydrogen
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Water
Hydrocarbons

%
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

99.9995
<1
<1
<0.5
<1
<0.5
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Table A.3 – Composition of 30% hydrogen and helium gas mixture.
Gas Constituent

Unit

Content

Hydrogen
Helium
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Water
Hydrocarbons

%
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

30.3
balance
<1
<1
<0.5
<1
<0.5

Table A.4 – Composition of 4% hydrogen and argon gas mixture.
Gas Constituent

Unit

Content

Hydrogen
Argon
Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbon Dioxide
Water
Hydrocarbons

%
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

3.94
balance
<1
<1
<0.5
<1
<0.5

Figure A.1 shows a schematic of the charging system and its components. Figure A.2
shows the location of the cladding length(s) at midplane of the three-zone furnace; note, the
alumina furnace retort tube has a diameter of ≈4 inches and the specimen (usually a single
specimen) is located along the centerline axis of the retort tube.
CAUTION:

This procedure involves the usage of compressed hydrogen and other gases. Only
trained personnel may operate this equipment. Use only approved and safe
practices when handling compressed hydrogen-gas cylinders.

NOTE:

The bypass toggle switch for the Safety Solenoid Valve (SSV) must be set to ‘OFF’
for this procedure.
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Figure A.1 – Schematic of Hydrogen-gas Charging Furnace System.
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Figure A.2 – Schematic of Hydrogen-gas Charging Furnace (top view) showing location of
cladding sample within middle zone of furnace.
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NOTE:

Sample tube should be measured for average dimensions (e.g., length and
thickness) and weight.
A.2.1.

Using powder-free latex gloves, retrieve tube(s) and load tube(s) onto the
sample tube holder.

A.2.2.

Remove gas exhaust pipe from furnace retort flange by unscrewing
Swagelok connector using appropriate tool.

A.2.3.

Open retort by loosening clamping screws using appropriate tool and
removing flange with ring seal.

A.2.4.

Load sample tube holder into furnace until midplane of holder is at
midplane of furnace.

A.2.5.

Close retort by replacing flange and tightening clamping screws using
appropriate tool.

A.2.6.

Re-connect gas exhaust pipe to furnace retort flange by tightening
Swagelok connector using appropriate tool.

A.2.7.

Open Argon Cylinder Valve (ACV), Argon Regulator Valve (ARC),
Bypass Valve #2 (BV-2), and bonnet valve on Back-Pressure Regulator
(BP-REG). Be sure gas outlet pipe from oxygen filter is connected to
furnace retort.

A.2.8.

Slowly open bonnet valve on A-REG to 5-10 psig and watch low-pressure
gages on A-REG and BP-REG respond. The gas supply and exhaust
systems will be pressurized from A-REG to Bypass Valve #1 (BV-1) and
ductwork.

A.2.9.

Using Snoop, check leak tightness of retort flange which was replaced
above. If a leak is detected, tighten flange using appropriate tool.

NOTE:

During argon purging, monitor bubbler on gas exhaust system for gas flow. If
flow is not present or appears low, perform leak check according to established
procedures. If no leaks are found, then troubleshoot DMFCV and computer
control.
A.2.10.

Continue to purge gas supply and exhaust systems and furnace retort for
another 5 mins.

A.2.11.

Ensure computer control RS-422 communication cable is connected to
DMFCV. Refer to manual for details.
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A.2.12.

Ensure computer RS-232 communication cable is connected to computer
and RS-232/RS-422 interface.

A.2.13.

Start computer and from Windows operating system interface, start the
Brooks SmartControl (v1.4) software program.

A.2.14.

Enable and initialize DMFCV from within the program. DMFCV flowrates and flow-totalizer setpoint values should be reset to zero.

A.2.15.

Open BV-1 and close BV-2.

A.2.16.

Select DMFCV and adjust flow-rate setpoint to ≈30 cc/min to continue
purging retort with argon gas for 16 hours (preferably, overnight).

A.2.17.

Close ACV and vent A-REG. Wait a few minutes.

A.2.18.

Close ARV and BV-1.

CAUTION:

If any hydrogen alarms (inside HCC or in the room) sound and/or are visually
actuated during the next several steps, immediately close HCV and notify PI.

A.2.19.

Open Hydrogen Cylinder Valve (HCV) and Hydrogen Regulator Valve
(HRV).

A.2.20.

Slowly open bonnet valve on H-REG to 5-10 psig and watch low-pressure
gages on H-REG and BP-REG respond.

A.2.21.

Purge retort with hydrogen gas or gas mixture for ≈4 hrs. Hydrogen
purging is necessary to remove nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor, and any
residual atmospheric gas components from the system.

NOTE:

During hydrogen purging, monitor bubbler on gas exhaust system for gas flow. If
flow is not present or appears low, perform leak check according to Procedure 1.
If no leaks are found, then troubleshoot DMFCV and computer control.
A.2.22.

Start digital recording device; be sure thermocouples are connected to
Lindberg-Blue furnace controller and auxiliary thermocouple connected to
auxiliary readout and devices read correctly. The auxiliary readout may
be a digital logging device.

A.2.23.

Set zone temperatures on three controllers to achieve a stabilized operating
sample target temperature (±2-inches from midplane on the retort/furnace
centerline) according to the setpoints in Table A.5.

A.2.24.

Begin furnace heat-up by turning on mains on blue controller box. Refer
to operating manuals for operating furnace and controller.
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Table A.5 – Temperature Controller setpoints for each zone per target charging temperature; note
the setpoints are for 100%-hydrogen gas.

Sample Target
Temperature (°C)
300
350
400

A.2.25.

NOTE:

Controller Setpoint Temperature (°C)
Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

295
345
394

295
345
394

295
345
394

Adjust BP-REG to maintain 40 inches of water back pressure (≈1.4 psia)
during heat-up and hold time. Periodically record date, time, elapsed time
(from furnace start), temperatures, flow totalizer value, and flow
conditions and error status of DMFCV.
Hydrogen uptake is dependent on the process variables – sample composition,
target temperature, time at temperature, hydrogen flow rate, sample weight.
Each hydriding run may be different so these process variables will be set for the
objectives of each run.

A.2.26.

If thermal or gas cycling is to be used, conduct the following:
A.2.26.1.

Thermal cycling
A.2.26.1.1.
Continue to apply hydrogen gas or gas mixture to
the specimen.
A.2.26.1.2.
Cycle temperature between target temperature and
200°C using 30 minute cool-down and heat-up
ramps and variable hold times by programming the
temperature controller; attempt to maintain BPREG at 40 inches of water by adjusting bonnet
valve.
A.2.26.1.3.
Continue to cycle for the desired number of cycles.

A.2.26.2.

Gas cycling
A.2.26.2.1.
A.2.26.2.2.
A.2.26.2.3.
A.2.26.2.4.
A.2.26.2.5.
A.2.26.2.6.

Continue to hold target temperature.
Open ACV and ARV.
Open bonnet valve on AR-REG to desired pressure.
Switch from hydrogen gas or gas mixture to argon
gas by closing DMFCV and opening BV-2.
Hold under argon gas for desired hold time.
Cycle between hydrogen gas or gas mixture and
argon gas for the desired number of cycles.
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A.2.27.

At end of the hydriding run, record date, time, elapsed time (from furnace
start), temperatures, flow totalizer value, and flow conditions and error
status of DMFCV in log book. If a uniform hydride distribution is
required, an additional homogenization treatment is applied according to
the two following options:
A.2.27.1.
A.2.27.2.

While applying argon gas, continue to hold at temperature
for 24-72 hours, depending on target content; or
While applying argon gas, cycle temperature between
target temperature and 200°C using 30 minute cool-down
and heat-up ramps and variable hold times by
programming the temperature controller.

A.2.28.

Turn off furnace controller to begin furnace cool-down (i.e., flowing gas
cooling) by flipping mains. Continue to monitor auxiliary thermocouple
readout and record in logbook.

A.2.29.

When auxiliary thermocouple readout reaches ambient room temperature
(or below 30°C), turn off gas flow by closing DMFCV using the computer
or manually closing BV-2.

A.2.30.

Record the final flow totalizer value in log book.

A.2.31.

Open BV-2 and close HCV and ACV to vent system. Wait a few minutes.

A.2.32.

Close HRV and open ACV to purge retort with argon gas for 30 minutes.

A.2.33.

Remove gas exhaust pipe from furnace retort flange by unscrewing
Swagelok connector using appropriate tool.

A.2.34.

Open retort by loosening clamping screws using appropriate tool and
removing flange with ring seal; inspect ring seal for damage and replace if
needed.

A.2.35.

Unload sample tube holder from furnace.

A.2.36.

Remove sample tube from holder.

A.2.37.

Remove aluminum foil and weigh sample tube using mechanical
microbalance and record in log book. If target hydrogen content was not
attained, repeat procedures for cladding preparation and hydrogen
charging until target content is attained.

A.2.38.

If other tube is to hydrided, repeat this procedure. Otherwise, place
sample tube holder in its storage location.
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A.3.

A.2.39.

If necessary, clean retort with nylon brush and lintless paper towels wetted
with acetone/methanol mixture.

A.2.40.

Close retort by replacing flange and tightening clamping screws using
appropriate tool.

A.2.41.

Re-connect gas exhaust pipe to furnace retort flange by tightening
Swagelok connector using appropriate tool.

A.2.42.

Install Swagelock plug onto down-stream end of oxygen filter when
furnace system is not in use. This will extend the lifetime of the filter and
help limit filter changes. Record the date of any cylinder changes (both
argon and hydrogen) at this time in the log book and the filter tag. If the
total number of cylinder changes exceeds four, replace the filter according
to established procedures.

A.2.43.

Change gas cylinders as needed and record date of change on oxygen filter
tag and in log book.

A.2.44.

Dispose of chemical waste in accordance with chemical safety and waste
procedures.

A.2.45.

Return all unused chemicals to their proper storage locations.

Charging Results
This section describes previous [1] and present work conducted at Argonne to understand

the kinetics of hydrogen absorption into Zircaloy-4 cladding under positive pressures of
hydrogen-helium gas mixtures, thermal conditions, and surface treatments according to Sections
A.1 and A.2.

A.3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis
In order to understand the kinetics of hydrogen charging at 400°C in the flowing gas
mixture comprised of 4% hydrogen-balance argon (see Table A.4), thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) was conducted [1] using a small ring of Zircaloy-4 cladding tube (≈1g initial weight).
Figure A.3 shows the results of TGA test, indicating the increase in hydrogen uptake (based on
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in-situ weight gain) as a function of charging time (t) which includes heatup to and hold at 400°C.
Two distinct regimes of hydrogen pickup can be observed – one with a high rate of absorption (t
≤ 0.6 h) and another with a slower rate (t > 0.6 h). The initial regime can be assumed to be the
intrinsic absorption rate of Zircaloy-4 up to and slightly exceeding the hydrogen solubility limit
at 400°C (see Fig. 1.10). However, beyond this initial regime, the hydrogen-absorption rate
significantly decreases, indicating that the kinetics for hydrogen absorption are dominated by a
different mechanism. It is speculated that along with solubility limiting the absorption rate, the
formation of a thin oxide layer may also limit hydrogen absorption, namely by the transport of
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Figure A.3 – Thermogravimetric-analysis results of hydrogen charging of Zircaloy-4 at 400°C
using a 4% hydrogen-balance argon gas mixture.
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Since larger-sized cladding tubes were needed to be hydrogen charged so that multiple
plane-strain specimens and samples for synchrotron diffraction, metallography, and hot-vacuumextraction measurements could be conducted, the absorption rates were to low for charging to
upwards of 3000 wt ppm hydrogen since charging times would be on the order of weeks to
months. Therefore, higher concentrations of hydrogen in the mixture were used, but due to
safety concerns upon exceeding the lower explosive limit of 4% hydrogen, TGA could not be
done within the current safety basis. However, a safety basis was approved for conducting
hydrogen charging of these larger-sized cladding tubes in the facility and procedure described in
Sections A.1 and A.2 using >4% hydrogen gas, as shown in Tables A.2 and A.3.

A.3.2. Hydrogen-charging Results of Zircaloy-4 Cladding Tubes
Using higher concentrations of hydrogen in the charging gas (e.g., 30 and 100%
hydrogen) and longer hold times, Figure A.4 shows some results of hydrogen absorption (as
measured by hot vacuum extraction) of Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes (≈76-mm in length) as a
function of time at temperature, charging temperature, and gas composition. These results show
a convergence of the kinetics for hydrogen absorption at high hydrogen contents (i.e., >5000 wt
ppm) under two sets of charging conditions – (i) 350°C charging temperature with 100%
hydrogen gas, and (ii) 400°C charging temperature with 30% hydrogen-balance helium.
To verify the hydride distribution, optical metallography was conducted and it was found
that for the 400°C/30% hydrogen condition, a uniform distribution of hydrogen was almost
always observed, but at high contents (i.e., ≈3000 wt ppm hydrogen), a hydride rim formed on
the outer surface, as seen in Fig. A.5. A hydride rim was also observed in the 350°C/100%
hydrogen condition, but this particular rim formed on the inner surface and at intermediate to
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Figure A.4 – Hydrogen-charging results of Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes as a function of hold time
at charging temperature and hydrogen-gas composition.

high hydrogen contents (i.e., >600 wt ppm). Figure A.6 shows these hydride layers for the
350°C/100% hydrogen condition. The inner-surface rim is most likely due to the surface
treatment (i.e., mechanical polishing or grit blasting) of the inner surface of the cladding tube
according to the manufacturer’s process.
To mitigate the formation of a hydride rim, charging was conducted mostly at 400°C and
by employing gas or thermal cycling during the hydriding treatment or thermal cycling during a
homogenization treatment; both are described in the procedure of Section A.2. Only a few
samples have been charged using the gas or thermal cycling so results are highly preliminary,
especially at high hydrogen contents (i.e., ≈3000 wt ppm). However, employing a
homogenization treatment with thermal cycling after the hydriding treatment seems to promote a
uniform hydride distribution; again, results of treatments at high hydrogen contents are
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure A.5 – Transverse micrographs (etched) of 15x15-sized cladding after hydrogen charging
at 400°C with 30% hydrogen-balance helium gas mixture to total hydrogen contents of (a) 866 ±
175, (b) 1255 ± 189, and (c) 2947 ± 340 wt ppm.

[H] = 69 ± 9 wppm

[H] = 182 ± 21 wppm

[H] = 651 ± 11 wppm

[H] = 880 ± 20 wppm

[H] = 3,625 ± 324 wppm

Figure A.6 – Transverse micrographs (etched) of 15x15-sized cladding after hydrogen charging
at 350°C with 100% hydrogen gas to various total hydrogen contents (as labeled), showing the
presence of a hydride layer on the inner surface.
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preliminary at the time of this thesis. The thermal cycling involves cycling between the target
charging temperature (e.g., 350 or 400°C) and 200°C under a flowing argon atmosphere. Figure
A.7 shows typical charging and homogenization treatments using gas and thermal cycling to
labeled target hydrogen contents. The intent of the cycling is to dissolve hydride particles in the
hydride rim upon heating to high temperature, resulting in the diffusion of hydrogen into the
substrate, and then upon cooling to 200°C (≈10-wt-ppm hydrogen in solution), this diffused
hydrogen precipitates in the substrate. The cycling continues until the hydride rim has been
redistributed, as determined destructively by metallography. A typical cycle involves a hold
time of ≥1 hour such that adequate time for hydride dissolution occurs [2]. Depending on the
thickness and hydride density of the rim, numerous cycles may be necessary to fully redistribute
the hydrides to a uniform distribution.

A.4.

Future Hydrogen-charging Work

It is desirable to produce uniformly-hydrided cladding with total hydrogen contents
between 1250 and 2900 wt ppm and greater than 3000 wt ppm in order to investigate in more
detail the observed hydride phases to those outside these ranges of hydrogen.
As mentioned above, investigations into the viability of thermal and gas cycling during
hydrogen charging and thermal cycling during homogenization treatments are on-going. It is
planned to correlate the number of cycles required to homogenize hydrides as a function of total
hydrogen content.
As a substitute to the usage of aluminum foil, a capability for plating the cladding tube
with a noble metal is currently under development to preclude oxide formation. However, at the
time of this thesis, such a capability was not finished. Also, incorporating a vacuum system to
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Figure A.7 – Typical examples of charging and homogenization treatments of Zircaloy-4 to
labeled hydrogen contents using (a) thermal cycling and (b) gas cycling.
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remove oxygen from the retort tube before applying hydrogen gas is also planned. The
procedure in Section A.1 will be modified to reflect the plating of the cladding surfaces. Lastly,
welding endcaps onto the cladding-tube ends will also control hydrogen absorption by limiting
the surface area for absorption, especially if the manufacturing surface treatment of the cladding
promotes higher absorption at the inner surface of the tube.
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATION OF PENETRATION DEPTH OF SYNCHROTRON X-RAYS

It is important to note that the diffracted intensity of the incident synchrotron x-ray beam
comes from a volume of cladding material under the incident surface to a depth of ≤25 μm. This
maximum depth is based on calculations the following calculations using a method described by
Cullity [1]. In this method, it is assumed that 95% of the diffracted intensity (Gx) comes from
the volume of material to a depth of x from the incident surface. For a diffractometer (such as
that of APS and used in this study), Gx is a function of x, and is given by:

G x = (1 − e −2 μx / sin θ )

(B.1)

where μ and θ are the linear absorption coefficient (assumed to be that for α-Zr with a density, ρ,
of 6.51 gm/cm3) and diffractometer angle, respectively.
The x-ray energy of this study was 15 keV or a wavelength of 0.827 Å, which is slightly
lower than the Kα (≈15.75 keV or a wavelength of 0.788 Å) and the K absorption edge (≈18 keV
or a wavelength of 0.688 Å). Figure B.1 shows the variation of mass absorption coefficient (μ/ρ)
for both zirconium and hydrogen as a function of incident beam energy [2]. μ is estimated to be
200 cm-1 based on an interpolation of data of the characteristic Kα- and Kβ-radiation for Mo, Cu,
Co, and Cr [1]. Figure B.2 shows this interpolation. For the range of diffractometer angles (θ)
for this study (8.48° for α(100) peak to 16.68° for δ(331) peak), x is found to be between 10 and
22 μm.
To determine the sensitivity of μ on this calculation, Figure B.2 was also used to develop
an upper bound for μ, which is approximately 520 cm-1. The resulting values of x for the above
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angles are between 4 and 9 μm. Therefore, it is clear that the volume of material contributing to
the diffracted intensity is less than 25 μm below the incident surface.
10000
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K Absorption Edge
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μ/ρ = 24.6

μ/ρ = 0.376

Hydrogen
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0.1
1
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Energy (keV)

Figure B.1 – Mass absorption coefficient of zirconium and hydrogen as a function of beam
energy, showing values for the energy of this study (≈15 keV) [2].
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Figure B.2 – Mass absorption coefficient of zirconium as a function of wavelength with
interpolation to the beam wavelength of this study (≈0.826 Å) [1].
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APPENDIX C

ANGLES BETWEEN PLANES OF A UNIT CELL

C.1.

Hexagonal Unit Cell for α-Zr Phase
Table C.1 shows the angles between planes of the hexagonal unit cell for the α-Zr phase,

using the following [1]:

cos φ =

3a 2
1
h1h2 + k1k 2 + (h1k 2 + h2 k1 ) + o2 l1l 2
2
4c o
3a 2
3a 2
(h12 + k12 + h1k1 + o2 l12 )(h22 + k 22 + h2 k 2 + o2 l 22 )
4c o
4c o

(C.1),

where (h1k1l1) and (h2k2l2) are the Miller indices for the two planes and ao and co are the
dimensions of the unit cell, which are given in Table 2.2. The listed planes are based on the
diffraction spectra indexed by the Powder Diffraction File for α-Zr. The nomenclature used in
Table C.1 is α(hkl) or α(hkil), where i=-(h+k).

C.2.

Cubic Unit Cell for δ-hydride Phase
Table C.2 shows the angles between planes of the cubic unit cell for the δ-hydride phase,

using the following [1]:

cosφ =

h1h2 + k1k 2 + l1l2

(C.2),

(h + k12 + l12 )(h22 + k 22 + l22 )
2
1

where the variables have the definitions given in Section C.1. The listed planes are based on the
diffraction spectra indexed by the Powder Diffraction File for δ-ZrH1.66. The nomenclature used
in Table C.2 is δ(hkl).
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Table C.1 – Angle between planes in the hexagonal unit cell for α-Zr phase.

α(100)
α(002)
α(101)
α(102)
α(110)
α(103)
α(200)
α(112)
α(107)

α(100)

α(002)

α(101)

α(102)

α(110)

α(103)

α(200)

α(112)

α(107)

0
90
28.5
47.4
30
58.5
0
42.8
75.3

90
0
61.5
42.6
90
31.5
90
57.9
14.7

28.5
61.5
0
18.9
40.5
30
28.5
26.1
46.7

47.4
42.6
18.9
0
54.1
11.1
47.4
27.4
27.9

30
90
40.5
54.1
0
63.1
30
32.1
77.3

58.5
31.5
30
11.1
63.1
0
58.5
33.2
16.8

0
90
28.5
47.4
30
58.5
0
42.8
75.3

42.8
57.9
26.1
27.4
32.1
33.2
42.8
0
45.5

75.3
14.7
46.7
27.9
77.3
16.8
75.3
45.5
0

Table C.2 – Angle between planes in the cubic unit cell for δ-hydride phase.

δ(111)
δ(200)
δ(220)
δ(311)
δ(222)

C.3.

δ(111)

δ(200)

δ(220)

δ(311)

δ(222)

0
54.7
35.3
29.5
0

54.7
0
45
25.2
54.7

35.3
45
0
31.5
35.3

29.5
25.2
31.5
0
29.5

0
54.7
35.3
29.5
0

Tetragonal Unit Cell for γ- and ε-hydride Phase
Tables C.3 and C.4 show the angles between planes of the tetragonal unit cell for the γ-

and ε-hydride phase, respectively, using the following [1]:

cos φ =

h1h2 + k1k 2 l1l 2
+ 2
ao2
co
⎛ h12 + k12 l12 ⎞⎛ h22 + k 22 l 22 ⎞
⎜⎜
+ 2 ⎟⎟⎜⎜
+ 2 ⎟⎟
2
co ⎠⎝ ao2
co ⎠
⎝ ao
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(C.3),

again, where the variables have the definitions given in Section C.1. The listed planes are based
on the diffraction spectra indexed by the Powder Diffraction File for γ-ZrH and ε-ZrH2. The
nomenclature used in Tables C.3 and C.4 are γ(hkl) and ε(hkl), respectively.

Table C.3 – Angle between planes in the tetragonal unit cell for γ-hydride phase.

γ(111)
γ(002)
γ(200)
γ(202)
γ(220)
γ(113)
γ(311)

γ(111)

γ(002)

γ(200)

γ(202)

γ(220)

γ(113)

γ(311)

0
56.8
53.7
36.3
33.2
29.8
29.3

56.8
0
90
47.2
90
27
73.7

53.7
90
0
42.8
45
71.3
24.4

36.3
47.2
42.8
0
58.8
32.8
30.8

33.2
90
45
58.8
0
63
30.8

29.8
27
71.3
32.8
63
0
50.2

29.3
73.7
24.4
30.8
30.9
50.2
0

Table C.4 – Angle between planes in the tetragonal unit cell for ε-hydride phase.

ε(101)
ε(110)
ε(002)
ε(200)
ε(112)
ε(211)
ε(202)

ε(101)

ε(110)

ε(002)

ε(200)

ε(112)

ε(211)

ε(202)

0
61.9
41.8
48.2
28.1
29.9
0

62.9
0
90
45
57.7
31.9
61.9

41.8
90
0
90
32.3
63.5
41.8

48.2
45
90
0
67.8
36.9
48.2

28.1
57.7
32.3
67.8
0
33.7
28.1

29.9
31.9
63.5
36.9
33.7
0
29.9

0
61.9
41.8
48.2
28.1
29.9
0
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATIONS TO SUPPORT THE DIRECT COMPARISON METHOD

Per the analysis for the direct comparison method introduced in Section 3.4.1, the
following calculations of certain crystallographic parameters for α-Zr phase and the γ-, δ-, and εhydride phases are provided in this appendix. Values of these parameters are presented in Table
3.11 and are used in the calculation of R’-values.

D.1.

Calculations of Form and Multiplicity Factors
The calculation of form factor used in the direct comparison method utilizes the tabulated

data of form factor (or atomic scattering factor) for zirconium (fZr(hkl)) and hydrogen (fH(hkl))
atoms as a function of diffraction angle (θ) and wavelength of x-ray beam (λ) given in Cullity [1].
These calculations are based on the linear interpolation (using the forecast function of Microsoft
Excel) of the tabulated data in Cullity’s text, based on the different values of θ for each
phase(hkl) combination. The results of these calculations are presented in Table 3.11.
Multiplicity factor (p) is a function of the crystal structure for each phase. Again, data
based on the powder-diffraction method given in Cullity was used in the analysis.

D.2.

Calculations of Structure Factors
The calculation of structure factor (|F(hkl)|2) used in the direct comparison

method utilizes the atomic positions given in Table 3.10 [1, 2] and the form factors (fZr(hkl) and
fH(hkl)) for each phase, which were calculated based on the description in Section D.1 of this
appendix.
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For the hexagonal close-packed crystal structure of α-Zr phase (no hydrogen), Cullity [1]
gives an equation for F(hkl), which may be modified for the two zirconium atoms of the unit cell,
given as:

[

F (hkl ) = f Zr (hkl )e 2πi ( 0 ) + f Zr (hkl )e 2πi ( h / 3+ 2 k / 3+l / 2) = f Zr (hkl ) 1 + e 2πi ( h / 3+ 2 k / 3+l / 2 )

]

(D.1).

For α(002), Equation D.1 is reduced to:

[

]

F (002)α = f Zr (002) 1 + e 2πi (1) = 2 ⋅ f Zr (002)

(D.2).

Taking the square of both sides of Eqn. D.2 yields:

| F (002)α |2 = 4 ⋅ [ f Zr (002)]2

(D.3).

The final values of |F(002)α|2 for the non-hydrided α(002) plane is given in Table 3.11.
Similar calculations of |F(hkl)|2 for the δ(111) planes may also be performed, again given
the atomic positions provided in Table 3.10. For the face-centered cubic structure of the δhydride phase comprising of four zirconium atoms and eight hydrogen atoms, F(hkl) is given by:

[

]

F (hkl )δ = f Zr (hkl ) e 2πi ( 0) + e 2πi (( h+k ) / 2) + e 2πi (( h+l ) / 2) + e 2πi (( k +l ) / 2) +

[

]

[

]

+ f H (hkl ) e 2πi (( h+ k +l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi ((3h+3k +l ) / 4) + e 2πi (( h+ k +3l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi ((3h+3k +3l ) / 4 ) +
+ f H (hkl ) e 2πi (( h +3k +l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi ((3h + k +l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi ((3h + k +3l ) / 4) + e 2πi (( h +3k +3l ) / 4 )

(D.4).

Inputting (hkl) = (111) and using a simplification for fractional exponents, this equation can be
reduced to:
| F (111)δ |2 = [4 ⋅ f Zr (111) + 8 ⋅ f H (111)]

2

(D.5).

As for the γ-hydride phase, the face-centered tetragonal (FCT) structure was assumed and
consists of four zirconium and four hydrogen atoms so that the structure factor is represented by:

[

]

F (hkl ) γ = f Zr (hkl ) e 2πi ( 0 ) + e 2πi (( h + k ) / 2) + e 2πi (( h+l ) / 2) + e 2πi (( k +l ) / 2 ) +

[

+ f H (hkl ) e 2πi (( h+ k +l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi ((3h+3k +3l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi (( h+ k +3l ) / 4 ) + e 2πi ((3h+3k +l ) / 4 )
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]

(D.6).

For the γ(111) planes, this equation may be simplified to:

| F (111) γ |2 = [4 ⋅ f Zr (111) + 4 ⋅ f H (111)]

2

(D.7).

For completeness, the structure factor for the ε-hydride phase was also calculated. Since
this phase is also face-centered tetragonal, Equation D.6 may be used. The ε(200) planes were of
interest in this calculation so Eqn. D.6 can be reduced to the following:
| F (200) ε |2 = [4 ⋅ f Zr (200) + 4 ⋅ f H (200)]

2

(D.8).

Again, Table 3.11 lists the calculated values of structure factor for the planes and phases of
interest in the direct comparison method.

D.3.

Calculation of Temperature Factor
Compensating for atomic vibration at room temperature, the temperature factor (e-2M) was

calculated as a function of M, which in turn is a function of θ, λ, and the mean square
displacement (u2) of zirconium and hydrogen in the unit cell, based on data published in
literature [3]. Cullity [1] gives an equation for M, as follows:

⎛ sin θ ⎞
M = 8π 2 u 2 ⎜
⎟
⎝ λ ⎠

2

(D.9).

Values of e-2M at room temperature for each phase(hkl) combination are given in Table 3.11.
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APPENDIX E

ESTIMATIONS OF HYDROGEN CONTENTS IN SPECIMENS

This appendix contains estimations of the local and radially-averaged hydrogen contents
in hydride-rim and uniformly-hydrided specimens based on calculations using models from
synchrotron x-ray diffraction and metallographic examinations (see Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2,
respectively). The estimations of the total hydrogen contents are then compared to those
measured by hot vacuum extraction, such as that done in Fig. 3.37. Table E.1 shows this
comparison of calculated versus measured total hydrogen contents for the specimens investigated
in this study.
Additionally, Table E.2 shows the estimates of local hydrogen contents in hydride-rim
specimens based on diffraction and metallographic studies. The hydride-rim cladding is
modeled as a bi-layer structure with two different hydrogen contents. The first layer reflects a
hydrogen content within the hydride rim, while, the second layer represents a lower hydrogen
content within the substrate. Table E.2 reflects these two different contents and the associated
uncertainties with each if separate measurements from both metallography and diffraction were
made. These results are then used in the discussion of Section 3.4.3 and in Section 3.5 regarding
the mechanical behavior and embrittlement of the hydride rim, substrate, and entire cladding
under near-plane-strain tension.
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Table E.1 – Comparison of total hydrogen content estimates from synchrotron diffraction and
metallographic studies to those measurements from hot vacuum extraction.

Sample
637B3H1
581K3F4
581H22G
637B1E5
581H22A
637B1F6
581H22
637A84
637B1F2
637A85
A1#1
A1#2
A1#3
A2Y#1
A2Y#2
A2Y#3
B1#3
B2#2
B2#3
B2#4
B2#5
B2#6
N24#4
N24#6
N26#4
N26#6
N6W#1
N7R#1
N7R#3
NN19R#1
NN19W#1
NN5W#1

Hydride
Distribution

Uniform

Rim

Total Hydrogen Content (wt ppm)
Measured(a)

Diffraction(b)

Metallography(c)

245 ± 13
508 ± 56
598 ± 105
668 ± 95
733 ± 82
866 ± 88
1048 ± 80
1255 ± 95
2931 ± 190
2947 ± 170
768 ± 58
762 ± 29
866 ± 74
825 ± 96
1245 ± 100
745 ± 60
629 ± 48
508 ± 47
580 ± 24
597 ± 54
780 ± 140
1344 ± 47
1021 ± 18
1098 ± 60
2060 ± 131
1963 ± 69
1131 ± 220
806 ± 86
851 ± 59
608 ± 88
637 ± 93
758 ± 49

150 ± 45
577 ± 43
650 ± 49
1202 ± 208
2796 ± 211
2859 ± 215
836 ± 183
880 ± 178
773 ± 149
611 ± 140
622 ± 146
644 ± 123
763 ± 146
1361 ± 235
1104 ± 227
1095 ± 232
1910 ± 259
1859 ± 279
1225 ± 132
884 ± 185
866 ± 182
684 ± 206
746 ± 218
734 ± 223

757 ± 76
790 ± 79
830 ± 83
518 ± 52
570 ± 57
591 ± 59
738 ± 74
1077 ± 108
2052 ± 205
1953 ± 195
1280 ± 128
814 ± 81
853 ± 85
398 ± 40
-

(a)

Measured by hot vacuum extraction (average ± standard deviation of four samples).
Estimated by ratio of integrated intensities (IZrHx/Iα); see Section 3.4.1.
(c)
Estimated by hydride area fraction (FZrHx); see Section 3.4.2.
(b)
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Table E.2 – Estimates of local hydrogen content in the hydride rim and substrate of hydride-rim
cladding based on synchrotron diffraction and metallographic studies; approximate values are
based on a single measurement or calculation.

Sample

Total
Hydrogen
Content
(wt ppm)(a)

A1#1
A2Y#1
B1#3
B2#2
B2#3
B2#4
B2#5
B2#6
N24#4
N24#6
N26#4
N26#6
N6W#1
N7R#1
N7R#3
NN19R#1
NN19W#1
NN5W#1

768 ± 58
825 ± 96
629 ± 48
508 ± 47
580 ± 24
597 ± 54
780 ± 140
1344 ± 47
1021 ± 18
1098 ± 60
2060 ± 131
1963 ± 69
1131 ± 220
806 ± 86
851 ± 59
608 ± 88
637 ± 93
758 ± 49

(a)

Hydride Rim

Substrate

Thickness
(μm)

Local Hydrogen
Content (wt ppm)

Thickness
(μm)

Local Hydrogen
Content (wt ppm)

141 ± 4
145 ± 5
100 ± 10
86 ± 6
95 ± 5
98 ± 3
101 ± 3
175 ± 52
133 ± 12
156 ± 16
255 ± 23
220 ± 25
60 ± 12
60 ± 20
56 ± 7
93 ± 16
96 ± 15
110 ± 8

2193 ± 294
1733 ± 145
≈1798
≈1888
≈1862
1920 ± 248
≈2746
≈3467
2730 ± 233
≈2829
≈4021
≈4193
5838 ± 1226
3313 ± 1254
≈4822
≈2713
≈1509
≈2196

≈440
≈435
≈470
≈485
≈475
≈470
≈470
≈395
≈470
≈445
≈345
≈380
≈510
≈510
≈515
≈480
≈474
≈460

310 ± 95
522 ± 48
≈385
≈268
≈329
328 ± 51
≈365
≈427
523 ± 68
≈476
≈610
≈672
588 ± 141
517 ± 145
≈427
≈198
≈460
≈414

Measured by hot vacuum extraction (average ± standard deviation of four samples).
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APPENDIX F

LIST OF PLANE-STRAIN SPECIMENS

This appendix contains tables of plane-strain specimens tested in this present study and
from previous studies [1, 2]. Table F.1 lists the uniformly-hydrided specimens, showing total
hydrogen content (as measured by hot vacuum extraction) and test temperatures for each. Table
F.2 lists the hydride-rim specimens, including hydride-rim thickness.
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Table F.1 – List of plane-strain specimens fabricated from uniformly-hydrided cladding.
Test
Temp.
(°C)

25

300

375

Specimen

Tested
By

Total H
Content
(wt ppm)

Hydride Rim
Thickness
(μm)

Far-field
Strain, εfar-field
(unitless)

Peak Fracture
Strain, εfracture
(unitless)

JAR#1
JAR#2
TS#79
TS#77
TS#78
TS#65
GC#1
TS#68
TS#37
TS#38
TS#49
TS#53
F#6
TS#82
TS#80
F-H2#1
AB#3
NB1#3
GC#2
TS#66
F-H1#1
TS#67
F-2B6H#2
F#10
F-H6#1
AW#2
AB#2
GC#3
F-H1#2
F-2B6H#1

Bates(a)
Bates(a)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Daum(c)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Daum(c)
Link(b)
Link(b)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Link(b)
Daum(c)
Link(b)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)
Daum(c)

≈10
≈10
≈152
≈183
≈216
≈642
≈903
≈1516
≈10
≈10
≈10
≈10
≈10
≈190
≈196
≈330
≈478
≈630
≈857
≈997
≈1255
≈1487
≈2190
≈10
≈260
≈468
≈478
≈811
≈1255
≈2190

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.048 ± 0.010
0.066 ± 0.025
0.056 ± 0.017
0.069 ± 0.010
0.046 ± 0.010
0±0
0.012 ± 0.010
0±0
0.080 ± 0.010
0.080 ± 0.020
0.071 ± 0.010
0.088 ± 0.013
0.012 ± 0.010
0.072 ± 0.010
0.053 ± 0.010
0.087 ± 0.015
0.047 ± 0.010
0.027 ± 0.010
0.054 ± 0.012
0±0
0±0
0±0
0±0
0.076 ± 0.010
0.069 ± 0.020
0.075 ± 0.014
0.059 ± 0.010
0.068 ± 0.010
0.046 ± 0.020
0.049 ± 0.010

0.240 ± 0.010
0.193 ± 0.020
0.246 ± 0.028
0.231 ± 0.023
0.203 ± 0.010
0±0
0.234 ± 0.080
0±0
0.400 ± 0.050
0.350 ± 0.050
0.340 ± 0.050
0.343 ± 0.012
0.234 ± 0.080
0.335 ± 0.010
0.258 ± 0.021
0.480 ± 0.190
0.164 ± 0.013
0.317 ± 0.082
0.310 ± 0.060
0±0
0±0
0±0
0.070 ± 0.020
0.440 ± 0.050
0.440 ± 0.050
0.445 ± 0.044
0.351 ± 0.010
0.372 ± 0.016
0.448 ± 0.068
0.439 ± 0.058

(a)

Denotes tested by D. Bates [1].
Denotes tested by T. Link [2].
(c)
Denotes tested by R. Daum (present study).
(b)
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Table F.2 – List of plane-strain specimens fabricated from hydride-rim cladding.
Test
Temp.
(°C)

25

300

375

Specimen

Tested
By

Total H
Content
(wt ppm)

Hydride Rim
Thickness
(μm)

Far-field
Strain, εfar-field
(unitless)

Peak Fracture
Strain, εfracture
(unitless)

JAR#1
JAR#2
JAR#5
N7W#2
N7R#2
B2#2
B2#4
A1#2
N24#3
N24#1
N26#1
JAR#4
JAR#6
N7W#1
NN5R#1
N7R#1
B2#3
N26#5
A2Y#3
A1#1
B2#5
A2Y#1
N7R#3
A1#3
N24#2
A2Y#2
N26#2
A1#4
A1#5
S-D
S-E
S-F
NN19W#1
NN19R#1
N7W#3
N24#4

Bates(a)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Bates(a)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)
Daum(b)

≈10
≈10
≈10
≈887
≈508
≈597
≈762
≈1050
≈1140
≈1776
≈10
≈10
≈300
≈480
≈580
≈581
≈663
≈746
≈768
≈777
≈825
≈851
≈866
≈1043
≈1245
≈1800
≈1223
≈1117
≈10
≈10
≈10
≈637
≈608
≈700
≈1021

N/A
N/A
N/A
29
48
86
98
148
140
181
245
N/A
N/A
19
95
42
95
101
112
141
101
75
56
140
173
73
264
175
167
N/A
N/A
N/A
96
93
39
133

0.048 ± 0.010
0.066 ± 0.025
0.066 ± 0.010
0.040 ± 0.010
0.024 ± 0.010
0.016 ± 0.010
0.006 ± 0.005
0.004 ± 0.002
0.009 ± 0.005
0±0
0±0
0.069 ± 0.010
0.067 ± 0.010
0.042 ± 0.010
0.017 ± 0.010
0.057 ± 0.010
0.049 ± 0.010
0.045 ± 0.010
0.067 ± 0.010
0.022 ± 0.010
0.015 ± 0.010
0.048 ± 0.010
0.010 ± 0.005
0.010 ± 0.005
0±0
0.060 ± 0.010
0±0
0.019 ± 0.010
0.019 ± 0.010
0.076 ± 0.010
0.079 ± 0.013
0.061 ± 0.010
0.048 ± 0.010
0.051 ± 0.010
0.057 ± 0.010
0.064 ± 0.010

0.240 ± 0.010
0.193 ± 0.020
0.176 ± 0.014
0.180 ± 0.030
0.051 ± 0.010
0.018 ± 0.005
0.020 ± 0.010
0.053 ± 0.011
0.017 ± 0.010
0.015 ± 0.010
0.277 ± 0.010
0.333 ± 0.013
0.035 ± 0.010
0.212 ± 0.010
0.093 ± 0.010
0.425 ± 0.040
0.437 ± 0.050
0.044 ± 0.010
0.045 ± 0.018
0.119 ± 0.010
0.029 ± 0.013
0.032 ± 0.016
0.012 ± 0.005
0.330 ± 0.029
0.022 ± 0.010
0.085 ± 0.031
0.180 ± 0.028
0.239 ± 0.024
0.496 ± 0.010
0.442 ± 0.050
0.340 ± 0.074
0.452 ± 0.011
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Table F.2 (cont’d) – List of plane-strain specimens fabricated from hydride-rim cladding.
Test
Temp.
(°C)

375

Specimen

Tested
By

Total H
Content
(wt ppm)

Hydride Rim
Thickness
(μm)

Far-field
Strain, εfar-field
(unitless)

Peak Fracture
Strain, εfracture
(unitless)

N24#6

Daum(b)

≈1098

156

0.056 ± 0.010

0.409 ± 0.048

N6W#1

Daum(b)

≈1131

60

0.069 ± 0.015

0.267 ± 0.037

N26#6

Daum(b)

≈1963

220

0.064 ± 0.010

0.265 ± 0.045

N26#4

(b)

≈2060

255

0.052 ± 0.010

0.086 ± 0.010

-

103

0.046 ± 0.010

-

NN5W#1
(a)
(b)

Daum

Daum(b)

Denotes tested by D. Bates [1].
Denotes tested by R. Daum (present study).
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